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FROM PAGE TO STAGE: THE USE OF SHAKESPEARE'S 
SONNETS IN INTRODUCING INTIMIDATED 
STUDENTS TO HIS DRAMA 
Kate Burke* 
ABSTRACT. The theatricality of Shakespeare's work facilitates the introduction 
of his literary dramatic legacy to intimidated neophytes. The sonnets, less over-
whelming and more compact than the dramas, are a practical point of departure. 
Student paraphrases of sonnets, done on a line-by-line basis and compared with 
the original text on paper and aloud, deepen the student's textual grasp and 
engender appreciation and loyalty. The use of acting techniques such as eye 
contact, other-oriented focus, imp9sed urgency, and the Stanislavski "magic if' can 
lift a sonnet successfully from the page to the present moment. This success can 
be the student's bridge to a Shakespearean monologue of comparable theme and 
length, to the scene in which it appears, and thus to one of the plays. From this 
first play a student can move to a second, third, or tenth play, and toward a deep 
and more reasoned rapport with Shakespeare's drama. 
Index descriptors: sonnets 29, 87, 113, 128, 137; introducing Shakespeare, 
teaching Shakespeare, acting Shakespeare, paraphrasing Shakespeare, sonnet I 
monologue thematic pairs. 
Teachers of voice and speech, acting teachers, and teachers of 
literature face the challenge of introducing Shakespeare's work to 
intimidated neophytes. Though most secondary school students en-
counter one or two Shakespeare dramas and the odd sonnet (usually 
"Shall I compare thee to a summer's day?") in their English curricula, 
the extant response can be confusion, avoidance, even boredom. 
Teachers of theatre technique cannot introduce and impart 
Shakespeare's works as great literature but must address their 
theat ricality, and therein perhaps lies some means to cut through 
confusion, avoidance, and boredom. Since much of Shakespeare's 
drama is in verse, his work is often pigeon-holed as "poetry," which for 
a student unaware of the firepower of language can mire it in 
affectation, sterility, and sing-song intonation. The density of the 
language can bar even externely talented students without exceptional 
verbal skills from any clear grasp of meaning, effectively frustrating 
them and discouraging further pursuit. (For how many can a first 
*Department of Theatre Arts, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242. 
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reading of Gerard Ma~ley Hopkins be an epiphany?) Scholars may 
analyze Elizabethan drama in depth, but if few people read what was 
very much a drama of the people, it rarefies, becomes an elitist 
literary form: leatherboµnd, complete editions of Shakespeare gather-
ing dust on shelves, unopened. 
Since all children ~ possess the actor's instinct, the Stanislavski 
"magic if," the willingness to suspend disbelief, the earlier an individual 
can be exposed to any Shakespeare, and caught, the better. An appeal 
to the acting instinct · 'can commit the individual to the whole 
Shakespeare package-emotional life, reality, given circumstances, 
immediacy, and, almost ihcide.ntally, the complex language expressing 
all of the former. 
In 1979, an experiment in text comprehension occurred at the 
Campus School, an elementary school on the Oswego campus of the 
State University of New York: a sequence of poetry ranging from the 
simplicity of Shel Silver~tein to the complexity of a Shakespearean 
sonnet was read to a fourth grade class. After the reading of each 
poem the students were asked for verbal paraphrases. The first few 
poems posed no problem, but as complexity increased, the ability to 
paraphrase decreased. The final poem read, Shakespeare's Sonnet 29, 
was met with bemusement: 
When, in disgrace with fortune and men's eyes, 
I all alone beweep my outcast state, 
And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries, 
And look upon myself and curse my fate, 
Wishing me like to one more rich in hope, 
Featur'd like him, like him with friends possess'd, 
Desiring this man's art and that man's scope, 
With what I most enjoy contented least; 
Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising, 
Haply I think on. thee, and then my state, 
' Like to the lark at break of day arising 
From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven's gate; 
For thy sweet love rememb'red such wealth brings 
That then I scorn to change my state with kings. 
The sonnet ended to ringing choruses of "No way!", "How weird!", "It's 
too hard!", "It's stupid!", "I hate it!", "Forget it!" The sonnet was read a 
second time and paraphrases were requested-without success. The 
sonnet was read a third time and paraphrases were again requested. 
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Finally, with great strain, self-doubt, second-guessing, and resistance 
the ideas began to emerge: "Somebody's upset!';; "She doesn't have any 
friends!"; "He's depressed!"; "He's jealous of another guy!"; "But then he 
realizes he's got a buddy, and he's okay!" 
As the bare bones of meaning were revealed, the children's pride 
in comprehensio_n and connection with the power of the language 
increased. They asked to hear the sonnet no less than five more times, 
listening to each reading with rapt attention. Clearly, the scene was 
set in this fourth grade class for continued enjoyment of Shakespeare. 
If this kind of early exposure does not occur, the following is a 
likely scenario in any intermediate to advanced acting class which 
must equip the actor to perform classical drama: the teacher asks 
who has performed Shakespeare, a few hands shoot up eagerly, and 
the remaining faces fall in dread. That dread is an acting teacher's 
bane. How to proceed in the face of entrenched, negative conditioning? 
The most elementary unit of acting text is the monologue. Excepting 
basic improvisation exercises, the contemporary, realistic monologue 
is the single most common focus of introductory acting coaching. One 
might assign a Shakespearean monologue to the acting student, which 
would necessitate the daunting prospect of reading an entire Shake-
speare play and gleaning enough meaning and connection to the text 
to support a solid performance of the monologue. Verbally gifted 
students with enough available time will read the play; others will 
read Cliff or Monarch notes. The problem is exacerbated if monologues 
from, say, eight different plays are assigned. The student is isolated in 
digesting his or her assigned play, without the support of entire class 
doing so, as in a literature class. One economical alternative is 
assigning different monologues from the same play, so that as each 
monologue is worked it is placed contextually, and the students' 
collec.tive perception of the play's progression grows. The assignment 
of a monologue, however, is best reserved for later in this process of 
teaching acting. 
Shakespeare's sonnets are monologue-like and offer the following 
advantages as a preferable point of departure: the 14-line, deft 
marriage of form and content is far less overwhelming than an entire 
play; the sonnets are relatively regular examples of iambic pentameter; 
they are largely focused on interpersonal relationships, a topic with 
wide appeal; and they are often written in the first person or at least 
imply a first person response to given circumstances. Especially 
provocative sonnets are numbers 23, 25, 27, 29, 30, 43, 50, 52, 57, 61 , 
76, 83, 87, 91, 97, 98, 106, 109, 113, 137, 138, and 147. Some of the 
other sonnets are less accessible to the average elementary/ secondary 
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college level student: those dealing with aging, death, and the decay of 
beauty; those advocating the bearing of children to continue the line; 
those revolving around the "Will/ will" play on words; and those 
referring to the undesirability of "black" or "dark" features. 
Following the choice or assignment of a sonnet, a paraphrase of it 
by the student, written in the first person, is a logical next step. 
Students often dangerously opt for third-person paraphrasing, 
analyzing the speaker's thoughts and feelings rather than embodying 
them. Empathy mobilizes actors; analysis informs, but at a safe 
remove. Some students resist doing a line-by-line paraphrase, tending 
to condense four or five sonnet lines into one or two lines of 
paraphrase, to avoid the tedium of identifying delicate shades of 
meaning and the introduction of new ideas. It is wise to be vigilant in 
requiring a 14-line paraphrase of a 14-line sonnet and in returning 
the paraphrases with written comments to dispell any remaining 
con~usion as to meaning. A scholarly dissection of the sonnet may 
daunt young actors, but precise recognition of the speaker's message 
and the motivation to communicate that message are feasible and 
essential. Nothing more immediately makes the student appreciate 
Shakespeare's deft pen than reading aloud first the sonnet, then the 
paraphrase. The pedestrian, limping loss of power stuns. 
Some paraphrases vibrate with wit and lexicality, albeit inad-
vertently. One favorite is the following paraphrase of line three of the 
earlier quoted Sonnet 29: "And trouble deaf Heaven with my bootless 
cries," becomes "And, barefoot, berate the deity." 
Comparisons of pre-paraphrase and post-paraphrase readings of 
the sonnets are telling. When the increased perception of the latter 
readings has been pointed out and reinforced by the acting coach, 
students have replied in this vein: "Well, of course it's more clear-now 
I understand it." 
Unfortunately, one gets the impression that the paraphrase 
would not be attempted independently, but once the acting coach 
requires it, the door to comprehension is opened and the student is 
ushered in. It is a hard-fought, hard-won battle of comprehension 
that engenders an increasingly deep loyalty to the chosen sonnet. One 
soon hears affectionate references to "my sonnet," "John's sonnet," or 
"Katie's sonnet." Soon questions like, "When are we performing the 
sonnets again?" and "May we do another sonnet?" crop up. We are 
already a long way from faces drooping in dread at the mere mention 
of Shakespeare. 
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In working with the sonnets it is imperative to encourage in the 
students an other-oriented, external focus. Eye cont act with t he 
audience is essential. Most helpful is this three-pronged suggestion: to 
project on an opposite wall the image of a significant person (who can 
and probably should remain unidentified) , to focus intimately on the 
image, and to communicate the sonnet to that significant person's 
image as if a great deal were at stake, in that moment. The immediacy 
and the energy in the room are potent; the iambic pentameter is 
apparent; and the language vibrates in pursuit of the objective. 
Almost unbeknownst to themselves, the students have done a credible, 
creditable bit of acting, and they have mastered at least 14 lines of 
Shakespeare. Peer approbation is freely given, which speaks more 
loudly than any feedback from the acting coach. Thus, in a step-by-
step chicanery, the students' interest in Shakespeare is piqued, and 
the desire to negotiate more text is called forth. 
Aggressively pinpointing grammatical aspects of the sonnets, 
especially subjects and verbs, heightens students' comprehension and 
clarifies their paraphrases. Again using Sonnet 29 as an example, one 
finds the following subject-verb pairs: "I beweep ... I trouble ... I look 
upon ... I curse . . . I think ... my state sings ... I scorn." That is the 
kind of active stuff an actor can bite into, vitally playing actions, 
rather than weakly indicating states of being, i.e. "I am sad . . . I am 
happy .. . I am literary ... I am timeless"-static, bad acting. Further 
evidence of the speaker's emotional state in Sonnet 29 comes from 
adjectives and an adverb like "all alone," "outcast," "bootless," "least," 
and "sullen." Assuming one has the zeal, the ability, and a sixties 
vintage grounding in grammer, diagramming the sentences within the 
sonnet structure also yields enhanced mastery of the text. As this 
paper has neither scope nor intention to be a grammatical treatise, 
this limit ed examination of parts of speech will suffice. The beginning 
actor 's essential needs call for a tripartite simplification to facilitate 
paraphrasing and acting: subject, verb, and the ot her stuff (for 
example, the brightening or darkening change of action at the turning 
point evident in many of the sonnets). 
A sonnet or two or three or more, swallowed and digested by the 
beginning actor can whet the appetite for more involved text. Now, to 
build a bridge from sonnet to monologue, from poetry to drama. 
Widening acting students' focus from Shakespeare's sonnets to his 
varied comedies, tragedies, pastorals and histories is a challenge. 
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Theatre is the embodiment of human experience, and theatre 
artists acknowledge that comedy without poignancy, the dark side, is 
artificial, as is tragedy unrelieved by the occasional light touch. Every 
play is a mix of comedic and tragic elements. Classifying Shakespeare's 
plays as comedy, tragedy, pastoral, or history may cause the student 
actor to stereotype them and to apply an overt, false acting style. It is 
worthwhile to remind the student actor that in all of Shakespeare's 
roles a human being, or some sort of being, finds himself or herself in 
a specific situation, handling a particular complication, and pursuing 
a definite objective. The characters in the histories are not just 
making history; the characters in the comedies are not just cracking 
jokes; the characters in the tragedies are not just suffering; the 
characters in the pastorals are not runniHg through strawberry fields 
forever. 
While a reminder to explore both the light and dark realities of 
tpe human being's given circumstances helps the student, there 
remain for the neophyte some off-putting aspects of these four 
dramatic classifications. Both the histories and the tragedies are 
difficult to understand for those brought up on the relative stability of 
democracy, rule by divine right of kings being somewhat more 
capricious. Political apathy is a cloudy lens t hrough which to view 
patriotism, treason, war, individual and group revenge, shifting 
loyalties, public show, and private plots. Not being to the "manor" 
born, student actors also have difficulty seeing themselves as kings, 
queens, dukes, earls, duchesses, lords or ladies. Or they fancy such 
royalty merely the picture cards in an otherwise four suit digit deck. 
It is helpful to use as a referent the upper-level executive officers of 
any familiar hierarchical organization, if only the family. (An exception 
for obvious reasons, Romeo an d Juliet is never as distant from 
student actors as the other tragedies and the histories.) The comedies 
are problematic in their topical humor, classical references, and 
archaic word play. Assuring student actors that not even scholars 
understand everything encourages them. The pastorals can spark the 
imaginations of students brought up on fairy tales (but now feeding 
on MTV, video, and cinema), .perhaps offering them release from the 
seeming strictures of the other categories. 
"Genrephobia" in remission then, proceeding on the basis of the 
sonnet ownership and loyalty engendered in the paraphrase/ per-
formance process, the acting coach can lead anticipatory students on 
to the next challenge, the monologue. A monologue thematically 
similar to the previously worked sonnet gives the student easy entree. 
The line-by-line paraphrase procedure outlined previously can be 
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applied to the monologue. The same juxtaposed readings of original 
text and paraphrase reveal the elegance of the original and clarify 
meaning. The student actors according to one of the classic dictates 
of acting training "make the text their own," respect ing the form, 
comprehending the content, and lifting the text from the page to vital 
action in the present moment. 
The following four sonnet/ monologue juxtapositions are examples 
of· workable pairs. The monologues , with some expunctions in the 
audition tradition, are comparable to the sonnets in theme and 
length. 
Sonnet 128 
How oft, when thou, my music, music play'st 
Upon that blessed wood whose motion sounds 
With thy sweet fingers , when thou gently sway'st 
The wiry concord that mine ear confounds, 
Do I envy those jacks that nimble leap 
To kiss the tender inward of thy hand, 
Whilst my poor lips, which should that harvest reap, 
At the wood's boldness by thee blushing stand! 
To be so tickled, they would change their state 
And situation with those dancing chips, 
O'er whom thy fingers walk with gentle gait, 
Making dead wood more blest than living lips. 
Since saucy jacks so happy are in this, 
Give them thy fingers , me thy lips to kiss. 
Antony and Cleopatra 
Cleopatra 
Give me to drink mandragora ... . 
That I might sleep out this great gap of time 
My Antony is away. 
0 Charmian, 
Where think'st thou he is now? Stands he, or sits he? 
Or does he walk? Or is he on his horse? 
Oh happy horse, to bear the weight of Antony! 
He's speaking now, 
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Or murmuring, "Where's my serpent of old Nile?" 
For so he calls me. Now I feed myself 
With most delicious poison. Think on me, 
That am with Phoebus' amorous pinches black, 
And wrinkled deep in time. 
Met'st thou my posts? 
Who's born that day 
When I forget to send to Anthony 
Shall die a beggar. Ink and paper, Charmian. 
Did I, Charmian, 
Ever love Caesar so? 
But, come, away, 
Get me ink and paper. 
He shall have every day a several greeting, 
BURKE 
Or I'll unpeople Egypt. (I.v.3-6, 19-30, 64-81) 
Unbridled sensuality gallops in these two extracts. 
II 
Sonnet 137 
Thou blind fool, Love, what dost thou to mine eyes, 
That they behold, and see not what they see? 
They know what beauty is, see where it lies, 
Yet what the best is take the worst to be. 
If eyes corrupt by over-partial looks 
Be anchor'd in the bay where all men ride, 
Why of eyes' falsehood hast thou forged hooks, 
Whereto the judgment of my heart is tied? 
Why should my heart think that a several plot 
Which my heart knows the wide world's common place? 
Or mine eyes seeing this, say this is not, 
To put fair truth upon so foul a face? 
In things right true my heart and eyes have erred, 
And to this false plague are they now transferred. 
Richard III 
Anne 
0 , when, I say, I look'd on Richard's face, 
This was my wish: "Be thou," quoth I, "accurs'd 
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For making me, so young, so old a widow! 
And, when thou wed'st, let sorrow haunt thy bed; 
And be thy wife-if any be so mad-
More miserable by the life of thee 
Than thou hast made me by my dear lord's death!" 
Lo, ere I can repeat this curse again, 
Within so small a time, my woman's heart 
Grossly grew captive to his honey words 
And prov'd the subject of mine own soul's curse, 
Which hitherto hath held mine eyes from rest; 
For never yet one hour in his bed 
Did I enjoy the golden dew of sleep, 
But with his timorous dreams was still awak'd. 
Besides, he hates me for my father Warwick, 
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And will, no doubt, shortly be rid of me. (IV.i.70-86) 
That love penetrates rational armour is here lamented twice. 
III 
Sonnet 113 
Since I left you, mine eye is in my mind, 
And that which governs me to go about 
Doth part his function and is partly blind, 
Seems seeing, but effectually is out; 
For it no form delivers to the heart 
Of bird, of flow'r, or shape, which it doth latch; 
Of his quick objects hath the mind no part, 
Nor his own vision holds what it doth catch; 
For if it see the rud'st or gentlest sight, 
The most sweet favor or deformed'st creature, 
The mountain or the sea, the day or night, 
The crow or dove, it shapes them to your feature 
Incapable of more, replete with you, 





Ay, thou poor ghost, whiles memory holds a seat 
In this distracted globe. Remember thee! 
Yea, from the table of my memory 
I'll wipe away all trivial fond records , 
All saws of books, all forms, all pressures past 
That youth and observation copied there, 
And thy commandment all alone shall live 
Within the book and volume of my brain, 
Unrnix'd with baser matter. Yes, by heaven! 
0 most pernicious woman! 
0 villain, villain, smiling, damned villain! 
My tables-meet it is I set it down, 
That one may smile, and smile, and be a villain. 
BURKE 
At least I am sure it maybe so in Denmark: (l.v.96-110) 
Both pieces thrum with the cadence of a potent, obsessive image. 
IV 
Sonnet 87 
Farewell! Thou art too dear for my possessing, 
And like enough thou know'st thy estimate. 
The charter of thy worth gives thee releasing; 
My bonds in thee are all determinate. 
For how do I hold thee but by thy granting, 
And for that riches where is my deserving? 
The cause of this fair gift in me is wanting, 
And so my patent back again is swerving, 
Thyself thou gav'st, thy own worth then not knowing, 
Or me, to whom thou gav'st it, else mistaking; 
So thy great gift, upon misprision growing, 
Cornes home again, on better judgment making. 
Thus have I had thee as a dream doth flatter, 
In sleep a king, but waking no such matter. 
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Richard II 
Richard 
Now mark me how I will undo myself: 
I give this heavy weight from off my head 
And this unwieldy scepter from my hand ... 
With mine own hands I give away my crown, 
With mine own tongue deny my sacred state, 
With mine own breath release all duteous oaths. 
All pomp and majesty I do forswear .... 
God pardon all oaths that are broke to me! 
God keep all vows unbroke are made to thee! 
Make me, that nothing have, with nothing griev'd, 
And thou with all pleas'd, that hast all achiev'd! 
Long mayst thou live in Richard's seat to sit, 
And soon lie Richard in an earthy pit! 
God save King Henry, unking'd Richard says, 
And send him many years of sunshine days!-
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What more remains? (IV.i.204-23) 
Strongly emotional capitulations occur in this pair. 
Once the student actors have worked through sonnets and 
monologues, they confront the next looming challenge-the Shake-
spearean scene. If the character objectives in the scene escape the 
actors, sonnets can again be used to crisply articulate opposing 
objectives in an improvisation situation. Final couplets tersely drive a 
point home. A sensitive acting coach can talk a pair of students 
through a developed improvisation of a scene using the final couplets 
of two opposing sonnets, interspersed with spontaneous verbal 
interchange, gesture, eye contact, touch, rupture, and reconciliation. 
Once a connection sparks between the actors, the coach can switch 
them abruptly back to the sonnets in entirety, then back to the lines 
of the scene, preserving all the emotional life, textured with Shake-
speare's artistry. 
Acting coaches must divine what obvious truths to state, what 
encouragement and reassurance to give to empower the acting 
student to storm the Shakespeare bastion without fear of the 
language, without self-consciousness, without reverent distance. 
Exploring the theatricality of Shakespeare's drama in this or a 
comparable process not only produces skilled classical actors; it 
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produces actors with a deep and more reasoned appreciation of his 
drama. Such acting students read Shakespeare. Complete Shake-
speares, heavy though they be, appear in backpacks; spend nights 
between consultations in student lounges; pass from hand to hand to 
hand; sport notes, reminders, rehearsal times, dog-eared covers, and 
sentimental doodles. Shakespeare's drama revered, and revved. 
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ANTHONY BOHEME: A FORGOTTEN TRAGEDIAN 
William S. E. Coleman* 
ABSTRACT. Anthony Boheme from his debut at Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre in 
1718 until his last appearance on that stage in 1731 played at least 98 roles in 79 
plays. He performed such demanding roles as King Lear, Angelo in Measure for 
Measure, Shylock, Titus Andronicus , and Tamerlane in competition with Barton 
Booth , the reigning star of Drury Lane Theatre. In his short career Boheme 
abandoned the "musical elocution" of Thomas Betterton, pointing the way to the 
more realistic acting styles of David Garrick and Charles Macklin. Boheme 
certainly was the most popular Lear on the early eighteenth century London 
stage, surpassing his colleague, James Quin, and setting the foundation stones for 
Garrick's Lear. He may have been the model for Macklin's innovative inter-
pretation of Shylock. In any respect, Anthony Boheme was most certainly an 
uncredited contributor to the acting techniques applied to Shakespearean 
tragedies on the London stage after Garrick' s 1741 debut. 
Index descriptors: Anthony Boheme, Shylock, George Granville's The Jew of 
Venice, The Merchant of Venice, King Lear, eighteenth century British tragic 
acting, Thomas Quin, Barton Booth, eighteenth century realistic acting, David 
Garrick, Charles Macklin. 
If an actor's merit could be determined by the kind of roles he 
played and the number of times he played these roles, Anthony 
Boheme would be regarded as one of the finest tragic actors on the 
London stage during the first third of the eighteenth century and, 
possibly, one of the handful of great British actors in the eighteenth 
century. 
From Boheme's debut at Lincoln's Inn Fields in the fall of 1718 
until his last appearance on that same stage in the winter of 1731 , he 
played at least 98 roles in 79 plays. 1 These included King Lear, Angelo 
in Measure for Measure, Shylock, Titus Andronicus, and Tamerlane. 
Boheme often performed these in head to head competition with 
prestigious rivals at the larger and more affluent Drury Lane Theatre. 
Records show that Boheme drew strong houses, suggesting he was as 
popular as many better known London tragic actors. 
Even so, histories of the London stage made little more than 
passing mention of Boheme until in 1973 a two-page article was 
published in A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Dancers, Man-
agers, and Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800. This short 
*Department of Theat re Arts, Drake University, Des Moines, IA 50311. 
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article pulls together several of the scattered references to Boheme, 
attempts to evaluate his career, offers a few specifics, and laments 
that "it is most unfortunate that so little is known of him beyond the 
roles he played" (2:186) .2 
Anthony Boheme's obscurity is understandable. Only a few 
commentaries on acting of the period survive. Newspapers had not 
yet begun to review theatrical performances. All the major chroniclers 
of acting in the early eighteenth century-Colley and Theophilus 
Cibber, Rufus Chetwood, and Benjamin Victor-were closely associated 
with the Drury Lane Theatre, the wealthy rival of the less affluent 
Lincoln's Inn Fields Theat re where Boheme played throughout his 
brief career. Of these, only Victor discusses Boheme's abilities at any 
length; and, until this paper was researched, the only contempora-
neous account of Boheme's acting ability lay buried in the British 
Museum's Burney Newspaper Collection. 
Later histories of acting drew heavily from these Drury Lane 
biased sources. All see the years between Thomas Betterton's death in 
1709 and the debut of David Garrick in 1741 as an era when tragic 
acting on the London stage was at best serviceable, at worst an 
undistinguished echo of Betterton's chanted style of performance. 
That view still holds. 
Drury Lane's Barton Booth (1681-1725), who acted in the 
Betterton tradition, is usually considered to be the best tragedian in 
these interim years. His colleague, Robert Wilks (1665-1732) , who 
played a fin~ Hamlet and a moving Macduff, was much better in 
comedy. Ranked behind them are two Lincoln's Inn Fields trage-
dians-the rigidly bombastic James QQin (1693-1766) and the service-
able John Mills (?-1736). Lacey Ryan (1694-1760) and Thomas Walker 
(1698-1744) , two other leading tragedians of the period, followed a 
different line of work, playing fiery, romantic roles. 
Until the Biographical Dictionary published its Boheme entry, 
theatre historians showed little curiosity concerning Boheme's abilities 
even though statistically he was the most popular Lear during the 
early eighteenth century, playing the role before strong houses again 
and again. In addition to this public acceptance, there is strong 
evidence that Boheme was the finest Lear in London during the first 
third of the eighteenth century and perhaps second only to Garrick 
Boheme was an early proponent of a colloquial and realistic 
acting style, a novelty in a time when actors such as Booth were using 
"a musical Elocution" (Duerr 212) . Later remembrances of Boheme 
strongly suggest his natural, unaffected acting style may have influ-
enced the young Charles Macklin, who appeared at Lincoln's Inn Fields, 
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intermittently during Boheme's peak years. If so, Boheme, the only 
tragic actor who played Shylock in the early eighteenth century, may 
have influenced or even served as the model for Macklin's dramatic 
and innovative approach to that role. 
If even one of these assertions could be proved, Anthony Boheme 
would be ranked as an important transitional figure bridging the gap 
between Betterton and Garrick. However, the stakes are higher. 
Boheme may have been one of the handful of great tragedians who 
performed on the London stage during the eighteenth century. 
Boheme's origins are obscure. We do not even know his age or 
regional origin. Writing in 1 785, Thomas Davies says he was "a young 
actor" when he arrived at Lincoln's Inn Fields in 1718 (3:277). John 
Genest, at an even later date, cryptically states "this actor is usually 
called Boheme, but that he was at this time called Bohemia is 
sufficiently clear" (2:649). It is unclear whether this is a reference to a 
foreign descent or a nickname. 
Benjamin Victor, who saw Boheme perform, offers more speeific 
information concerning Boheme's background and praises the actor's 
abilities: 
Such of my Readers, as have been long enough in Life to 
remember an Actor at Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre by the 
name of BOHEME, will thank me for reviving so remarkable 
a Performer in their Memories; for the natural, piercing 
Tones of his Voice, particularly adapted to Grief and 
Distress, must have touched the Heart of every feeling 
Auditor too forcibly ever to be forgot. Boheme was bred a 
Sailor, and quitted the Quarter-deck for the Stage. He was 
tall and erect, with a manly Countenance; but by walking 
the Decks of the Ship from a Boy, he had contracted a 
Stradling in his Gait, of which no Art or Application could 
ever cure Hirn. (2:73-74)4 
Thomas Doran, much later, repeats this story, saying Boheme 
could only disguise his walk when he played Lear (Biog. Diet. 185). 
Davies says Boheme "was first taken notice of, when an itinerant 
player at Stratford-le-Bow, for a manner of speaking and acting 
superior to his situation. Mr. Rich employed him first at a very low 
salary, but his great merit soon increased his income" (3:5) Victor 
remembers the young Boheme fondly: 
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His first appearance was at a Booth in Southwark Fair, which, 
in those Days, lasted two Weeks and was much frequented by 
Persons of all Distinctions, of both Sexes; he [Boheme] acted the 
Part of Menelaus in the best Droll I ever saw, called the Siege of 
Troy. After the Entertainment was over, my Curiosity led me 
behind the Scenes, to enquire after the new agreeable Actor. 
There I was told he was engaged by the Manager of Lincoln's 
Inn Fields Theatre, to be in his Company the following season. 
He appeared there very soon, in capital Characters .... 
(1:74-75) 
Boheme joined Lincoln's Inn Fields in the fall of 1718. Davies says 
Boheme first appeared on the London stage as Francisco in Hamlet 
and that the actor's career was founded on the reading of one line: 
"For this relief much thanks: 'tis bitter cold. I And I am sick at heart" 
(I.i. 7-8). According to Davies, Boheme's "unaffected, yet natural 
manner of pronouncing this short speech, roused the auditors to an 
observation of merit. His salary was immediately increased by the 
manager, and he afterwards proved a great ornament to his age" 
(3:5).5 
The incomplete records for Lincoln's Inn Fields place Boheme's 
first performance on 16 October, when he played the small part of 
Decius in Cato, and date his appearance as Francisco on 26 February 
1719, well after mid-season. The extant records list Boheme as 
appearing only 13 nights in his first season in London and in three 
small roles-Decius, Francisco, and Lord Cobham in George Sewell's 
Sir Walter Raleigh. Even so, he had gained enough regard in his 
company to share a benefit with two other actors on 7 May 1719, 
when Lovefor Love was performed (Biog. Diet. 186). 
Boheme's rise within his company was less than the meteoric, but 
his situation improved considerably during the 1719-20 season. He 
gradually took over the roles left open by the unexpected early death 
of Theophilus Keene, those played by John Evans, and some taken 
away from Jam es Quin, perhaps because of the latter's inadequacy, 
but more possibly because of Quin's dissipation and unreliability. 
Boheme played at least 56 nights and added 16 roles to his 
repertory-the most substantial of these being York in Cibber's 
Richard III, Alvarez in Dryden's Don Sebastian, Pisanio in Cybeline, 
Brabatio in Othello, and the Ghost in Hamlet. With the exception of 
Pisanio these roles suggest the line of work Boheme would follow 
throughout his career. All required a stately manner, a fine voice, and 
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limited movement-possibly confirming Victor's comment that Boheme 
had problems with stage movement. 
Boheme attained star status in his third season. He added 19 new 
parts. Among them were such Betterton roles as Angelo in Measure 
for Measure, Titus Andronicus, Tamerlane, and King Lear. All were 
roles he played throughout his career at Lincoln's Inn Fields. With 
Titus he entered into direct competition with John Mills and with 
Lear and Tamerlane, the highly regarded Barton Booth. Mills quickly 
abandoned Titus, but Boheme remained in a lively competition with 
Booth in the roles of Lear and Tamerlane. 
In Tamerlane, a role which Victor correctly describes as "a 
Character which requires great Skill of an Actor to support" (2:62), 
both actors seemed to share an equal popularity. Both played the 
part 18 times during the years of their rivalry, 12 of these being on the 
traditional 4 and 5 November performances given in honor of King 
William's birthday. 
As King Lear (in the 1681 Nahum Tate alteration) Boheme 
statistically surpassed his rival. Booth played it at least 30 times 
between 1714 and 1728, 16 of these during the years Boheme played 
the part. Boheme, on the other hand, played the role at least 35 times 
during a much shorter career and 28 times during his rivalry with 
Booth. 
Davies, drawing from Macklin's memory, says that "however 
excellent Booth's performance of this character Lear was, he had no 
mean competition in a young actor [Boheme] who, from small 
beginnings, rose to a very high degree of estimation with the public" 
(3:277). According to Davies, Macklin praised Boheme's "stage abilities" 
and remembered Boheme as 
an original actor and not an auricular imitator, his manner 
of acting Lear was very different from that of Booth .... To 
his Lear he gave a trait ... of the antique. In his person he 
was tall, his features were expressive, with something of the 
venerable cast, which gave force and authority to the 
situations and passions of the character; the tones of his 
voice were equally powerful and harmonious, and his whole 
action suited the age and feeling of Lear. (278) 
Victor, writing from first hand observation, remembers Boheme 
as an impressive but flawed Lear: 
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Yet all those who were Judges of Nat ure .. . were surprised 
and charmed with the musical, pathetic Tones of Grief, that 
were pointed to the Heart from this captivating Speaker. in 
some Scenes in Lear (though he wanted Judgment to mark 
and support the fine Variety of the Character) he has 
surprized many a Critic with his Powers, in the distressful 
Passages . . . . (2:76) 
Davies says, "Booth was an actor of genius; and though a 
professed admirer of Betterton almost to idolatry, he had too much 
judgement to copy or servilely imitate his action." However, Davies 
concedes Booth "has been known to read a scene in the same part, 
acted by Betterton, in that great actor's manner, to the admiration of 
his hearers ... " (3:279). 
Even though Victor had qualifications concerning Boheme's Lear, 
he was harder on Booth, saying, "I will remember his superior Dignity 
in the Character; and, excepting that Advantage, I must own, the first 
Time I saw Mr. GARRICK in Lear, I felt more Transport from his 
masterly Variety, and more real Distress, than I ever remember from 
BOOTH" (2:26) . 
We are tantalizingly close to a direct comparison between 
Boheme and David Garrick as Lear. While we remain one step away 
from such a comparison, it would seem that Victor thought Boheme, 
like Booth, failed to project "the fine Variety of the Character" while 
Boheme provided a quality similar to Garrick's in "the distressful 
Passages." 
According to Victor, after Booth's retirement in 1728 John Mills 
"was now the only Tragic Hero in that Company [Drury Lane] who 
could venture in the Characters of the late Mr. Booth" (2:59). Mills, 
whom Victor calls "the most useful Actor that ever served a Theatre" 
(1:28) , failed to achieve any popular success as Lear, playing the part 
only twice after Booth's retirement. During the same time Boheme 
played it seven times. 
One of the reasons for Mills's failure can be found in a comparison 
Davies makes between Boheme and Mills in another role-the King in 
1 Henry IV Here, Davies says, Mills ''wanted the deportment necessary 
to represent the grandeur and majesty of the character, which were 
here eminently supplied by Boheme" ( 1 :262).6 
Boheme made his last appearance as King Lear on 16 September 
1730 when for the third consecutive year he opened the Lincoln's Inn 
Fields season in that role. His Gloucester in these later performances 
was Jam es Quin. 
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Quin, who had transferred from Drury Lane in the midst of the 
1717-18 season, enjoyed some popularity during the Boheme years, 
but according to Theophilus Gibber, his reputation as an actor 
emerged "especially on the Death of Boheme" and only then "gradually 
rose to a great degree of Favour with the Publick" (260). Indeed, 
Boheme did block Quin's advancement in the company. Quin lost 
several roles to his colleague. These include the Ghost in Hamlet, 
Tamerlane, Benducar in Dryden's Don Sebastian, King of Portugal, 
and the title role in 1 Henry IV While the part of the Ghost may seem 
like no great loss, it was a role Booth played regularly. Boheme did 
Quin an enormous favor, however, by taking over the part of King 
Henry. On 28 October 1 721 Quin moved to the part of Falstaff, the 
greatest success of his career. 
After Boheme's death in 1731 Quin inherited the role of Lear. 
(While Quin's predecessor is not named, Boheme is the only actor who 
performed Lear after Booth's retirement.) Davies says Quin demanded, 
"No less than twenty-two rehearsals; but he, being at that time young 
and dissipated, attended only two of them" (3:310). Quin's perform-
ance, reflecting his irresponsibility, 
fell infinitely short of his predecessor in almost every scene 
of Lear. Quin felt neither the tender nor the violent 
emotions of the soul, and therefore should not have 
hazarded his reputation in a part for which nature unfitted 
him. However, as he was a man of undeniable merit and an 
excellent speaker, he did not so entirely offend as to throw 
himself out of public favour. (3:310) 
Aaron Hill, who attempted to make British acting more natural 
and genuinely emotional with his teaching and writing, agrees with 
this evaluation, complaining that with Quin "All is Calm, and Indolent 
... when the Actor is Cold, why shou'd the Audience be animated?" 
Hill goes on to describe how he thought Lear should be played, saying 
an actor should be "turbulent in his Passions, - sharp, and troubled, 
in his Voice;-torn, and anguish'd, in his Looks,-majestically broken 
in his Air-and discompos'd, interrupted, and restless, in his Motions" 
(239). 7 
Hill's ideal Lear sounds like the interpretation Garrick would 
bring to the part, and it is markedly similar to Macklin's description of 
Boheme in the role. 
Even more intriguing is the similarity of Hill's description to 
accounts of Macklin as Shylock in The Merchant of Venice, a role 
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Boheme began to play on 17 October 1721 in George Granville's tepid 
alteration, The Jew of Venice.8 Critics of Macklin's performances of 
Shylock used such words as "turbulent," "sharp," and "troubled," "torn 
and anguished," "broken is his Air," and "interrupted, and restless" to 
describe his performance in the part. 
While I have questioned elsewhere the theory of a comic tradition 
for performing Shylock prior to Macklin, the role was played by 
comedians from Thomas Dogget's revival of the role in 1701 until John 
Henderson, a fine tragedian, essayed the role in 1777. The only 
exception to this tradition was Boheme. Boheme played Shylock at 
least 18 times (Coleman, "Post Restoration Shylocks" 17-36). Some of 
these performances occurred while Macklin was associated with 
Lincoln's Inn Fields, raising the possibility that Boheme influenced 
Macklin. Strengthening this possibility are Macklin's admiring com-
ments on Boheme's abilities. Even so, if Boheme played Shylock as he 
played most of his other roles, his approach to Shylock would have 
been much more dignified and restrained than Macklin's vehement 
and intense one. 
Boheme is certainly an unlikely candidate for a comic performance 
of Shylock. Of the 98 roles Boheme was known to have played only 25 
were comedies. Most of these were straight or romantic roles. In the 
25 plays or alterations from Shakespeare, only one role, Shallow in 
The Merry Wives of Windsor, can be classified as a role for a 
comedian. Over 12 and a half seasons the stately actor played 26 
kings or heads of state, two princes, three governors, seven generals, 
four highly ranked members of the clergy, and 37 members of the 
upper nobility. The only major role with a comic potential in his 
gallery of characters was Don Quixote in both parts of Thomas 
D'Urfey's The Comical History of Don Quix ote. Even here his manage-
ment may have been capitalizing on his ability to display the madness 
of Lear. 
Bertram Joseph, while never linking Boheme directly with 
Macklin's Shylock, is correct in observing that "To some extent he 
[Macklin] seems to have been influenced by the short-lived Anthony 
Boheme, whose manner was more vivacious than Booth's and more 
impressive than that of Wilks" (106) . Though Macklin's performance 
of Shylock remained popular throughout a career that stretched over 
more than a generation, it never was described as being innovative 
until after he retired from the stage in 1789.9 Until then commentaries 
and critiques merely spoke of Macklin's excellence in the role. 
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Could it be that Macklin had a model for his Shylock, one of the 
most admired and popular Shakespearean characterizations of the 
eighteenth century? 
The 1721-22 season also saw Boheme appearing as Courtney in 
Aaron Hill's The Fatal Extravagance, a play Allardyce Nicoll calls "a 
true bourgeois drama, set in England and without the least heroicising" 
( 45). Boheme's natural style of acting probably fit this pioneering 
attempt at stage realism. His being cast in this play suggests he fitted 
Hill's theories on realistic acting. Again we encounter another enigma. 
Did Hill influence Boheme or did Boheme influence Hill? Even if 
Boheme only actuated Hill's theories, he did so before Macklin, who is 
credited with realizing a more realistic approach to acting in the first 
half of the eighteenth century. 
By the end of his fourth season at Lincoln's Inn Fields Boheme 
had taken over at least 52 roles. He was at least an equal to Quin and 
Ryan in his own company and a serious rival to Drury Lane's Booth 
and Mills. His fifth season, 1722-23, brought him even greater 
successes. 
The first of these came on 8 November 1722, when he played the 
title role in Dryden and Lee's Oedipus. With this role he became a 
major star. The production played five nights in November, eight 
times during the season, and at least 23 times during the remainder 
of Boheme's career. The initial popularity of this production provides 
us with the only extant, contemporaneous description of Boheme as 
an actor. It also describes his popular and attractive co-star, Mrs. 
Seymour, and contains a suggestion that Drury Lane was entering a 
state of decline. The description deserves to be quoted in its entirety: 
During the Run of the Conscious Lovers, it was said even 
here [Button's Coffee House], by an Admirer of the Old-
House, that the Tragedy of Oedipus (but twice acted these 
Six Years) was represented with the distinguishing 
Applause in Lincoln's Inn-Fields. The madness of Jocasta 
was very justly express'd by the Action of Mrs. Seymour; 
and all the violent Emotions and Turns in the Character of 
Oedipus, performed with their proper Force, Nature, and 
Beauty, by the happy and improving Genius of Mr. Boheme; 
who in the Rise and Dignity of his Air, Voice, and Movement, 
gave the Town a present Foundation for their great Favor 
to him, and the future Hopes of a most accomplish'd Player. 
The other Parts by Mr. Quin, &c. were extreamly well 
perform'd and approv'd; the Scenery noble and well adapted; 
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so that even a Decline of Reputation in the Old-House, by 
the decay of Years, or other Circumstances, would not, (as 
we may fairly presume from his Representation) leave us 
destitute of those, who are capable of supporting the Credit 
and Pleasure of the English Stage, in the most advantageous 
Manner. (Freeholder's Journal) 
This anonymous comment is almost identical to descriptions and 
evaluations of Boheme written after the actor's death by Victor and 
Davies, reenforcing their accuracy. This note also suggests that while 
Boheme was popular and admired he was also still developing as a 
performer. This short critique also suggests that Lincoln's Inn Fields 
may have enjoyed a better reputation at that time than some theatre 
historians would have us believe. What is more important, though, is 
that this description of Boheme as Oedipus is remarkably similar to 
Aaron Hill's description of an ideal King Lear. 
Boheme's second success in his fifth season, and the greatest of 
his career, came when he played Herod in Elijah Fenton's Mariamne 
on 22 February 1 723. Victor flatly states "he distinguished himself like 
an Actor of Importance" (1:76). According to Davies, the only visual 
representation of Boheme and his co-star, Mrs. Boheme, was found in 
an engraving to the second edition of Mariamne, by Vertue, 
from a drawing of his own, which exhibited some of the 
principal characters in that tragedy, and not unlike the 
actors who represent them , particularly Herod and 
Mariamne by Boheme and Mrs. Seymour. The figure and 
countenance of Boheme appears majestic and expressive. 
(3:278) 
In the engraving Boheme is slender and slightly stooped in his posture 
(see Joseph, pl. 5). He has a strong profile dominated by an aquiline 
nose. His appearance is not that of an older character actor, but that 
of a rather frail romantic leading man. 
Mariamne was an enormous success. It was performed 17 times 
during its first season, a remarkable number of performances for a 
serious play. The British Journal on 3 March 1 723 reported that "On 
Monday last, which was the Third Day, there was the greatest 
Audience ever known at either Theatre ... 'Tis thought the Author 
will get upwards of a Thousand Pounds by this play." The box office 
receipts for this one performance were nearly £225, and this was only 
the first of four benefits for Fenton. 
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The stars of Fenton's play seemed to enjoy an equal popularity. 
On 2 April Mrs. Seymour took her benefit in Betterton's The Amorous 
Widow, earning £162; and on 6 April Boheme took his benefit in 
Oedipus with receipts totalling £145-sums equalling their annual 
salaries (Duerr 212). 10 
The successes of the season produced another happy result. On 
13 April The British Journal reported that "Mr. Boheme and Mrs. 
Seymour, two celebrated Actors belonging to Lincolns-Inn Theatre, 
were married the beginning of this Week" (13). The tight-fisted 
manager Rich may have insisted that the marriage take place during 
the Passion week recess so that he would lose no performance nights 
by his new stars. The marriage took place on Monday, 8 April, and the 
following Monday the couple returned to play Mariamne for the 
fifteenth time to a very large house. The Bohemes ended their season 
on 7 June with a final appearance in Fen ton's play which brought in a 
remarkable £122. 
The success of the young acting couple is reflected in the fact that 
Boheme played 133 nights and Mrs. Seymour 128 nights, remarkable 
totals for performers who specialized in drama and tragedy. During 
the season their co-starring roles included Mrs. Seymour's Monima to 
Boheme's Acasto in Otway's The Orphan, Cordelia to his Lear, Jocasta 
to his Eteocles in Mrs. Robe's The Fatal Legacy, Isabella to Angelo in 
Measure for Measure, Calpurnia to Caesar in Julius Caesar, Portia to 
Shylock, as well as the roles that brought them their greatest fame in 
Mariamne and Oedipus. Like Boheme Ms. Seymour made her way to 
the winter London stage by way of summer companies, she by 
working at least two summers, 1 717 and 1718, at Drury Lane (Davies 
3:127). Both had come to Lincoln's Inn Fields in the fall of 1718, and 
both had risen to prominence simultaneously. 
No other acting team was as popular at that time. The dignified 
and stately Boheme and Seymour must have been an attractive 
couple. Ryan told Davies that he preferred Mrs. Seymour "to all 
actresses he had ever seen" and that she "was tall and well made-her 
countenance was expressive-her voice pleasing and flexible" (Davies 
3:127). 
Tragically, their union on and off stage was brief. On 13 July 1723, 
The Daily Journal carried a sad but terse announcement: "We have 
an Account from Norwich by Yesterday's Post that the celebrated 
Actress, Mrs. Seymour, who lately married Mr. Boheme, died there of a 
fever the 10th instant." 
It was probably a sad duty for Boheme to return to roles he had 
played opposite his wife, but they were in plays that were essential to 
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his theatre's continuing repertory. Boheme played 116 nights in the 
1723-24 season. He still played his most important roles-Lear, 
Angelo, Shylock, Tamerlane, Oroonoko, Oedipus, and Herod-and he 
participated in an ever expanding repertory of revivals and new plays 
(Banquo in Macbeth, Cassius in Julius Caesar, and Arbaces in A King 
and No King) to name a few. He scored new successes in George 
Jeffry's Edwin (24 February 1724) and William Phillip's Belisarius 
(14 April 1724). 
Even though he was withdrawing from smaller roles, he played 
110 nights during the 1724-25 season. Then a declining number of 
appearances became apparent. During the 1 725-26 season he played 
70 nights, and 50 in 1726-27. The popularity of lighter plays and 
pantomimes had begun to cut into the nights available to more 
serious drama. 
On 16 January 1727 he played Licoris in Philip Frowde's The Fall 
of Saguntum, which played 11 nights before the end of January. An 
illness that spring prevented him from playing for several weeks, but 
he returned for a few performances before the season ended. By then 
tuberculosis, the illness that probably killed his wife, had begun to 
limit his ability to appear on stage. 
He was quite active in the fall and winter of 1 727, and on 17 
January 1728 he started a seven night run in the part of Omar in 
John Sturmy's Sesostris. The opening of The Beggar's Opera on 29 
January gave the tragic actors of Lincoln's Inn Fields an extended 
vacation. Boheme was fortunate to play 59 nights this season. During 
the 1728-29 season Boheme played 20 nights. His name was absent 
from cast lists after 28 December. Most of the plays that contained his 
major roles were not in the repertory during the last half of the 
season, and William Milward, Joseph Berriman, and John Ogden 
played many of his smaller parts. 
Boheme opened the 1 729-30 season in the role of Lear on 12 
September. He played 73 nights this season. His benefit on 4 June 
1 730 had an added attraction. The Selima to his Tamerlane was a 
new, but unnamed, Mrs. Boheme. 
Again in the fall of 1 730 he opened the season with King Lear. As 
the fall progressed into winter he played his most popular roles. Then 
on 22 December he made his last appearance as Alvarez in Van 
Brugh's The Mistake. 
The Grub-Street Journal of 14 January 1731 carried a brief 
notice: "Thursday morning (January 7) the celebrated Actor Mr. 
Boheme, who belong'd to the Theatr --Royal in i..incoln's Inn Fields, 
died of a Consumption at Greenwich in Kent." Victor, writing much 
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later, said he "died of a Fever, in the prime of his Life ... " (1:77). The 
Daily Journal of 11 January 1731 reported that on Sunday 10 
January, "the corpse of Mr. Boheme ... was interr'd at Greenwich. The 
Pall was supported by Mr. Quin, Mr. Ryan, and four other Comedians." 
Ironically, Boheme died of the same disease that cut short the life 
of the next tragic actor who played Shylock, John Henderson, who 
essayed the role to mixed reviews in 1 777 (Coleman, "Shylock" 
98-102). 
Anthony Boheme's career as a London actor was brief, but only a 
handful played as many demanding roles as he did over l? .d a half 
years. Quin, for instance, in a much longer career played jn 30 plays 
by or alterations of Shakespeare. Boheme played in at least 25, usually 
in more demanding roles. The giants of the eighteenth century all 
played in fewer. Garrick appeared in only 18, Charles Kemble in 24, 
John Philip Kemble in 23, and John Henderson in 18. Statistically, at 
least, Boheme was just as versatile as the greatest actors of the 
eighteenth century London stage. 
Boheme was fortunate to be in a company that needed a large 
repertory of plays. George C. D. Odell (who does not mention Boheme) 
says, "In the seasons between 1720-21 and 1741-42, most of the 
revivals of the less-known Shakespearean plays were affected by this 
newer, star-free company. This is exactly what one would expect; they 
needed to attract by new plays or new productions of old ones" 
(1:227). I might add that Lincoln's Inn Fields was fortunate to have 
such a versatile actor in its company during a time when, according 
to Victor, Lincoln's Inn Fields was "so inferior to the powerful Theatre 
Royal in Drury-Lane, they never could see anything like an Audience 
to any play without an Interest" ( 1:76). 
Boheme was a key figure in this important period of revival. In 
addition to his appearances in at least 25 Shakespearean plays, he 
participated in revivals of at least 10 other Elizabethan or Jacobean 
plays, 21 post-Interregnum tragedies, and 10 Augustan tragedies. In 
addition to this he appeared in at least 24 new plays, usually in 
starring roles, suggesting that writers may have been writing specifi-
cally for his talents. 
Lincoln's Inn Fields' faith in Boheme is demonstrated especially in 
the fact that nine of his revivals were in Betterton roles. Five of 
these-Alexander in Lee's The Rival Queens, Angelo in Measure for 
Measure, Arbaces in A King and No K ing, Lear, and Oedipus-were 
among Boheme's greatest successes. 
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Boheme's continued drawing power proves that he was successful 
in this direct comparison with the greatest tragic actor after the 
Restoration . Boheme's genius, I think, arose out of the realistic, 
unaffected style of acting he brought to his performances. While he 
was doing this, his contemporaries held to the carefully crafted, highly 
artificial, and almost musical Betterton tradition. 
If Boheme did not invent the new, natural style of acting 
advocated by Hill, he did popularize it, something usually credited to 
Macklin. Effectively, he led t he attempt "to check all cant and cadence 
in tragedy" (Hill 239) wit h his "unaffected, yet natural manner" 
(Davies 3:5). If he accomplished nothing else, Boheme opened the 
way, preparing audiences' tastes for the less affected acting that came 
to the London stage with David Garrick. 
Victor attempts to explain Boheme's obscurity, saying Boheme 
"died in the prime of his life, and before that Theatre [Lincoln's Inn 
Fields] was brought into Vogue by Pantomimes; by which Means this 
very extraordinary Actor was not generally known" (1:77). Victor 
overstates the case, however, when he downplays the popularity of 
the Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre. While it is true the smaller theatre 
did not match the drawing power of the Drury Lane company until 
the appearance of The B eggar 's Opera and Rich's pantomimes, the 
audiences for its most popular pieces were substantial. More important 
was the fact this smaller theatre drew these audiences with an 
innovative repertory that was the most varied in the eighteenth 
century. 
Boheme was a central figure in Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre's 
extension of the tragic repertory. His excellence as a performer drew 
audiences into the theatre to see neglected plays by Shakespeare, 
either in their original form or in alterations, as well as other plays of 
earlier writers. He most certainly opened the way toward a more 
natural way of performance in these and other plays, possibly 
providing Macklin with a model, and perhaps indirectly, Garrick. He 
was certainly the best King Lear on the London stage after Betterton 
and before Garrick. If so, he may have only been second to Garrick in 
this role, a feat that should establish Boheme as a major figure in a 
century of distinguished acting. That alone is no small accomplishment. 
While much of the evidence is circumstantial, I think a strong brief 
can be made to place Anthony Boheme as one of the most important 
and influential figures in the evolution of tragic acting on the 
eighteenth century London stage. 
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NOTES 
1The statistics used in this paper have been assembled from data in Hogan, 
Shakespeare in the Theatre, 1701-1800; Avery, ed., The London Stage, Part 2; 
Scouten, ed., The London Stage, Part 3; and my own survey of the Burney 
Collection of eighteenth century periodicals in the British Museum. Since records 
of the period covered in this article are incomplete and there are slight 
discrepancies between Hogan and The London Stage and some inaccuracies in 
both if newspaper advertisements are to be believed, the figures and information 
used are attempts to reconcile these errors and differences. When numbers of 
performances are used the more conservative figure is cited. Uncredited billings 
later in a season have been adjusted upon the assumption that the same cast was 
still performing. 
2For instance, John Genest gives Boheme less than two pages, 2:649-50; 
George C. D. Odell makes no mention of Boheme; Edwin Duerr tersely mentions 
him on 212 but fails to include his name in his index; and Bertram Joseph 
mentions him twice, links him as a possible influence on Macklin , and includes an 
illustration of Boheme in Mariamne 106, 150, pl. 5. 
3The Biographical Dictionary argues that Boheme was at least 40 when he 
embarked upon his London stage career, ignoring the fact that age was not a 
major determining factor in casting throughout the eighteenth century and well 
into the nineteenth century. Younger actors often played older roles just as older 
actors often played younger roles. Our modern and rather literal sense of realism 
had not yet taken hold. 
4 The Biographical Dictionary notes that this story resembles those told about 
another actor of the period, "Jubilee Dicky" Norris, but it does not mention Victor's 
earlier and nearly contemporary account crediting the tale to Boheme. 
5As far as records show, Hamlet was not performed at Lincoln's Inn Fields 
until 26 February 1719, well after mid-season. 
6Colley Cibber describes Mills as "an honest, quiet, careful Man, of as few 
Faults as Excellences, and Wilks rather chose him for his second in many Plays 
than an Actor of perhaps greater Skill that was not so laboriously diligent" 1:260. 
7Hill was probably referring to Quin when he wrote of "that Player, of the first 
Rate, who took upon him, some time since, to act the Character of King LEAR, to 
a numerous and elegant Audience." Hill goes on to attack this performer, saying, 
"the unquicken'd Serenity of this popular Player seemed to paint him as an Object 
of Pity, not so much from the Ingratitude of his unnatural Daughters, as from the 
Calmness and Resignation, wherewith He submitted to his Sufferings-we saw, in 
his Action, we heard in his Voice, the Affliction of the Father, without the 
Indignation-the Serenity of the Monarch, without the Superiority-and the 
Wrongs of the Angry Man without their Resentment" 239. If Hill was not referring 
to Quin, he was referring to Mills, the only other major actor to undertake Lear 
after the death of Boheme and prior to Garrick. 
8George Granville's alteration was a pale shadow of Shakespeare's play. 
Shakespeare's play has 2,663 lines; Granville's contains 1,665, of which 300 are 
new, most of these in a masque inserted in the play. Granville tells his story in nine 
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scenes; Shakespeare in 20. Granville recast the prose sections into awkward blank 
verse, some of which is his own. Ten of the 19 speaking parts are cut, including 
Portia's suitors, the courtiers Salarino and Salanio, the Gobbos, and Shylock's 
confident, Tubal. Acts I, IV and V suffer only minor changes in structure. Act II is 
almost completely cut, and Act III is largely retained. Quite obviously Granville 
was influenced by the neoclassic theories predominant after the Restoration , 
theories that labelled Shakespeare an undisciplined, if brilliant, playwright who 
needed to be tamed and made regular. However, The Jew of Venice did focus the 
conflict of the play on the mutual antagonisms of Antonio and Shylock 
9The Macklin legend was solidified by Kirkwood's Memoirs of Charles Macklin, 
Esq. and Cooke's Life of Macklin. While Macklin's interpretation of Shylock was 
frequently reviewed, the idea that his performance was innovative first appeared 
in these two books. For a detailed discussion of this, see my unpublished 
dissertation "Shylock from Dogget to Macready" 48-71. 
10Boheme's annual pay during his peak was £160. The Biographical Dictionary 
186 says that he earned £1 13s. 4d. for a performance on 25 September 1724; but 
see The London Stage, Part 2, 1:50, which lists his daily pay in 1724-25 at 16s. 8d., 
perhaps before his salary was raised to the previous figure. In either instance he 
was well paid. 
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ABSTRACT. Because Hamlet uses the rhetoric of praise and dispraise in 
conventional ways to attack his mother, Gertrude is perceived as an ambiguous 
figure by the audience and lacks tragic stature at her death. Hamlet's discovery of 
Gertrude's sexuality contributes to his confusion about his own identity, and her 
guilt exists in large part only as Hamlet's mystification of her sexuality. Hamlet's 
attacks on Gertrude make it possible for him to construct an identity in reaction 
to her, but the consequence is that her presence in the play is also fashioned out 
of his rhetoric. The play presents Gertrude as Hamlet sees her. Viewed as both an 
incestuous wife and an enabling mother, she is a vehicle for the linguistic and 
staged performance of his role. 
Index descriptors: rhetoric of praise and dispraise, gender roles, rhetoric and 
self-fashioning, mother-son relationship. 
As Rosemond Tuve, 0. B. Hardison, and now Joel Fineman, in his 
recent publications on Shakespeare's sonnets, have shown, the uses of 
epideixis, or praise and dispraise, were varied and wide spread in the 
Renaissance. The uses of epideixis, along with the deliberative and 
judicial types of rhetoric, were defined first in Aristotle's works, and 
then by rhetoricians up through the Renaissance, and their guidelines 
were followed carefully by subsequent practitioners, who often learned 
these rules for rhetorical usage in grammer schools. 
Epideixis, from its very beginnings, was a performing art form 
used most commonly at funerals , marriages, and other communal 
events, perhaps even in the religious rites that became the earliest 
forms of drama. Meant to entertain its audience, epideictic rhetoric 
extols the virtues or vices of a person, event, or place-that is, the 
rhetorical figures for praising and dispraising are the same-but, as 
Aristotle first suggests in The Rhetoric, the audience's attention is 
given to the epideictic speaker and his uses of the rhetoric, not so 
much to the subject of that rhetoric. Rudolf Agricola, one of the most 
influential rhetoricians for Renaissance writers, reiterates this point; 
in his rhetorical treatise, De inventione dialectica libri tres, Agricola 
argues that "For virtue, vice, and the like are things indeed which, 
when seen, move the mind: and the person [described] is a sort of 
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pathway to the things, in that we be moved by the things even without 
the person, whereas we think the person of no concern to us apart 
from the things" ( 416). The subject matter emphasizes "the things"-
how the person is described, his or her moment in history, personal 
background and heritage, what others have said or prophesied. The 
subject, the person being praised or dispraised, becomes a sort of 
"pathway'' for the expression of those things. 
When women were used as the subjects of epideixis, the rhetoric 
followed the pattern I have just described: they were "pathways" used 
by writers to "move" the audience towards an appreciation of the 
speaker's rhetorical gifts. Courtly Love conventions duplicated and 
combined with these existent patterns, so that, typically, women are 
revealed as "fallen" or as elevated "angels" in the rhetoric, and the 
"things" describing their vices or virtues are expressed in extravagant 
and hyperbolic terms. 1 The emphasis is on the effects of their behavior 
on others, including the speaker. Renaissance writers seem fully 
aware of the consequences of using epideictic rhetoric to depict 
women. As Richard Brathwait puts it in his The English Gentlewoman, 
drawne out to the full [Jody, women are "mouing objects of imitatio,_ 
nboth in life and death" (159) . Nicholas Breton, a contemporary, 
comments on this rhetorical practice austerely. "But how wise is the 
man that hath his wits so cozened, to take one thing for another," he 
says. "They be lunatic, or in love, that worship such idols. And this I 
will say further , if she be an image she is like nothing than a man" 
(19). 
What is Gertrude's "image" in Hamlet? What does she imitate? Is 
she what Hamlet descfibes? Or like Hamlet himself? In this paper, I 
would show how Hamlet's uses of epideixis in his treatment of 
Gertrude make it pos?ible for him to become a performer, an actor, 
and then an avenger, and how the audience's sense of Gertrude is 
shaped by Hamlet's acts of (dis )praise. The consequence is that her 
presence in the play does not achieve full tragic stature because it is 
fashioned out of his rhetoric. 
Quintilian observes that "since the boundary between vice and 
virtue is often ill-defined, it is desirable to use words that swerve a 
little from the truth" (3. 7.25-26 [I: 4 77]). It is not surprising then, 
that, aside from Hamlet's and his father's perceptions of her, 
Shakespeare's initial characterization of Gertrude seems deliberately 
ambiguous. Her involvement with Claudius is depicted as both 
innocent and guilty. Hamlet, already obsessed by how the "funeral 
baked meats I Did coldly furnish forth the marriage tables" (I.ii.180-
81 ), tells us in his first soliloquy that she married Claudius one month 
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after his father's death. Gertrude is guilty of a hasty, if politic, 
marriage. Denmark is in a state of war, and her son has not been 
crowned King, though still its heir (Burckhardt 269 ff.). Gertrude 
remains the Queen of Denmark, and Hamlet its heir because of her 
actions. 
Even if Gertrude's new marriage-bed is "incestuous" (l.v.41) and 
adulterous, it is not clear whether she was committing adultery before 
the murder. Hamlet Senior, recounting the story of his murder to his 
son, faults her failure to discriminate between men, her lack of taste, 
her "falling off I ... to decline I Upon a wretch whose natural gifts 
were poor I To those of [his]" (I.v.4 7, 50-52). The ghost's digression 
from his narrative, in which Gertrude's "fall" amplifies and is an 
exemplum for Claudius' "wicked wit and gifts" (I.v.44), makes it seem 
as though her adultery occurred before his death because of the 
digression 's placement in a narrative structure. Hamlet Senior 
dispraises; he urges Hamlet to "leave her to heaven" (I.v.86); her crime 
is lust: 
But virtue, as it never will be moved, 
Though lewdness court it in a shape of heaven, 
So lust, though to a radiant angel linked, 
Will sate itself in a celestial bed 
And prey on garbage. (I.v.53-57) 
The extremes of his rhetoric portray Gertrude as an object of praise 
now dispraised. It chronicles her fall into sexuality-from Hamlet 
Senior's "celestial" bed into "garbage"-but her behavior is a reflection 
of Claudius's, and a reflection on Hamlet Senior. 
Hamlet Senior's disgust with Gertrude's performance focuses on 
his loss of her as an image of a virtuous Queen. Likewise, Hamlet, 
needing little persuasion to this view, holds a mirror to Gertrude in 
the closet scene so she may see her "inmost part" (111.iv.21). The 
picture reflected is Hamlet's rhetoric, and her image again amplifies 
his father's words as Hamlet repeats his father's metaphors. In his 
apostrophe, Hamlet Senior is a god with "Hyperion's curls, the front of 
Jove himself, I An eye like Mars, to threaten and command, I A 
station like the herald Mercury" ( III.iv.57-59). While Hamlet's father is 
a manly god, Claudius is depicted in terms of Gertrude's pictured 
appetite, as a pig, living "in the rank sweat of an enseamed bed, I 
Stewed in corruption, honeying and making love I Over the nasty sty" 
(IIl.iv.93-95). In Hamlet's rant, Claudius is guilty by association. Again, 
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Gertrude's behavior reflects badly on Hamlet's idealized standards for 
her. 
Gertrude's own confession of guilt is in response to her son's 
portrayal of her-"O Hamlet, speak no more. I Thou turn'st mine eyes 
into my very soul, I And there I see such black and grained spots ... " 
(III.iv.89-91). His rhetoric of ( dis)praise persuades her: she sees what 
he sees. But her confession is not to conspiracy to murder; she assents 
to the efficacy of his rhetoric. When this scene opens, she repeatedly 
asks Hamlet what troubles him, and she agrees to the obvious-she 
has indeed married Claudius. But .ffamlet's accusation they have 
killed a king astounds her (III.iv.31). Hamlet's proof is his word 
(111.iv.3 l ), and the scene shifts rapidly to the portrayal of her sexual 
failures. As in Hamlet Senior's speech, Gertrude's sexual guilt 
implicates her in the murder. 
Hamlet has earlier required proof of Claudius's guilt. The player's 
dramatization of the murder depicts what Hamlet would see, and he 
is convinced. As he says, "The play's the thing I Wherein I'll catch the 
conscience of a king" (II.ii.611-12). Gertrude's guilt is also dramatized 
by Hamlet's words. For Hamlet, his articulation of Gertrude's sexual 
appetite is proof enough of her complicity in the crime. Her lust is as 
blameworthy as his father's murder. His solution is for her to avoid 
Claudius's bed. Just as Hamlet has decided to forgo wooing Ophelia 
while he acts the avenger, his mother must embrace celibacy. Seeing 
himself as "their scourge and minister" (IIl.iv.176), he is morally 
arrogant as he counsels her to "Assume a virtue, if you have it not ... 
Refrain tonight, I And that shall lend a kind of easiness, I To the next 
abstinance; the next more easy'' (III.iv.161 , 166-68). His own cultiva-
tion of appearances-"not in madness I But mad in craft" (IV.iii.188-
89)-vindicates his language and gesture, and he thinks his actions 
superior to hers, even his own prevarication, because of his growing 
determination to "assume a virtue," to become an avenger. 
Such complexity is not given to Gertrude. She is as she appears in 
the glass. Her minimal responses in this scene are, again, ambiguous.2 
Her primarily one-line queries in relation to Hamlet's exposition make 
her an audience to Hamlet's performance, parallel to the actual 
audience. Aligned with Gertrude, the audience, too, is encouraged to 
watch Hamlet, and the audience sees and hears the reaffirmation of 
Gertrude as an object inspiring disgust. 
The scene thus emphasizes Hamlet's own difficulty in determining 
how appearances correspond to modes of performance. In Ambition 
and Privilege: The Social Tropes of Elizabethan Courtesy Theory, 
Frank Whigham notes how the Renaissance courtier's life was ruled 
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by the necessity to cultivate and interpret what is seen, and he 
demonstrates how well (dis )praise was suited to this necessity, what 
Joel Fineman terms a simultaneous "showing" and "showing-off' (83). 
Whigham adds that the result was that "perception in general was 
impaired" as was "access to self-knowledge." The audience functioned 
to determine both for the courtier; but 
when all audience members are also performers, judgments 
become performances and are subjected to reinterpretive 
pressures .. .. The result is an inversely proportionate 
relation between the intensity of self-projection and the 
reliability of audience reaction. The harder an individual 
tries to turn the system to his own advantage, the more 
quickly he undercuts its power. The kaleidoscopic relations 
between praise and blame ... finally shift uncontrollably at 
every turn . . . . The ideal courtier is never off-stage. ( 42-43) 
In effect, the performing courtier becomes his own audience. This is 
true enough for Hamlet, since part of his self-discovery in the play is 
his performance as a "player," a courtier. From the first scenes, when 
he writes down how he interprets his father's words-"rneet it is I set 
it down I That one may smile, and smile, and be a villain" (I.v.107-
08)-Harnlet struggles with a courtier-like self-fashioning which 
renders hollow his resolve to become an avenger. Corning straight 
from his dramatic success to the closet scene, Hamlet continues to be 
"on," and, consequently, reliant on the world of appearances to 
determine his own ontological status, his own "reality." The mirror to 
Gertrude's face reflects both his performance and his participation in 
the scene as part of her audience. He must judge and reinterpret his 
own performance simultaneously. Gertrude literally mirrors this flux 
of reactions for Hamlet and the audience in this scene.3 
But, if Gertrude "sees" and mediates for Hamlet his projection of 
herself and his performance in her closet, she does not see the 
returning ghost, stripped of his armour and now dressed appropriately 
enough in his nightgown or dressing-gown. The illusion of a reunified 
and purified family is peculiar to Hamlet's and his father 's dreams of 
revenge. She thinks Hamlet might kill her as he did Polonius; sure he's 
mad, she promises to keep secret his conspiracy in words that 
emphasize the dramatic rhetoric he has abused her with and sound 
like a victim's promise of silence in exchange for her life: 
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Be thou assured, if words be made of breath, 
And breath of life, I have no life to breathe 
What thou hast said to me. (III.iv.198-200) 
She also responds to his "breath," to the rhetorical and dramatic level 
of his performance. While to repeat Hamlet's dispraise would shame 
herself, she immediately tells Claudius that Hamlet is "mad as the sea 
and wind when both contend I Which is the mightier" (IV.i. 7-8). This 
attitude characterizes her responses to Hamlet for the rest of the 
play. Gertrude remains an ambiguous figure. 
Gertrude's relationship with Claudius does not seem affected 
much by the closet scene with Hamlet, but after it her character 
clarifies in its portrayal of a reflecting and politic mother. In a sense, 
her response to madness is to nurture it, and she feels herself 
implicated in Polonius's death and the events that follow. If she 
initially refuses to see mad Ophelia until she is convinced Ophelia 
might "strew I Dangerous conjectures in ill-breeding minds" (IV.v.14-
15), she expands on the sexual floral imagery characterizing Ophelia's 
mad speech so movingly in her description of her death that Laertes 
sees a parallel between his grief and her drowning, between Ophelia 
and himself; as Laertes says, ''when these [tears] are gone, I The 
woman will be out" (IV.vii.188-89). 
Gertrude's understanding of gender roles in Denmark is profound. 
What she does for Laertes in this scene through the rhetoric of 
praise-allowing him to identify his ''woman's part" so he can 
disassociate himself from it as an avenger-is parallel to Hamlet's and 
her own "mirroring" in the closet scene.4 She also identifies Ophelia as 
her intended daughter at her grave and attempts to restrain Laertes 
in his first angry confrontation with Claudius, as though she mediated 
between a father and son. But, if she sees herself as the mother in an 
extended political family, the real effects of Hamlet's dispraise are to 
disassociate Gertrude from t he action of the play. As their mother, 
she becomes marginal to the play's focus on the confrontation 
between revenging sons and Claudius, the surrogate father. Hamlet 
Senior's and Hamlet's sexual revulsion, which has fueled Hamlet's 
performances in the first acts of the play, is redirected in the last ones 
towards Claudius specifically. The reduction of Gertrude's role to that 
of a mother only allows him to act out the murderous Oedipality so 
much commented on in t his play.5 Gertrude's image as a sexual 
creature has paralyzed him and neutralized his sense of identity. 
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Hamlet (and Laertes) is an effective participant in the masculine 
Danish world when his mother is on the side lines, watching and 
reflecting him. 
This, of course, is exactly the staging the last scene of the play 
gives us. Gertrude cheers Hamlet on in his duel with Laertes, and she 
perhaps asserts her allegiance to her son over Claudius's warning "Do 
not drink" with "I will, my lord; I pray you pardon me" (V.ii.292-93). 
Even in this last scene, her character is ambiguous to the audience: 
whether she has made a knowing choice between her husband and 
her son is not clear since Claudius also drinks to Hamlet. And, as she 
and Claudius have discussed, Polonius's death has unhinged the 
political stability of Denmark, and both recognize Hamlet's disruptive 
potential. But, her toast to Hamlet seems maternal in its concerns 
with his physical condition: 
He's fat, and scant of breath. 
Here, Hamlet, take my napkin, rub thy brows. 
The Queen carouses to thy fortune, Hamlet. (V.ii.289-91) 
Her assertion that she "carouses to (his] fortune" reasserts her sexual 
celibacy. And her last words address him. With Gertrude transformed 
into an image whose virtuous death can elicit revenge, Hamlet kills 
Claudius while stressing Claudius's degradation of his mother, not the 
murder of his father: 
Here, thou incestuous, murd'rous, damned Dane, 
Drink off this potion. Is thy union here? 
Follow my mother. (V.ii.327-29) 
On one hand, absolved of fault , Gertrude ends much like Ophelia, 
a tainted victim of masculine Denmark's sexual expressions and 
usage (Prosser 191 ff.). On the other hand, she is solely at fault : her 
sexuality has been converted into Hamlet's rationale for revenge. 
Rarely explaining her actions herself, Gertrude is explained and 
interpreted by others' language and actions. Like many of the female 
characters' deaths in Renaissance drama, Gertrude's and Ophelia's 
tend to get lost in the general carnage, and the (dis )praised 
Gertrude's death especially has little tragic significance. Her ambiguous 
status as an incestuous wife or an enabling mother renders her death 
marginal to the men's . 
The end of Hamlet is much like the ends of the later Othello and 
Lear. The heroes' perceptions are reified , and the audience is 
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encouraged to be "moved." If Hamlet has constructed his performance 
as a revenger in part through his mother's mirroring as an image, his 
"dying voice" (V.ii.358) and what he has endured are also of epideictic 
value. He bequeaths the kingdom to Fortinbras and enjoins Horatio to 
play the part of Hamlet and "tell my story" (V.ii.351). He turns at last 
to the political significance of events in his directives to Horatio-"so 
tell [Fortin bras], with the occurents, more and less I Which have 
solicited"-and then concludes "the rest is silence" (V.iL359-60). The 
use of "solicited" here is instructive; one of its meanings available to 
the Renaissance was "moved." Hamlet refers, then, not only to what 
has moved him to (re)action, but also suggests Horatio speak in the 
epideictic mode. Like his father, Hamlet wants an authoritative voice 
with access to the "story" that reaches beyond the grave. As in Lear, 
the play's emphasis is on the power of the voice to validate experience 
and to express its truth. 
Horatio hastens to fulfill Hamlet's request by planning his funeral 
oration: 
Give order that these bodies 
High on a stage be placed to the view, 
And let me speak to th' yet unknowing world 
How these things came about. So shall you hear 
Of carnal, bloody, and unnatural acts, 
Of accidental judgments, casual slaughters, 
Of deaths put on by cunning and forced cause, 
And, in this upshot, purposes mistook 
Fall'n on th' inventors' heads. All this can I 
Truly deliver. (V.ii.379-88) 
The rest is not silence. Horatio describes a drama. A disgusted 
Fortinbras agrees to this display because it is politically expedient, a 
means to "with sorrow . . . embrace my fortune" (V.ii.390). Like 
Hamlet, Fortinbras finds the rhetoric of ( dis)praise can move him into 
a self-fashioned role of performance. He evalutes Hamlet's as he 
constructs his own interpretation of events: "Such a sight as this I 
Becomes the field , but here shows much amiss" (V.ii.403-04). 
In spite of the facile quality of Fortinbras' language, he is 
obviously right. Hamlet has transformed the Danish court into a 
battlefield. His language has mirrored the emergence of his identity as 
an avenger, specifically a sexual revenger. Gertrude's actions, her 
marriage and her subsequent guilt and possible repentance, are 
ambiguously represented because she reflects Hamlet's own uncertainty 
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about his role as an "heir" in Denmark. For Hamlet, the question is not 
"to be or not to be" but how to be; as he tells the audience in the 
Hecuba soliloquy: 
What would he [the player] do 
Had he the motives and the cue for passion 
That I have? He would drown the stage with tears 
And cleave the general ear with horrid speech, 
Make mad the guilty and appall the free, 
Confound the ignorant, and amaze indeed 
The very faculties of eyes and ears. (Il.ii.565-71) 
As an actor, a courtier, he has performed with "his whole function 
suiting I With forms to his conceit" (II.ii.561-62). And, the play 
presents Gertrude as Hamlet sees her. She is a vehicle, a "pathway," 
for the linguistic and staged performance of his role. 
NOTES 
1As Puttenham explains it, "Nevertheless as I said before if we fall a praysing, 
especially of our mistresses vertue, bewtie, or other good parts, we be allowed now 
and then to over-reach a little by way of comparison" (192) . 
2Madelon Sprengnether Gohlke notices a similar pattern of ambiguity in the 
last acts of Othello and argues that all the tragic heroes reveal their complexity of 
character, their self-consciousness, through the complexity of their speech, a 
dimension not given to the female characters (157). 
3Stephen Greenblatt comes to somewhat similar conclusions concerning the 
characters' abilities to improvise or emphathize and manipulate responses in 
Othello (222-54); his argument has influenced mine here. Catherine Belsey's 
reading of the play emphasizes the discontinuities in Hamlet's shaping of an acting 
self; she suggests t hat the Hamlet of the first four acts is different from the Hamlet 
in the fifth because the play, "which has begun to define an interiority as the origin 
of meaning and action, a human subject as agent, cannot produce closure in terms 
of an analysis which in 1601 does not yet fully exist" (42). 
4 ln his work on t he mirror stage of development in infants, D. W. Winnicott 
argues that "the precursor of the mirror is the mother's face" (111) whose 
expressions allow for "the discovery of meaning in a world of seen things" ( 113). 
5For a summary of the important early psychoanalytic studies on Hamlet, see 
Norman N. Holland 163-206. The Oedipal reading of Hamlet has pervaded literary 
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SHAKESPEARE BEFORE KING JAMES: 
BETRAYAL AND REVELATION 
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ABSTRACT. With Measure for Measure before the new King in 1603, 
Shakespeare has the plots and legal devices demonstrate language of drama 
manipulating the language of law to bring about desired and arbitrary ends. The 
energy seems to be beyond anger, mere stasis, balance, or compensation. Looking 
upon both crafts, he bears witness to the manipulative power of language as well 
as its ability to be manipulated by power creating a linguistic crisis. Both language 
systems betray, or let down and reveal, the user. 
Index descriptors: Shakespeare biography, law, linguistics, Jacobean politics, 
Measure for Measure. 
Shakespeare's Elizabethean plays have personal references; 
performances were done in the Inns of Court; the court cases in the 
play texts fulfilled, or compensated for, his personal legal problems. 
This paper will examine Shakespeare using legal texts in Measure for 
Measure before King Jam es and his juristic audience. Shakespeare 
will turn these texts into dramatic fiction to show the lawyers that 
they are no freer from the linguistic and fictive tricks, play and 
manipulation, than he is in his own craft. In his dramatic text 
Shakespeare can restore lands or return a twin. Just as Timon with 
but a word can give away his lands, so Angelo with but a word can 
condemn a man to death. Isabella remarks upon these paltry 
assumptions: 
man, proud man, 
Dress'd in a little brief authority, 
Most ignorant of what he's most assur'd, 
His glassy essence, like an angry ape, 
Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven 
As makes the angels weep . . . . (II.ii.119-26) 
The limits of authority are revealed to expos~ ~hf' arbitrariness behind 
the controls of the theatrical and legal language systems. 
*Department of English, University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO 65401. 
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Emerging in Measure for Measure before the new King in 1603, 
Shakespeare seems to stand, like his Duke, outside the action and to 
watch the plots and legal devices demonstrate how the language of 
drama can manipulate the language of law to bring about desired and 
arbitrary ends for the sake of balance or measure for equal measure. 
He and his energy, impetus, or driving (or motivating) force seem to 
be beyond anger, mere stasis, balance, or compensation. He is in a 
position to look upon both crafts, and witness the manipulative power 
of language as well as its ability to be manipulated by power. 
Recognition follows that both language systems can betray (let down 
and reveal) the user - the language of law will betray one party to 
the justice of the other and the language of drama will betray the 
audience into believing that real, rather than only fictional, justice has 
been served. Realizing this is to find oneself outside both systems 
looking in as a result of understanding, thoroughly from within, the 
complexity, contradictoriness, ambiguity, and ultimately arbitrary 
manipulations of both language systems upon reality. 
Northrup Frye, in Anatomy of Criticism, sees the Duke in 
Measure for Measure as the "architectus" carrying out the will of the 
author to reach a happy ending; an older man beginning the action of 
the play by withdrawing from it, ending the play by returning - and 
seeing his freedom as a reward of his exertions ( 174 ). C. L. Barber 
(Shakespeare's Festive Comedy) suggests that Measurefor Measure is 
a courtesy book, one that instructs, contains object lessions (249). The 
whole of Measure for Measure is like a political, moral, and legal 
instruction manual dramatized with a hierarchy of proper behavioral 
models as it attempts to correct a society gone wrong at all levels. 
This culminates in Isabella (a Jacobean Portia-Mercy figure) instruct-
ing the Duke in the particular nature of English law, after the basis of 
its arbitrariness has earlier been revealed in Angelo's enforcing or 
qualifying "the laws I As to (his] soul seems good" (I.L66-67), while 
"Mortality and mercy in Vienna I Live in [his] tongue and heart" 
(I.i.45-46). Law's subtlety rests on highly ambiguous and arbitrary 
assertions (as revealed by the state of Angelo's soul): "Ignomy in 
ransom and free pardon I Are of two houses. Lawful mercy I ls 
nothing kin to foul redemption" (Il.iv.111-13). How is that to be 
determined but by the intent of the judge (and that without "counter-
intentionality")? How is intent on the part of the defendant to be 
determined except by representing it in court through some oratorical 
and rhetorical skill, akin to creating characters on the stage through a 
literary text. Both crafts engage in the same linguistic techniques of 
imitatio. Subjects' intents only become actionable by English law if 
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they are in fact enacted. If merely thought or even just uttered 
(without consequent result or action constituting evidence of a 
conspiracy) ''you but waste your words" (II.ii. 76). However, a judge 
can breathe mercy between his lips and an act of execution will be 
withheld, although required by law. A dramatist's words are wasted 
unless they are enacted. And about a defendant, Isabella says: 
His act did not o'ertake his bad intent, 
And must be buried as but an intent 
That perish'd by the way. Thoughts are no subjects, 
Intents but merely thoughts. (V.i.456-59) 
Intents are no more than performative utterances. For Shakespeare 
that applied to himself, his characters, and now to the Justices and 
the King present in his audience. 
In Measure for Measure, Shakespeare goes beyond personal 
vendetta and compensation to look critically at the language system 
of law (at a time when it was doing so itself) and sees it to be like 
drama in which the outcome is determined not by law but by 
utterances determined by the judge and likewise containing their own 
counter-intentionality. If so, then a mercy figure controlled by the 
dramatist can, through the conventions of a language system, utter 
superior law by the same arbitrary intent that comes into any law-
text from the King, Bacon, the Chancellor (Ellesmere) or the Justice 
of King's Bench (Coke). These theatrical conventions allow the 
dramatist to carry out his wish. As most current analyses of Measure 
for Measure agree, the Duke in the last scene confuses theatricality 
and lifelike theatre by manipulating characters-likewise Shakespeare 
reveals in this counter-intentionality that the arbitrary determination 
of law and drama on life itself is equally indistinguishable, or 
undifferentiable, and equally fictive in the face of real-life human 
emotions which both law and drama attempt to handle and resolve. 
That providing measure for equal measure in law, drama, or life 
necessitates at best a procrustean bed appears to be the message of 
this play. What if we attempt to make things come out all right? 
Measure for Measure comes at the moment when-reconciled to 
loss of his own son, reflected in plays such as Hamlet and Twelfth 
Night; the personal financial losses of inheritance, seen in As You Like 
It; and the settlement of his own chancery court case, mirrored in 
Merchant-Shakespeare is promoted into the King's Men where he 
can view power, control, and government up close and even play to it 
directly. His very audience includes Royal judges that decided against 
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him! Not surprising, then, that perhaps some coherence can be found 
in the text of Measure for Measure as a type of treatise-like law text 
dramatized for King James IV of Scotland on English law, courts, and 
procedure as he became James I: a highly theoretical tract for a 
judicial, not merely juridicial audience, as high level entertainment for 
the king at Hampton Court while awaiting his London coronation. 
After the death of Queen Elizabeth in 1603, the new English King 
James, from Scotland, with his principles of Divine Right, became the 
throned Monarch. Insofar as Scotland had no separate jurisdiction 
for equity in the manner that England did, Chancery was threatened 
from a new direction by the King's desire to assert his prerogative. 
Particularly ominous was his ordering a pickpocket hanged without 
trial during his Progress from Scotland to London. Because of plague, 
this Progress ended with the King residing at Hampton Court outside 
London, where Shakespeare's Measure for Measure, performed in 
1604, was designed for his entertainment. The play served almost as a 
complicated mirror for both Shakespeare and His Majesty. Shake-
speare analyzes the legal system he had experienced, after disappoint-
ment but from a position of theatrical power, and the play text 
mirrors legal issues facing King Jam es. It argues against using the law 
to interfere arbitrarily with the fabric of society by either too strict or 
too loose a following of the law and its letter: this is known as equity 
of statute. Angelo, the Duke of Vienna's deputy or replacement 
(allowing the real Duke to be an experimental observer), is attempting 
a moral reformation of Viennese society by rigorous interpretation of 
statutes, exposing their flaws and counter-intentionality-killing 
legitimate sex in the name of righteousness. It can be quite impractical, 
counterproductive and immoral to alter custom by a rigid application 
of the law. 
The returning Duke, on the other hand, engages in rectifying 
Angelo's administrative difficulties. This betrays the system and 
exposes the disruption (unpredictability) caused by personal and 
arbitrary manipulation of the judicial apparatus, even if it is for the 
purpose of offering remedy for injustices. The intervention by 
prerogative action (be it by Duke, or King, or dramatist, or writer), 
despite commendable motive or intent (just as a strict application 
might be for a high moral or aesthetic purpose), nevertheless, clearly 
does violence to precedent, form, due process, and procedure designed 
to protect the law and preserve individual rights (as well as 
coherence of character, unity of the art, and boundaries of the genre). 
King James was being exposed to legal problems in his judges: how to 
be humane and just, how to follow English precedent, interpretations, 
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and equity in their judicial capacities. The professional audacity of 
this text is tempered by the convention of art educating and by the 
play's being in the tradition of Mirror for Magistrates or an Inns of 
Court entertainment, such as Gorboduc, before the Queen. 
In Measure for Measure, Shakespeare has Vincentio, the Duke of 
Vienna, give Angelo the very power of equity reserved for King James: 
Hold therefore, Angelo: 
In our remove be thou at full ourself. 
Mortality and mercy in Vienna 
Live in thy tongue and heart. 
Your scope is as mine own, 
So to enforce to qualify the laws 
As to your soul seems good. (I.i.43-46, 65-67) 
Angelo (mirroring the Court of King's Bench) represents strict 
application of the law, and, like Portia (equity, Chancery), Isabella is 
the mercy-figure (parodied by the bawd "Madam Mitigation"): 
ISABELLA No ceremony that to great ones 'longs, 
Not the king's crown, nor the deputed sword. 
The marshal's truncheon, nor the judge's robe, 
Become them with one half so good a grace 
As mercy does. (II.ii.63-67) 
The principle stated here had had repeated appeal for James in 
Portia's mercy speech, which asserts the quality becomes the monarch 
better than his crown; in this same season he asked to see Merchant 
of Venice twice in the same week Isabella is even more conceptually 
specific than Portia about these subtle technical differences in equity 
between pity and clemency when it pertains to judicial discretion: 
Ignomy in ransom and free pardon 
Are of two houses. Lawful mercy 
Is nothing kin to foul redemption. (Il.iv.111 -13) 
Another example of "counter-intentionality" with regard to reward, 
restitution, compensation or the opposite of the desired punishment 
in order to lead man to justice. In the attempt to forgive, but not 
forget, mercy or suspended or reduced sentences may result in 
rewarding crime, or condoning it. 
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Shakespeare's play text joins the law texts of the period. 
Shakespeare's Jacobean mercy-figure in Isabella has learned from the 
equity writers, such as William Lambarde and Edward Hake, a 
concern for case law and precedent, which prevent misuse of 
prerogative powers. Isabella appeals for equity to these very texts 
within her dramatic text. She does so against a double threat: first, 
against a tyrannically strict constructionism, that of Angelo ("It is the 
law, not I, condemn your brother" [II.ii.84]) that threatens the area of 
interpretation, or equity of statute; secondly, against an equally 
tyrannical personal intervention in the law, that of the Duke, who 
attempts to punish and reward whom he desires. Other law texts help 
interpret the professional legal technicality, as well as the Biblical 
significance, of the title of Measure for Measure. William West of Inner 
Temple (where Twelfth Night was performed) wrote Symboleography 
(1594), which provided an analogous text, if not a legal source, for 
Comedy of Errors. Thomas Ashe of Gray's Inn (where Comedy of 
Errors was performed) wrote Epieikeia, or a Treatise on Equity 
(published 1608, four years after Measure for Measure). Both say in 
their law texts, thus establishing the legal framework for Shakespeare's 
comedies, that equity is called "equal" and a "reasonable measure." 
This underscores the state-of-the-art philosophical, theological, legal, 
political, and social issues of the problematical nature of the justice 
Shakespeare is presenting in Measure for Measure's play text. Although 
Shakespeare's life text pertaining to law through his court case enters 
his plays, by Measure for Measure the play text is penetrated from the 
legal texts and issues of King James, Bacon, Yelverton, Lambarde, 
Ellesmere, Coke, St. Germain, West, and Hake; and will be picked up 
by the Puritans and Perkins as they concern themselves with current 
arguments concerning equity, mercy, interpretation, intent, redemp-
tion, pardon, and prerogative judicial powers in conflict with the 
strictness of English common law. 
· These seemingly metaphysical problems, as in life, so in the play 
are based upon, or find their arguments over, a secular legal case. 
Isabella, the plaintiff, pleads for the release of her brother, unjustly 
adjudged a criminal, who has received the death penalty as an 
example. He has been charged with fornication for getting his 
betrothed with child (what Shakespeare committed when impreg-
nating Anne Hathaway with his first born, Susanna). Angelo, the 
Deputy for the absent Duke, is willing to release his prisoner if 
Isabella, who is about to become a nun, will sleep with him. As in 
Twelfth Night a sister here is also attempting to restore a brother 
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thought to have been lost, reminiscent of the life text of Shakespeare's 
daughter Judith losing her brother-twin, Hamlet. Angelo, not getting 
his way, hides behind a strict judicial int~rpretation: 
ANGELO Your brother is a forfeit of the law, 
And you but waste your words. 
ISABELLA Alas, Alas! 
Why, all the souls that were were forfeit once, 
And He that might the vantage best have took 
Found out the remedy. How would you be, 
If He, which is the top of judgment, should 
But judge you as you are? 0, think on that, 
And mercy then will breathe within you lips, 
Like man new made. 
ANGELO Be you content, fair maid, 
It is the law, not I, condemn your brother. (Il.ii.75-84) 
Dramatic text is presenting a particularly thorny problem arising in 
common law when equity is not being applied - when law has unjust 
results. William West's law text provides a description of what Angelo 
is doing in the play text, when West writes of this in Symboleography: 
Other lawyers do term it Summum Jus, Law in the highest 
degree or most exact, and it is so taken of them when man 
stands more upon the letter of the Law. In which behalf, it 
so falleth out oft times, that under a colour of knowledge of 
the Laws, many grosse and dangerous errors be committed. 
(Sig. A2r) 
The very danger of absolute law rests in its exposing counter-
intentionality if the letter is so adhered to as to have it produce 
injustice. 
Angelo, the strict constructionist, absolute legalist (or practitioner 
of Summum Jus) is removed by the return of the lenient Duke. What 
effect does this have on justice administered from the same laws? The 
human element of judicial replacement is to be dramatized. Angelo is 
brought to trial (the judges are judged by prerogative rule). But this 
raises the issue bothering Edward Hake at this time, that of the 
"constitutional right of injunctions against enforcing a right and 
imprisoning one who has followed form of law" (Thorne V). Technically 
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the Duke is seeking to investigate, try, and ostensibly convict Angelo 
for carrying out the laws he was deputized to enforce. In this new 
case, which includes the same issue (of sleeping with his betrothed as 
it turns out), the intent then would be on trial, as it was not in 
Claudio's case. Isabella, representing Chancery's use of equity, changes 
from one who has just argued against the severity of the law to one 
who advocates mercy in her brother's case. In this capacity she insists 
upon the equity following the common law to achieve its mercy by 
observing English law's regard for pure (Le. , mere) intent as non-
actionable. (England's laws recognize treasonable acts but not 
conspiracy in the American sense: conspiracy is not a criminal act.) 
To the benefit of a bad intent, and to the detriment of an offer to pay 
a debt, English common law and Chancery do not recognize intent 
without an overt act as evidence. 
So Shakespeare, apparently to the King's delight, with plays like 
Merchant and Measure is dramatizing law texts before the Court, 
analyzing and putting forth for scrutiny English (vs. Scottish) 
jurisprudence, precedent, and case law. Through Isabella, Shake-
speare's text, as before, presents the necessity of Chancery (absent in 
Scottish law) to remedy, but not to replace, common law (King's 
Bench). At the same time, in both Merchant's letter of the law (not a 
drop of blood in the pound of flesh) and Measure's following a 
Queen's (King's) Council case, Shakespeare shows Chancery (Portia 
and Isabella) instructing the procedures of the respective Dukes. This, 
then, makes clear that the prerogative avenues of mercy before King 
Jam es in Chancery are not merely an arm of arbitrary prerogative 
authority because they must follow the intent of statute and abide by 
their own case precedents (stare decisis , equity follows the law -
fulfills it.). In short, despite the Divine Right of Kings, James would 
allow Chancery in his name to correct through equity the errors and 
injustices in common law in lower courts: as he and we had seen 
dramatized on several occasions in Portia, Isabella, and many other 
characters in Shakespeare's plays. Without claiming even an influence, 
they certainly reinforced, or were not antagonistic to, the King's views. 
With Measure for Measure the level and content of Shakespeare's 
legal discourse becomes high and significant indeed. It reaches to the 
Crown and includes issues debated in the highest courts. Initially this 
grew from Shakespeare's own law case involving inheritance, ultimately 
for his twin son. With his objectivity about how law, like drama, 
operates through language and interpretation and his concern about 
intent, Shakespeare now can turn to having law do what he wants it 
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to for his heirs, his two daughters, as he enters the period of his life 
surrounding the composition of King Lear. 
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"BECAUSE I WOULD FOLLOWE THE FASHION": 
RICH'S FAREWELL TO THE MILITARY PROFESSION 
AND SHAKESPEARE'S TWELFTH NIGHT 
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ABSTRACT. The dedications and conclusion to Rich's Farewell to the Military 
Profession (1581) present a saucy, world-weary moralist and rascal, who, having 
turned from the life of a soldier to that of a lover, both harangues against and 
celebrates current follies and fashionable excess in costume. Thus characterizing 
himself as hedonist, moralist, and comic satirist, Rich uses the dominance of folly 
in the world to justify his writing of novelle. In the tension between hedonist and 
moralist, in the world-weariness and acceptance of folly, and in the emphasis on 
costume, Rich's framing materials appear to have influenced Shakespeare's 
Twelfth Night. As they are in the Farewell, fashion , clothing, and the veiling of 
identity are everywhere in Shakespeare's play. But Shakespeare extends this 
emphasis to include questions about human identity and about the nature of the 
dramatic illusion itself. 
Index descriptors: .Rich, Barnabe. The Farewell, "Apolonius and Silla"; Shake-
speare, William. Twelfth Night; Renaissance novella; English Renaissance novella; 
Shakespearean comedy; Shakespearean sources; Renaissance prose fiction. 
In discussing the elements that developed into the Renaissance 
novelle, Clements and Gibaldi cite the merging of the Aristotelian-
Horatian literary tradition with the "oral tradition, springing ulti-
mately from classical rhetoric but more immediately from Renais-
sance courtesy literature" (8) . The Horatian tradition, of course, 
stresses the moral utility of art, and the rhetorical tradition a "more 
audience-conscious" desire to please. But in the judgment of Clements 
and Gibaldi, novellists of the continent by and large intended their 
stories "primarily for .. . sheer entertainment," whereas the novellists 
of sixteenth-century England tipped "the balance between the useful 
and the sweet ... most frequently and most manifestly .. . over to the 
side of utility" (9). 
This judgment on the moralistic and didactic nature of novene in 
Renaissance England is obviously incomplete. Yvonne Rodax, for 
example, appreciates that in English collections of novelle, such as 
those by Painter and Fenton, the "lurid Italian details" remain, though 
"respectably hedged in with militant Christian precepts" (94). But 
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closer study of the prefaces, dedications, and other framing materials 
in English novelle reveals an even more complex context for the 
moralism and thus a unique balance and tension between the desire 
to instruct and the desire to entertain. 
This tension is especially obvious in Barnabe Rich's Farewell to 
the Military Profession (1581), which includes among its eight novene 
"Apolonius and Silla," the story cited as the main source for the plot of 
Twelfth Night. Though David Bevington assigns Rich to the "sober 
school" of didactic novellistic writing, thereby suggesting that Twelfth 
Night answers such sobriety with its "carnival pursuit of love and 
mirth" (393) , Rich's dedications and conclusion present a saucy, 
world-weary moralist and rascal, who simultaneously disapproves of 
and celebrates current follies and fashionable excess in clothing. He 
shifts from outrage to something much closer to delight as he 
inventories the general moral decay, the growing influence of folly, 
and the absurd range of clothing fashion that are everywhere obvious 
to h~m. And since he justifies his storytelling art according to the 
predominance of folly and fashion , his final attitude is that of 
resignation, acceptance, and indulgence. 1 
Bullough, Muir, and the editors of the New Arden Twelfth Night 
show that Shakespeare read widely in the Farewell, borrowing not 
only the plot of "Apolonius and Silla" for Twelfth Night but also 
vocabulary from the framing materials and an episode from the story 
"Two Brethren and Their Wives" for the incarceration of Malvolio 
(Bullough 2:276; Muir 135; Lothian and Craik xlvi-xlvii; Cranfill xlviii) . 
But a fuller appreciation of Rich's framing materials suggests that 
Twelfth Night extends rather than merely answers Rich's main 
concerns and artistic posture. 
Rich's rascality especially dominates his generally mischievous 
dedication "To the right courteous gentlewomen, bathe of Englande 
and Irelande . ... "The expression of his turn from the soldier's life to 
the lover's hardly describes a sober moralist: "That hauyng spent my 
yonger daies in the warres emongest men, and vowed my self onely 
vnto Mars: Should now in my riper yeares, desire to liue in peace 
emongst women, and to consecrate my self wholy vnto Venus." In this 
prodigal maturity, he accepts that "it is lesse painfull to followe a 
Fiddle in a gentlewomans chamber: then to marche after a Drumme 
in the feeld" (3-4) .2 With the brashness of a rake he announces: there 
is "more sounde sleapyng under a silken Canapie cloase by a freend , 
then vnder a bushe in the open feelde . .. " ( 4). He luxuriates in the 
fruits of love, which include "pleasure, sporte, ioye, solace, mirthe, 
peace, quiet reste, daintie fare , with a thousande other delites, suche 
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as I can not rehearse." Betraying his restraint he adds: "a man haung 
serued but a reasonable tyme, maie sometymes take a taste at his 
Mistres lippes for his better recompense" ( 4-5). 
Continuing this teasing of those to whom he dedicates his tome, 
he concludes with leering condescension: "And thus (gentlewomen) 
wishyng to you all, what your selues doe beste like of, I humbly take 
my leaue." Should any reader miss the innuendo, he adds the 
valediction: "Yours in the waie of honestie [,] Barnabe Riche" (8).3 
Indeed, Rich brags in his second epistle "To the noble Souldiours 
bothe of Englande and Irelande" that his stories "I truste ... shall 
please Gentlewomen" (10) and sustains his celebration of the turn 
from war to love: "Mars his Court, is full of bale. Venus is full of blisse" 
( 12). But even in the epistle to gentlewomen, he counters such 
hedonism with unexpected scrupulosity. Labelling his stories "rough 
heawen," he has polished them so "that there is nothyng let slipp, that 
might breede offence to your modest myndes" (7). However one might 
reconcile his worry over "modest myndes" with his jibe about sexual 
appetite, he is quite as capable of moral outrage as he is of moral 
indulgence. 
Especially in the epistle to the soldiers, he expends great energy 
lamenting the decline of professions and haranguing against the 
general moral decay in England. The military profession suffers 
"slender estimation" (12). Courtiership, law, trade, and husbandry 
experience the same kind of decline, for these days, Rich asserts, 
"euery Science depends vpon new fangled fashions" (13). He grows 
melancholic over "the miserable condition of this our present tyme ... 
especially in Englande. Where there is no man thought to be wise but 
he that is wealthy: where no man is thought to speake a truth, but 
such as can lie, flatter, and dissemble" (14) . Though he mitigates this 
storming moralism with praise for the honest hospitality of Christo-
pher Hatton,4 he rages on with a listing of a banquet of vices: ''what 
Pride, what Riot, what Excesse, what Dronkenness, what Swearying, 
what Briberie, what Extortion, what Vsurie, what Oppression, what 
Deceipte, what Forgerie ... " (15). 
Perhaps his hedonistic embrace of the pleasures of Venus 
represents his need to escape from the cares of the world. But as he 
has turned from hedonist to moralist, he also turns from severe 
moralist to comic satirist. In this guise he becomes sensitive to the 
unfair dominance of folly in the world: "wit standes by in a thredbare 
coate, where folly sometyme sittes in a Veluet goune .... " "Pipers, 
Parysites, Fidlers, Dauncers, Plaiers, I esters . . . [are] better esteemed 
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and made of .. . then to any others that undeuours themselues to the 
most commendable qualities" (9). 
Ironically, Rich does not sustain his condemnation of folly. 
Instead, he uses the dominance of folly in the world to justify his art. 
Since "follies are better esteemed then matters of greater waight [,] I 
haue stept onto the Stage amongst the reste, contented to plaie a 
part, and haue gathered together this small volume of Histories ... " 
(9-10) . Unable to diminish the influence of folly, he quite easily 
decides to partake in it. 
This is not to say that he grows silent about foolish manners. In 
what might be a lampoon of the Earl of Oxford (Cranfill 237), Rich 
tells of encountering a person "apparailed in a Frenche Ruffe, a 
French Cloake, a Frenche Hose, and in his hande a greate fanne of 
Feathers, bearyng them vp (verie womanly) against the side of his 
face .... "5 Astonished by this creature, Rich "beganne to thinke it 
vnpossible, that there might a manne bee founde so foolishe, as to 
make hym self a scorne to the worlde, to weare so womanish a toye." 
But Rich the rascal peeks out from behind the satirist and seizes the 
opportunity for a further jibe at women. Perhaps, he says, "it had been 
some shamelesse woman, that had disguised her self like a manne, in 
our Hose, and our Cloakes: for [he wryly adds] our Dublettes, Gounes, 
Cappes, and Hattes thei had got long agoe" ( ll ) . Unable to decide 
whether the fop's "simplicit ie were more to be pitied, or his folly more 
to be laughed at," Rich makes the episode lead him to a revery of 
sexual reversal: "For in myne opinion it is as fonde a sight to see a 
manne with such a bable in his hande, as to see a woman ride 
through the streate with a launce in hers" ( 11 ). 
Having allowed comedy to emerge from moralism, Rich again uses 
folly as a model for his own artistic posture. Why would a man attire 
himself so effeminately? " [H]e did it," Rich announces, "rather to 
please Gentlewomen, and the better to shewe what honour he bare 
theim, would weare one of the greatest vanities that long to their 
sexe." Rich has told the story of the Frenchified man "that you might 
perceiue the sundrie meanes we vse, and all to please women" (12)-
as he himself has by writing novelle. 
The episode of the Frenchified man also signals the extent of his 
concern for fashion elsewhere in t he framing materials. The eight-
page "Conclusion" to his book is entirely devoted to this subject, at 
first as an analogy to his own folly for having published: "for mine 
owne excuse herein I aunswere, that in the writyng of ... [stories] , I 
haue vsed the same maner, that many of our yong Gentlemen vseth 
now adaies, in the wearing of their apparell, which is rather to followe 
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a fashion that is newe (bee it neuer so foolishe) then to bee tied to a 
more decent custome, that is cleane out of vse . . . " (204). 
However meaningful the analogy between the writing of novelle 
and fashion in clothing, he continues with a copious inventory that 
celebrates fashionable excess. 6 Tonsorial fashion involves "haire 
freeseled so long, that makes [a wearer] . . . looke like a water 
Spaniell" or "so shorte like a newe shorne Sheepe .... " Beards are 
either "cutte rounde like a Philippes Doler" (the English name for the 
peso) or "square like the Kynges hedde in Fishstreate" (the picture on 
the tavern called The King's Head) (Cranfill 332). Hats are "some-
tymes so bigge, as will hold more witte, then three of them haue in 
their heddes: Sometimes so little, that it will hold no witte at all" 
(204). "Their Ruffes [are] sometyrnes so huge, as shall hang aboute 
their neckes like a Carte wheele: sometyrnes a little fallyng bande, that 
makes theim looke like one of the Queenes silke women." 
Clokes [are] sometyrnes so long, as it shall trippe on their 
heeles . . . [or] so shorte, as will not hang ouer their 
elbowes: their Jerkinnes sometyrnes with hye collors, but-
toned close vnder their chinne, sometyrnes with no collors 
at all about their neckes, like a wenche in a redde 
wastcoate that were washyng of a bucke [OED, a washing 
tub]: Sometyrnes with long sausie sleeues, that will be in 
euery dishe before his maister, sometyrnes without sleeues, 
like Scogins manne that vsed to run of sleeuelesse errandes: 
Their Dublettes sometyrne faggotte wasted aboue the Nauill, 
sometyrnes Cowebellied belowe the flanckes, that the Gentle-
man must vndoe a button when he goes to pisse. 
The inventory continues with "Hoose": "Garragascoynes [Gal-
ligaskins] , breached like a Beare" or "close to the docke, like the Deuill 
in a Plaie (wantyng but a taile )" or "rounde like to Saincte Thomas 
Onions" (a corruption, perhaps, of "Saincte Omer's Onions" [Cranfill 
334]) or "petite Ruff es of two ynches long, with a close stockyng 
cleane aboue the nocke of his taile" (205)-all employed so that the 
wearers disguise "theim selues after the vse of Spaine ... after the 
Italian maner .. . [or] the Frenche fashion so neare, that all their 
haire is readie to fall of their heddes" (205). 7 Why would anyone use 
"suche varietie in his apparell"? "[B ]ecause he would followe the 
fashion ." And, afterall, Rich once again asserts, "I haue put forthe this 
booke, because I would followe the fashion" (205). 
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Capitalizing on the fun of his subject matter, Rich concludes with 
a version of Machiavelli's "Belphagor," here called Balthaser the Devil, 
who is driven to distraction by a fashion-mongering wife.8 She 
compulsively purchases "an Inuentorie of newe fashions , beginning 
with Cappes, Caules, Quaiues, Ruffes, Partlettes, Sleeues, Gounes, 
Kirtelles, Peticotes, and there was no Stitches, no Cutte, no Lace, no 
Garde, nor no fashion that was then in vse, but in this Inventorie it 
was to bee founde . . . " (208) . In desperation, Balthaser escapes from 
his wife and possesses the King of the Scots before the threat of her 
return chases him back into hell (210-11 ). 
Clearly, the label of sober moralist does not at all accurately 
describe Rich. And once we can appreciate the vitality of his framing 
materials, we can notice obvious points of contact with Twelfth Night. 
There is, first of all, the tension between moralist and rascal, ably 
represented by Malvolio and Toby. Malvolio's incrimination of Toby's 
revelling, "Do ye make an alehouse of my lady's house .. . Is here no 
respect of place, persons, nor time in you?" (II.iii.88-92) , earns Toby's 
recrimination: "Dost thou think, because thou art virtuous, there shall 
be no more cakes and ale?" ( II.iii.113-15).9 
Twelfth Night also cont ains notes of world-weariness, especially in 
speeches of Orsino and Feste (Levin 159) . In fact, the Duke is 
consistently nostalgic, preferring "old and antic" songs that satisfy 
better "than light airs and recollected terms I Of these most brisk and 
giddy-paced times" (II.iv.3-6) . Like Rich , who laments that in "our 
present tyrne ... no man is thought to speake a truth, but suche as 
can lie, flatter, and dissemble" (14), Feste exclaims against current 
use of language: "To see this age! A sentence is but a chev'ril glove to a 
good wit-how quickly the wrong side may be turned outward!" He 
instructs Viola that ''words are very rascals" and have "grown so false, 
I am loath to prove reason with them" (III.i.11 -13, 20-25). 10 
For Feste, world-weariness leads him to acknowledge, quite as 
Rich does, the dominance of folly in the world: "Foolery does walk 
about the orb like the sun, it shines everywhere" (III.i.39-40). 11 When 
Viola recognizes that Feste "is wise enough to play the fool"-"a 
practice I As full of labour as a wise man 's art .. . " (111.i.61 , 66) , it is 
clear that folly benefits an imperfect world. 
But Rich 's celebration of the folly of fashionable excess, partic-
ularly as it justifies his own art, seems to be the Farewell's most 
important influence on Twelfth Night. Far more than "Apolonius and 
Silla," Twelfth Night presents characters in a swirl of guises, of 
fashions , as if t he play were a dramatic application of Rich's framing 
materials. In the light of the Farewell, then, Twelfth Night mostly 
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appears to be a play of fashion and illusion and of teasing through 
costume. 
Several verbal echoes suggest Shakespeare's close knowledge of 
Rich's work As Rich "inventories" fashion, Olivia gives Cesario "divers 
schedules of my beauty. It shall be inventoried, and every particle and 
utensil labelled to my will" (I.v.248-50). Citing his lack of skill in 
dancing, Rich calls "Galliardes" too "curious," and protests that "For a 
Ieigge my heeles are too heauie" (5). In the play, these terms recur in 
Toby's praise of dancing: "Why dost thou not go to church in a 
galliard, and come home in a coranto? My very walk should be a jig" 
(I.iii.125-27). Shakespeare also borrowed from Rich the words . 
coisterell, garragascoynes, and pavion (pavin), which appear only in 
Twelfth Night (Muir 135-36; Bullough 2:276; Cranfill 231-32). Finally, 
Malvolio's yellow stockings are taken from the "Inventorie of newe 
fashions" belonging to Balthaser's wife (Cranfill 208, 336). 
But quite as they are in Rich's framing materials, fashion and 
clothing-and the veiling of identity-are everywhere in Twelfth Night. 
Most obviously, and with something of Rich's mischievousness regard-
ing the bisexual capabilities of clothing, Viola teases Olivia with 
oblique references to her disguise: "I am not that I play'' (I.v.180); "I 
am not that I am" (III.i.143) . In fact, Viola recognizes the power of 
clothing: "Disguise, I see thou art a wickedness, I Wherein the 
pregnant enemy does much" (II.ii.26-27); and the potency of mere 
appearance: "Fortune forbid my outside have not charm'd her!" 
(II.ii.17). 12 Moreover, as Levin points out (123), Orsino appreciates 
and seems to enjoy the subtle merging of the masculine and feminine 
in Viola/ Cesario: "all is semblative a woman's part" (I.iv.34). 
In turn, however, Viola understands the conventionalized fashion 
of love to which Orsino is devoted. He loves, Viola tells Olivia, "With 
adorations, fertile tears, I With groans that thunder love, with sighs of 
fire" (I.v.250-51)-the standard emotional garb of the Renaissance 
lover. 13 In analogous terms, Mario describes Malvolio's devotion to a 
fashion. Though like a puritan, he is principally "a time pleaser" (that 
is, a sycophant), "an affectioned ass, that cons state without book, 
and utters it by great swarthe .. . " (II.iii.145-148). In fact , it is with the 
hope of pleasing Olivia (recalling Rich's Fre~ified man, who would 
"please Gentlewomen") that Malvolio accepts the fashion of the yellow 
stockings, cross-gartering, and perpetual smile. (As if an epitome of 
fashionable excess, as well as self-delusion, Malvolio mentions his 
absurd costume a half-dozen times.) 
To these instances of the acceptance of disguise or of fashion we 
must add Feste as Sir Topas the Curate, Sebastian as "Roderigo," Maria 
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writing "very like my lady" (II.iii.160), Aguecheek ludicrously charged 
to write "in a martial hand" (III.ii.41)-and indeed Olivia's veil of 
mourning. Clearly, Twelfth Night extends Rich's fascination with 
fashionable excess by making the illusion of costume raise questions 
about human identity. Especially for Viola, the play teaches the 
jeopardy faced and the knowledge gained through disguise. Indeed, 
the play cannot conclude until she regains her "maiden weeds." She 
rejects Orsino's embrace "till each circumstance I Of place, time, 
fortune, do cohere and jump I That I am Viola . . . " (V.i.248-50). And 
Orsino's last lines, just before Feste's song ends the play, state that his 
world grows complete only when Viola "emerges" from Cesario: 
Cesario, come; 
For so you shall be while you are a man; 
But when in other habits you are seen, 
Orsino's mistress, and his fancy's queen. (V.i.384-87) 
Though the removal of disguise brings Orsino and Viola to 
fulfillment , the illusion of costume also leads to Feste's exasperated 
judgment on appearance and reality. When rebuffed by Sebastian, 
whom he believes to be Cesario, Feste launches into his famous 
paroxysm of multiple negatives: 
No, I do not know you, nor I am not sent to you 
by my lady, . . . nor your name is not Master 
Cesario; nor this is not my nose neither. 
But his conclusion, "Nothing that is so, is so" (IV.i.5-9) , generalizes the 
experience so that he comments on the play itself, which, after all, is a 
dramatic illusion. Thus, Shakespeare examines his own art and 
subtitles Twelfth Night "What You Will." 
Moreover, Fabian's famous tease, "If this were play'd upon a stage 
now, I c.ould condemn it as an improbable fiction" (III.iv.128-29), not 
only punctures the dramatic illusion but also mocks the efficacy of 
the dramatic world he inhabits. Th us does the play recall Rich's 
diminution of hi s art when he justifies it according to the demands of 
fashion. The Farewell to the Mi li tar y Profession, then, offers the 
audience of Twelfth Night aesthetic precedent and guidance. Rich 's 
saucy, moralistic, rascal-satirist persona, with his lavishly expressed 
opinions and observations, forecasts the greatest comic art. 
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NOTES 
1Commentary has generally not found Rich to be as engaging as I have. Yet as 
long ago as 1909, Canby called him "merry Barnabe Rich" and praised the Farewell 
as "one of the pleasantest story-books of the period." Canby correctly observed 
that Rich "has dropped the moral justification for his stories" and, having left the 
military life, "hopes to fare better with the ladies, and he comes to the charge 
merrily, with a constant rallying and a bantering flattery" 128, qtd. in Cranfill lviii. 
In their anthology of English Renaissance literature, Rollins and Baker accurately 
notice that the Farewell is "Securely buttressed fore and aft" with epistles "and a 
gossipy 'Conclusion' in the form of an epilogue ... " 672. On the other hand, 
Salzman feels that praise for the Farewell's "humour and attention to narrative 
detail" might be excessive. Salzman credits Pettie for toying "in a sophisticated 
fashion" with "the didactic stance" of novelle but does not mention Rich in this 
connection 19-20. Weinberg quotes the Renaissance Aristotelian critic Bonciani on 
the tradition of "folly" in novelle: ''That sort of persons, then, who without being 
completely crazy smack (rather more than less) of folly, will be imitated by novelle . 
. . " 1 :539. Rich appears to follow this tradition closely. 
2Page numbers to quotations from the Farewell refer to Cranfill's edition. 
3Cranfill points out that this valediction is Rich's most celebrated comment 
233. He also says: "After teasing the ladies unmercifully, Rich concludes with [this] 
. .. saucy and ambiguous remark" Iv. 
4George Whetstone dedicated his Heptameron of Civil Discourses ( 1582) to 
Sir Christopher Hatton and praised him in terms similar to Rich's. Izard 126-27. 
5Rich's mockery of this character brings to mind both Osric and the 
"popingay" who earns Hotspur's scorn in 1 Henry IV 
6George Pettie in the Petite Palace of Pettie His Pleasure (1576) precedes Rich 
among English Renaissance novellists in equating writing and clothing fashion : "if 
you like not of some wordes and phrases, used contrary to their common custome, 
you must thinke, that seeing wee allowe of new fashions in cutting of beardes, in 
long wasted doublets, in little short hose, in great cappes, in low hattes, and 
almost in al things, it is as mutch reason wee should allow of new fashions in 
phrases and wordes" 6. 
7These lines are echoed by Don Pedro in Much Ado III.ii.31-37. Cranfill 334. 
8The source for this tale is probably Straparola's collection of novelle Le 
piacevoli notti (1553). But Machiavelli's version is the most famous. Cranfill 
334-35. 
91 quote Twelfth Night from the New Arden ed. Levin defines the opposition of 
Malvolio and Sir Toby in political terms: "Both want dignity and both know that 
the respect one gets ultimately depends on social status; the ultimate source of 
their conflict lies in competition for place in the household" 138. 
10According to Levin , "Regret for lost youth and nostalgia for a golden age are 
the poignant themes in Twelfth Night that make one hesitate to judge the 
characters harshly'' 164. 
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11"Feste has no illusions about himself or others," posits Levin 155. 
12Levin sees "sinister associations" in Viola's teasing. He argues that she 
"anticipates Iago's demonic parody of God's self-definition in Exodus, 'I am that I 
am.' Olivia later muses, 'A fiend like thee might bear my soul to hell' (III.iv.219)" 
160. 
13Compare "Apolonius and Silla," in which Apolonius becomes "an earnest 
suter" to Julia "accordyng to the manner of woers [;] besides faire woordes, 
sorrowful sighs, and piteous countenaunces, there must be sendying of lovyng 
letters, chaines, bracelettes, brouches, rynges, tablets, gemmes, juels, and pre-
sentes .... " Bullough 2:351. 
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APPROPRIATION OF THE "THING OF BLOOD": 
ABSENCE OF SELF AND THE STRUGGLE 
FOR OWNERSHIP IN CORIOLANUS 
Constance C. Relihan* 
ABSTRACT. Caius Martius, who later receives the title Coriolanus, lacks self-
definition. He has spoken the words and done the deeds of a Roman military hero 
for so long t hat any other desires he may have had have been repressed into 
non-existence or into the silence of his relationship with Virgilia. In other words, 
Martius has no intrinsic sense of self or identity beyond that of the military hero 
which Volumnia has given him. Since the Rome he returns to in Act I of the play 
judges that behavior unnecessary and instead emphasizes political behavior, 
Martius is left with no identity. His absence of self-definition turns him into a 
battleground in the play. He becomes an object which the tribunes, Menenius, 
Volumnia, and Aufidius try to appropriate to accomplish their separate goals. The 
failure of Martius to recognize his obsolescence in republican Rome or to accept 
appropriation by one of the factions within the play causes his downfall. The 
reader of the play feels pity at his downfall not because of any intrinsic quality of 
Martius's nature, but because of the brutality of the society which has rendered 
him obsolete. 
Index descriptors: William Shakespeare, Coriolanus, Herbert Marcuse, Marxist 
criticism of Shakespeare. 
Coriolanus is certainly one of Shakespeare's more difficult plays. 
It presents a complicated portrayal of personal, military, and political 
conflicts in a way that makes all attempts to analyze or interpret it 
dependent upon the critic's deep-seated biases and beliefs. Of course, 
all works do that to some extent, but the overtly political questions 
which Coriolanus addresses-how much power each class in a state 
should wield, how much power a state should invest in a single 
person, and, perhaps most importantly, how legitimate is the use of 
softened, placating language in order to win power-call forth more 
immediate reactions from us. Depending upon our own background 
and our political sense, we almost immediately decide either that 
Martius 1 is an elitist bastard who deserves "precipitation I From off 
the rock Tarpeian" (III.iii.102-03) or that he is justified in his hatred 
of the tribunes and the plebeians because they are the "dissentious 
rogues" (I.i.163) he claims they are. As pleasant as it would be to find 
this play so polemically organized, unfortunately neither view is 
*Department of English, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455. 
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correct. Instead, what Coriolanus presents to us is a play in which 
the complexities of its Roman politics war with our own perhaps 
unconscious desires to label characters and events as either good or 
bad, as black or white. 
In other words, as much as my initial reading of the play urged 
me to condemn Martius, I find that a closer examination of the text 
makes Martius appear perhaps more a victim than a victimizer, 
although it is still difficult to feel at his death the kind of sorrow and 
pity (and fear , if you like) that one feels at the death of Hamlet or 
Othello. The difference in our reactions to Martius's death may well 
stern from the fact that he is what Patricia K. Meszaros calls a "victim 
of political, historical forces outside his control" (284) and not a 
character with a concrete, specifically defined "tragic flaw" found in 
many of Shakespeare's other tragic protagonists. 
Of course, it has been argued that Martius does possess the tragic 
flaws of arrogance and pride in his own achievements (e.g., Calder-
wood 219). Nonetheless, h is own actions in the play, specifically his 
disapproval of his mother's compliments of him and his reluctance to 
hear his military victories described for the patricians (II.ii.66ff), 
make this analysis less than convincing in spite of Aufidius's speech to 
the contrary (IV.vii.28-57) . Much more persuasive are the recent 
arguments which claim a breakdown in Martius's understanding of 
the nature of language or his refusal to use language in the same way 
as the Roman society to which he returns as responsible for his 
downfall.2 Going even further, Stanley Fish suggests that Martius's 
failure to conform to public expectations of language results not so 
much from an inability to do so, but from a desire to be "independent 
of society and of the language with which it constitutes itself and its 
values" (206).3 
The problem I find with making Coriolanus depend so completely 
on the difficulties Martius has understanding the need to adapt his 
speech to the demands of urban, political life is that it focuses too 
greatly on a symptom and largely ignores discussion of the cause 
which manifests itself in problems of language. 
I will argue here that Martius's difficulties with speech result from 
his being "often unsure just what he means" (Sicherrnan 189) because 
he has very little sense of identity. Martius has mouthed the words-
and done the deeds-of the militaristic virtues his mother and earlier 
Roman society extolled, but because his mother has so completely 
manipulated him and compelled him to adhere blindly to a code of 
behavior which has become obsolete, Martius has nothing left of his 
identity. Once he returns home from battle at the beginning of the 
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play, he is what John W. Velz calls "an anachronism in his own time" 
(66). He clings tenaciously to his exaggerated sense of honor and 
virtus because should he admit that his military identity is no longer 
viable, his downfall (which actually began when he returned from the 
battlefield to a Rome dominated by modern political behavior4) will 
become complete and irrevocable. 
What we see happen in the play, then, is a kind of competition to 
see which political faction can appropriate Martius's position and 
confusions for its own purposes: it is a struggle to replace the self 
Volumnia imposed upon him as a child with a sense of his identity 
that would be more useful to Volumnia's, Menenius's, the tribunes', or 
Aufidius's current sense of what kind of behavior he should adopt and 
how they can manipulate him to serve their purposes. 
Before describing just how Martius is fought over by these 
different groups and what this kind of behavior suggests about the 
political structures and values in Coriolanus, I will briefly defend the 
claim that Martius suffers from a lack of identity from the very 
beginning of the play and that this difficulty is in part responsible for 
the sense of anti-climax which accompanies his downfall. 
By "self," I mean his sense of his private function in his family and 
his ability to understand his own behavior and desires-his ability to 
observe himself with some objectivity. Martius is, in other words, 
lacking in self-reflexivity and self-consciousness. He functions as an 
object drawing meaning from externally imposed interpretations of 
his behavior: he draws identity from the battles which he fights. 
Witness, for example, his final comments in the play which suggest 
that he wishes to be remembered for how he fought "like an eagle in a 
dove-cote" in Corioles (V.vi.114), and how he wishes he might meet 
Aufidius and "his tribe" ( 128) on the battlefield. Left to his own 
private thoughts and actions, with no war to derive meaning from, he 
must rely on the outmoded paradigm of the military man to describe 
himself. He cannot define himself in terms of internal or private 
criteria. 
We do have hints that he manages to have a relatively happy 
marriage to Virgilia, a suggestion that he can on some level exist. as a 
private man, but his solicitousness for her welfare in the scenes in 
which he returns and takes his leave (II.i.174-78 and V.i) may suggest 
more than the presence of some private emotions. More significantly, 
his solicitousness may suggest that Martius finds solace in his 
"gracious silence" (II.i.174) because she does not exert on him any of 
the public pressures that all of the other characters in the play do. 
Virgilia has no real desire to appropriate her husband for any purpose 
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other than companionship, and her desires are quietly and tearfully 
put forth in ways which can be brushed aside much more easily than 
can the more overt, aggressive desires of the other factions of the 
play. 
Virgilia's quiet desires do, however, rest on a sense of Martius's 
character which is externally imposed and which relies on a sense of 
Roman virtues which Volumnia and Valeria reject early in the play. 
Refusing Valeria's request that she "play the idle huswife" (I.iii. 70), 
Virgilia claims that she will not venture out of doors "till my lord 
return from the wars" (I.iii. 75). Valeria likens Virgilia's insistence on 
remaining inside to Penelope's futile behavior while Ulysses was away 
that "did but fill Ithaca full of moths" (I.iii.83-84). Valeria here shows 
Virgilia's values and her sense of herself as a Roman matron to be out 
of date and pointless. Perhaps the insistence that Virgilia places on a 
system of values as outmoded as her husband's helps explain their 
affinity for each other: neither has much-if any-understanding of 
the relatively modern society in which they live. Consequently, Virgilia 
exerts no pressure for change on her husband. She shares the sense 
of self which, although obsolete, he has allowed to be forced upon 
him. 
Unlike Virgilia, the other characters in the play do not accept the 
values to which Martius acquiesces. Almost without exception, the 
other characters see in Martius only a figure who can be made to 
fulfill their own desires and help accomplish their political and 
military goals. Volumnia is probably the most conspicuous example: 
through her desire to have a son who embodies traditional Roman 
virtus, she places Martius in the precarious position where he is 
found quite early in the play. Volumnia's reasoning on the subject is 
made quite clear. She tells Virgilia: 
I, considering how honor would become such a person 
[Martius ]-that it was no better than picture-like to hang 
by th'wall, if renown made it not stir-was pleased to let 
him seek danger where he was like to find fame. To a cruel 
war I sent him ... . (I.iii.9-14) 
She knows that she is determining his future , that she is creating a 
Roman soldier and all that that implies: she does not describe the war 
in a positive way, as her inflexible son would, but rather she calls it 
"cruel." What is more, she admits that she "sent him." Martius 
apparently had no voice in the matter, but passively accepted the 
future his mother decided for him. 
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Once Martius has grown up under a system which has turned 
him into a calculating warrior justifiably praised for his prowess, 
Volumnia finds that her son has become completely unaware of any 
other considerations, especially of the political facts of Roman life. He 
does not recognize the justification for any kind of speech which is 
less than completely honest, and he resists her silent urgings that he 
speak to the plebeians more mildly: 
Why do you wish me milder? Would you have me 
False to my nature? Rather say I play 
The man I am. (III.ii.14-16) 
She can only answer that he might have been "enough the man" 
he is ''with striving less to be so" (III.ii.19-20). She recognizes that the 
ideals of martial valor which she instilled in him have been accepted 
at too deep a level: what she perceives as his "nature" should not drive 
out all other obligations or desires. The desire for political power 
should have remained dormant beneath the expressed belief in the 
honor of military service to one's country without expectation of 
reward. Martius's self, his "nature," has become single-faceted in its 
acceptance of Volumnia's early teaching, and it has become so 
convinced of its validity that he is unable to accept from the source of 
that teaching a contradictory view of how to govern himself. 
Volumnia remains steadfast in her determination to regain 
control over Martius so she can educate him in the demands of 
contemporary Roman politics, and so she can fulfill her desires to 
have her son hold the consulship. She speedily decides that he will 
run for consul, "there will be large cicatrices to show the people when 
he shall stand for his place" (II.i.146-48), but although he accedes to 
that request, he resists her urgings to view language as pliable. To go 
along with her wishes that he speak moderately to the plebeians so 
that he can get what she wants would be to deny his nature. 
Nonetheless, he is able to make a half-hearted attempt to appease 
Volumnia: he makes a weak promise to speak "mildly" (III.ii.145) to 
the people. His inability to keep that promise he makes apparent, and 
it is Volumnia's desires more than his own which are thwarted by his 
defeat. 
Volumnia's entreaties that her son moderate his language are 
ineffective until she visits .him in the Volscian camp because Martius 
has established such a limited set of meanings for words such as 
"honor" and "nature" that Volumnia's language is unable to connect 
with his. Even then, Martius's ability to understand his mother's 
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meaning, and the re-interpretation of societal expectations it implies, 
comes not during her speech but while he "Holds her hand silent" 
(V.iii.182 stage dir.). The difficulties Martius has with self-definition 
and societal expectations are, this would suggest, rooted at a deeper 
level. His problems go beyond difficulties with language to a more 
fundamental cause: a societal disfunction. 
The pressure Volurnnia exerts on Martius is not, however, the 
only pressure to which he is exposed during the play. Menenius, the 
tribunes, and Aufidius all attempt to push him into their own 
interpretations of his behavior, and they all try to use his power to 
further their own goals. 
The kind of pressure Menenius exerts on Martius is not as overt 
or as focused as that which Volurnnia exerts upon him. In fact, 
Menenius's pressure might more usefully be thought of as an attempt 
to convince the patricians and the plebeians that Martius is Rome's 
bona fide hero, the warrior whose nobility shines forth in everything 
he does and whose victories ennoble not only the entire Roman state, 
but his class in particular. There is, however, more in Menenius's 
attitude toward Martius than avuncular love and hero-worship: 
Menenius wants to lay claim to holding a privileged interpretation of 
Martius's behavior so that when Martius gains power Menenius can 
experience a kind of vicarious thrill, a vicarious ernpowerrnent.5 
Menenius's attempts at controlling Martius are often conducted 
while the hero is off-stage. Of course, the fable he tells in the first 
scene of the play (and, in fact, his behavior throughout the entire 
scene) leads us to think of him as a politically savvy gentleman who 
can bend his language and demeanor to accommodate almost any 
situation. It should be remembered, too, that in this first scene 
Menenius's guard is up: Rome is in turmoil and a "company of 
mutinous Citizens" (I.i.1 stage dir.) seems to control the stage. 
Consequently, his own desires and intentions must take a back seat to 
the more pressing political concerns, and he appears in a more 
favorable light than if there were no problems in Rome. 
When he is seen in the second sub-scene in 11.i, conditions are 
somewhat different. Upon learning that Martius is returning home, 
Menenius drops his guard and stops bantering with the tribunes. He 
seems to become temporarily obsessed with Martius's body and with 
absorbing from Volurnnia as much knowledge of it as possible and 
storing that knowledge for later use: 
Men. . . . Where is he wounded? [To the Tribunes] God save 
your good worships! Martius is corning home: he has more 
cause to be proud. [To Volurnnia] Where is he wounded? 
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Vol. I'th'shoulder, and i'th'left arm: there will be large cicatrices 
to show the people when he shall stand for his place. He 
received in the repulse of Tarquin seven hurts i'th'body. 
Men. One i'th'neck, and two i'th'thigh-there's nine that I know. 
Vol. He had, before his last expedition, twenty-five wounds 
upon him. 
Men. Now it's twenty-seven: every gash was an enemy's grave. 
(141-55) 
Menenius's behavior in this passage warrants more explanation than 
either to attribute it simply to the older man's concern for Martius's 
well-being or to dismiss it as similar to that of rock-star groupies who 
are obsessed by every detail of their idol's life. Still, there is some merit 
in this latter comparison because in both cases what is being sought is 
the right to claim privileged, personal information about the object of 
admiration. 
Menenius is never able to use in any serious way the knowledge 
about Martius he gains in 11.i or the knowledge he holds about him 
from their longstanding friendship. More importantly, the action of 
the play makes clear that the only knowledge Menenius does possess 
about Martius is superficial: most of his serious estimates of Martius's 
character are proven to be incorrect, most notably, for example, his 
belief that Martius can easily be made to correct his behavior toward 
the plebeians (111.i) and his disbelief at the reconciliation between 
Martius and Aufidius (IV.vi.72-74). 
What is important to recognize about the eagerness with which 
Menenius tries to gain possession of all possible knowledge about 
Martius, and the way he praises Martius with little epithets like 
"Worthy man" (Il.ii.122), is that there is apparently some real bond of 
affection between the two men, as their final exchange before 
Martius's exile indicates: 
Men. Come, let's not weep. 
If I could shake off but one seven years 
From these old arms and legs, by the good gods 
I'd with thee every foot. 
Cor. Give me thy hand. 
Corne. (IV.i.54-58). 
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Yet, in spite of the affection that can prompt this touching farewell 
(and note that here, as in V.iii with Volumnia, the final com-
munication is made through touch and not through language) , 
Martius can gain nothing from Menenius that will help him adapt to 
the Rome which has created the tribunes. Although Menenius under-
stands politics well enough to understand the need to mold one's 
speech and appearance to fit the needs of the moment, Menenius is 
too devoted to Marti us as a physical artifact-as a warrior of wounds 
and oaken garlands, or what Cominius calls a "thing of blood" 
(II.ii.109)-and too devoted to his own patrician caste to do anything 
but pull Martius ever-closer to the confrontation with the plebeians 
which will lead to his downfall. 
If Menenius, like Volumnia, pulls Martius toward his banishment 
by means of his fervent belief in the strength of Martius's character 
and in his right to the consulship, the tribunes drag Martius toward 
his death by creating for the plebeians an image of Martius as an 
arrqgant aristocrat who scorns the people and is their "fixed enemy" 
(II.lii.248). Now, had the tribunes been concerned only with keeping 
Martius from winning the consulship, I would find it hard to criticize 
their behavior. Unfortunately, Brutus and Sicinius are motivated not 
only by the very real threat which Martius presents to the enfranchise-
ment of the people, but also by their desires for personal power-and 
because of this they must create as evil a Martius as possible to 
ensure that they are able to retain their newly-won position. 
Early in Act II Brutus describes the course of action Sicinius and 
he should follow: 
We must suggest the people in what hatred 
He still hath held them: that to's power he would 
Have made them mules, silenc'd their pleaders, and 
Dispropertied their freedoms . . . . (Il.i.243-46) 
This manipulative course of action is followed off-stage, as we know 
from Brutus's rebuke of the people after they have given Martius their 
voices, "Could you not have told him I As you were lesson'd?" 
(11.iii.l 7 4-75) . As II.iii continues, the tribunes describe all of Martius's 
failings to the people in the worst possible light and with the most 
evocative language they can imagine: 
Did you perceive 
He did solicit you in free contempt 
When he did need your loves; and do you think 
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That his contempt shall not be bruising to you 
When he hath power to crush? Why, had your bodies 
No heart among you? Or had you tongues to cry 
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Against the rectorship of judgement? (Il.iii.197-203) 
The hints of a comparison between Martius and the snake in the 
Garden of Eden (the "bruising" and "crushing" images joined with the 
references to "tongues" and 'judgement" call it to mind) are enough to 
summon up all the ill that the plebeians have heard previously about 
Martius, and they are enough to prompt the citizens to return to a 
conception of Martius's nature which rejects his merits. Having 
returned to the Martius the tribunes have created, they swear they 
''will deny him" (II.iii.207-08). 
Although the citizens are sensible to deny Martius the consulship, 
there is no denying that they are reacting to a Martius whose 
character has selectively been edited and altered: they have, as 
Sicinius admits, been "goaded onward" (II.iii.261 ). 
The tribunes have manipulated the plebeians' view of Martius, but 
they manipulate him as well. During the scene in which the people 
retract their approval of Martius's consulship, Brutus and Sicinius 
actively try to irritate him so that he presents himself to worst 
advantage. Brutus, for example, brings up Martius's reaction to the 
corn the people had received "gratis" (III.i.42), knowing that Martius 
did not approve of that charitable act, had outspokenly criticized it in 
the past, and was likely, given his volatility, to react strongly to its 
mention here. Brutus's logic is sound. Martius repeats his anti-dole 
sentiments over the protestations of Menenius, and the result is that 
the plebeians do exactly what the tribunes want: they deny him the 
consulship and arrest him. The tribunes have appropriated Martius 
for their own ends, and they have helped to assure that they would 
retain their political power. 
Because the tribunes are successful, Martius is banished from 
Rome6 and is forced to find the ''world elsewhere" (III.iii.135) which 
he claims exists. It is significant that Martius leaves Rome only to find 
another society which will take him in, and it is an important fact 
because it reinforces our sense that Martius only derives self-
definition from the speech and actions of the people around him. 
Having had all that he thinks of as Roman in his character forbidden 
him, he is forced to seek out the Volscian society because there he can 
rely on its military values to give him a sense of belonging, as well as a 
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means of revenge. He also believes Aufidius to be the closest thing to 
an equal that he has. 
They are equal in their martial strength: "if I I had fear'd death," 
Martius tells Aufidius, "of all men i'th'world I I would have 'voided 
thee" (IV.v.81-83) , but this is not, however, the only area in which 
Martius believes they are equals. Martius believes, it seems, that 
although each represents a different force, their systems of values are 
essentially identical.7 He believes that he and Aufidius can become 
"Friends now fast sworn, I Whose double bosoms seem to wear one 
heart" (IV.iv.11-12). Martius expects that Aufidius accepts a code of 
behavior similar to his own and that this fact can readily lead to 
amity; one critic has gone so far as to say that Martius's view of 
Aufidius resembles the way in which Hector sees Achilles (Bulman 
254 ). What Martius's idealistic view of Aufidius does not take into 
account is the possibility that the "seems" he uses in the wish quoted 
above may actually be the correct verb. It is impossible for Martius to 
believe that Aufidius could only feign friendship with him, that he 
could use him and manipulate him just as politically as any of the 
factions he left behind in Rome. 8 
But this is exactly what Aufidius does, and it is just what the 
audience of Coriolanus expects him to do. From Aufidius's first 
mention of his intention to "potch" (I.x.15) at Martius in whatever 
way is necessary to defeat him, the audience is made to realize the 
essentially modern nature of Aufidius and the foolhardiness of 
assuming that because Aufidius is a military hero, he must conform to 
Martius's sense of virtue as well. 
Unfortunately, Aufidius is able to use Martius's outmoded sense 
of honor against him to cause his death. He allows Martius to become 
the Volscian soldiers' "grace 'fore meat" (IV.iii.3), even though such 
deification degrades his own skills before his soldiers, because, as he 
explains to his lieutenant: 
I cannot help it now, 
Unless, by using means, I lame the foot 
Of our design. (IV.vii.6-8) 
The "design"-goading Martius on in believing in his powers until 
Rome has fallen to Aufidius-is what governs Aufidius's actions 
toward Martius, and he fully intends to destroy Martius once that goal 
is achieved. Once Rome has been taken, then, says Aufidius of Marti us, 
"Thou art poor'st of all: then shortly art thou mine" (IV.vii.57). 
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Aufidius attempts to use Martius's need for external self-definition 
to his own advantage, trying to support Martius's sense of himself as 
the "god" of the Volscian soldiers, as Cominius refers to him (IV.vi.91). 
The apparent reinforcement of the virtues Rome has rejected almost 
succeeds in making Martius attack Rome. The final failure of Aufidius's 
manipulation comes not from an independent realization on Martius's 
part, but from the entreaties of his mother: since she is primarily 
responsible for his sense of identity, she is the one with the best 
chance of imposing a new model of behavior on him. 
What is accomplished by Volumnia's words in V.iii. and the "happy 
victory'' (V.iii.186) for which she is responsible? Aufidius is given the 
opportunity he has been seeking to condemn Martius. As a result 
there is no happy victory. There is only a war averted and the death 
of a man who was beloved by the patricians; and although Aufidius 
claims to be "struck with sorrow" (V.vi.14 7), it is difficult for the 
audience to share that emotion because of Martius's fatalistic 
insistence on the anachronistic values to which he has clung since the 
play's opening scenes. Act I of Coriolanus seems designed to stress 
the worst qualities of Martius, and the impression left by that 
introduction never completely fades because Martius never exposes 
much of a private, internally derived , nature to the audience. This is 
true largely because he has no private self: all that he is is determined 
by the skewed, out dated, and self-destructive sense of honor and duty 
to his country which he has been made to feel. The Martius the 
audience sees is externally imposed on him by the warring factions 
within Rome. Because his character is "so precariously established" 
(Holland 329), it is hard for an audience to sympathize with the "real" 
Martius: it is hard to pity Martius's fall because we are constantly 
aware that we are not reacting to any traits intrinsic to his character. 
So, what point is there is creating such a character and such a 
play? I would argue along the lines of Meszaros, who see Coriolanus 
as depicting the problems of the Machiavellian state and the obsoles-
cence of the body politic, or Terry Eagleton, who sees the play as 
"about the conflict of authentic life and social responsibility, the 
tension between the way a man conceives of himself and the social 
character which is offered for him to make his own" ( 113). Corio-
lanus offers no satisfactory solution to the tensions Eagleton des-
cribes. In fact , the tensions in this play are even more complicated 
than the above quotation suggests because of the tenuous way in 
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which Martius has achieved his identity. Since it has been imposed 
upon him by his early military life and reinforced by _his inability to 
distinguish between appearances and reality (or speech and actual 
meaning), these tensions can be resolved only by Martius's death. He 
is a character who requires the action of those around him to give 
him definition, and yet there is no society which will ddine him in 
terms which he will accept. 
What seems to be created in Coriolanus is the kind of society 
described in Herbert Marcuse's Eros and Civilization. The role which 
society originally required Martius to fulfill , that of a soldier, is an 
occupation so removed from the rest of Martius's existence-his 
family and any other interests he may have had as a young boy-that 
as that role is repeated and reinforced Martius becomes dissociated 
from his real desires; and they eventually fall victim to what Marcuse 
calls "surplus repression, the restrictions necessitated by social 
domination" (35). They become so deeply sublimated that Martius can 
only think in terms of the occupation he performs in Roman society. 
All of his other desires, such as the desire for political power which 
his mother believes should be a part of his nature, become ignored 
and forgotten. Since society has rendered Martius's role obsolete, he 
cannot continue to live since society, and not the individual, largely 
determines identity, and since society usually makes this determination 
based on the occupations of its members. 
The world created in Coriolanus is a bleak one. Although it is 
difficult to feel sympathy for its protagonist,9 one must (it seems to 
me) feel rage toward a society which would build into an individual's 
nature the inflexibility and planned obsolescence found in Martius. 
Society has conspired against him and kept him from creating 
anything more than a very partial and imperfect identity for himself. 
It has placed him in such a position that he becomes not Burke's 
scapegoat, 10 but an object to be pulled in a variety of directions to 
serve the needs of Volumnia, Menenius, Sicinius and Brutus, and 
Aufidius. The fate of Martius in Coriolanus seems constructed to 
prove that life, if not poor, certainly is nasty, brutish, and short. 
NOTES 
1Throughout this essay I refer to the play's protagonist as Martius rather than 
Coriolanus because, as should become clear, my interpretation of the play rests on 
an attempt to locate the internal nature of that character. The best way to begin 
that search is to return to his given name, an act which removes one externally 
imposed layer of his character. 
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2See, for example, the articles by Carol Sicherman, James L. Calderwood, and 
Leonard Tennenhouse. 
3James Marlow takes issue with some of t he specifics of Fish's argument. He 
claims that "Fish nullifies Coriolanus' own view of 'words and things'. . .. Even 
granting Fish's clinical motive, to the extent that this analysis reduces the drama 
to a mere demonstration of Coriolanus' linguistic naivete, it does 'cheat'" 1603. 
4Velz and Meszaros both provide intelligent discussions of the conflict between 
ancient and modern political systems in the play. 
51t has been argued by Patricia K. Meszaros that Menenius is simply eager to 
help his class gain solid control of the state 279, but this interpretation seems to 
depersonalize his devotion to Martius. 
6Although Fish would seem to argue that Martius has already banished 
everyone else instead. 
7See Adelman for treatment of this issue. 
8See also Tennenhouse for further discussion of this point 339. 
9Janet Adelman claims that it is difficult for us to feel for Martius because his 
reluctance to reveal himself to the plebeians is transferred into a reluctance to 
reveal himself to the audience. She claims he "denies us our proper role as 
spectators to his tragedy'' 144. 
10See Kenneth Burke for an interesting treatment of Martius as a scapegoat in 
a struggle for class domination. 
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THE STRUCTURAL PARALLEL BE1WEEN RITUALS OF 
REVERSAL, JACOBEAN POLITICAL THEORY, AND 
MEASURE FOR MEASURE 
Douglas F. Rutledge* 
ABSTRACT. Rituals of reversal share with the political theory of James I and 
with Measure for Measure a movement from chaos to order with the exchange of 
monarch for anti-monarch or good king for tyrant. Rituals of reversal or of status 
elevation reinforce the social order in a fashion similar to the way in which both 
God and King achieve social harmony in Jacobean political theory, by exchanging 
offices. Duke Vincentio also attempts to combat chaos and reinforce Vienna's 
social order by exchanging offices. 
However, rituals of status inversion and elevat ion also offer subjects the 
opportunity to question their ruler 's use of authority as those rituals lower their 
monarch to a humbler position during the ritual process. Through some 
coincidence Measure for Measure was first performed on 26 December 1604 at 
Whitehall. This is a time of year when monarchs traditionally part icipate in rituals 
of reversal. The question now becomes to what extent would Measure for 
Measure's dramatic process of exchanging offices, of substituting substitutes cause 
the royal member of t he audience to substitute for a benign dramatic monarch 
who is in turn substituting for a tyrant, and therefore allow auditors to question 
the authority of the monarch in the audience as well as the monarch on stage? 
Index descriptors: James I, ri t uals of reversal, Measure for Measure, Jacobean 
political theory, Jacobean absolutism, Basilikon Doron, The Trew Law of Free 
Monarchies. 
The first frame of this earthly body of a Chaos became a 
distinct essence of Creatures. Man, the most Noble by 
Nature, born to a Law, out of that gave law to others, and 
to himself. Hence Order, the lustre of Nature, guided by a 
First Essence, put all government into form : First , in two, 
who by procreation, according to the rule of power (increase 
and multiply) made a Family, with one Head; by propa-
gation, a Tribe, or Kindred, with one Elder, or Chief; by 
multiplication, a Society, a Province, a Country, a Kingdom, 
with one or more Guides or Leaders, of spirit aptest, or of 
choice fittest , to govern. 
This division, sorting itself into proprieties, fell in parts 
of right, greater or smaller, to some Tribe, Kindred , or 
*Department of English, University of Wisconsin , Madison, WI 53706. 
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elective change of Person. Vicissitudo rerum, the herald of 
time, doth warrant this to be the true original pedigree of 
Government; and by a present change, in our own eyes, 
hath made the demonstration more subject to our sense, by 
our loss of an excellent Princess, by our gain of a successor, 
for eminent virtue and experience in government famous 
and peerless, leading us, by a momentary fear, to a better 
sight of permanent happiness. ( qtd. in Kenyon 11) 
I recall the introduction to the Commons Journals of 19 March 
1604 because it shares a cosmogony and a typology, a vision of chaos 
and order, monarchy and fertility with a number of subjects I wish to 
compare. Like contemporary Englishmen, it remembers the immediate 
fear that social chaos would honestly ensue with the exchange of 
James for Elizabeth (Bacon 276-77). Like rituals of status elevation, it 
associates precreation chaos with the present exchange of monarchs. 
The introduction to the Commons Journals shares with James I a 
vision of monarchy creating civilization out of chaos, and it shares 
with Measure for Measure a synthesis of political and sexual concerns, 
this sense that chaos, occurring with the exchange of offices, can be 
resolved by royal fecundity. 
Rituals of status inversion and elevation, according to Victor 
Turner, combine both unprecedented freedoms and severe punish-
ments (From Ritual to Theatre 42). Anthropological psychologists 
argue that symbolic structures within such rituals alternatively 
release and constrain certain human emotions, such as pent-up 
hostility toward authority, until the group reaches a state of 
equilibrium (Lex 120). According to Eliade, this release corresponds 
to a symbolic return to precreation chaos (Patterns in Comparative 
Religion 404-08). This movement from release, to constraint, and to 
mediation is usually framed by an exchange of offices (Turner, The 
Ritual Process 166 ff.). 
J ames's political theory also associates precreation chaos with an 
exchange of offices. Jacobean absolutism asserts that monarchs first 
brought civilization out of chaos by planting colonies among the 
barbarians. James believed that precivilized chaos was released each 
time monarchs changed offices. According to James, new monarchs 
are justified in punishing this release with the full rigor of justice until 
it is mediated. Then the good king will balance justice with mercy. If 
the monarch were to continue persecuting his people, he would 
become a tyrant. 
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Moreover, James env1s10ns a divine process of exchanging 
sovereigns in which God blesses a commonwealth with a good king 
until some kind of liberty or disorder (Basilikon Doran 43) causes 
God to replace a good king with a tyrant, who is "a plague for [the 
subjects'] sinnes" (The Trew Law of Free Monarchies 63). In James's 
cosmic vision then, both God and the sovereign release, constrain, and 
then mediate the liberties of the English people. Like rituals of 
reversal, God and King James reinforce the social order by inverting it 
through this grand mechanism of exchanging offices (Turner, The 
Ritual Process 176-77). 
Through some coincidence, Measure for Measure's first recorded 
performance occurred on 26 December 1604, a time of year when 
monarchs traditionally participated in rituals that exchange offices, 
such as the festival of misrule (Chambers 390-419). Measure for 
Measure's dramatic process, which begins and ends with an exchange 
of offices, is similar to James's political model, which called for the 
exchange of benign and tyrannical monarchs during periods of social 
chaos. Both, in turn, resemble rituals of reversal in their attempt to 
realign human bonds based on hierarchical order with those based on 
shared humanity, to realign justice with mercy, release with constraint 
through the exchange of offices (Turner, The Ritual Process 177-78). 
No int erpretation of Measure for Measure could claim that this 
play was specifically designed for court performance. The evidence to 
support such a claim does not exist (Goldberg 230-32) . Nevertheless, 
one could consider the first performance, which took place at 
Whitehall, as a cultural event to be examined anthropologically 
(Geertz 98-120). In this case one would consider the way in which t he 
social hierarchy in the audience, with its focus on Jam es, would 
modify the social hierarchy on stage, with its focus on the Duke. One 
would consider that Jam es was undergoing a liminal experience, by 
the act of watching this drama, at a time when monarchs traditionally 
experienced liminality by exchanging their office with their opposite 
during rituals of status inversion. These ceremonial and dramatic 
exchanges would in turn be modified by the exchange of good kings 
and tyrants in James's political theory, and the fortunate move from 
chaos to cosmos that occurred when James exchanged places with 
Elizabeth. 
Although Jam es equated the condition of a monarch with that of 
a dramatic actor (Basilikon Doran 5), he is reputed to have been 
afraid of crowds (Stevenson 142-43; Tyrwhitt 26). This personality 
trait has often been associated with the Duke's lines: 
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I'll privily away. I love the people, 
But do not like to stage me to their eyes: 
Though it do well, I do not relish well 
Their loud applause and Aves vehement; 
Nor do I think the man of safe discretion 
That does affect it. 
RUTLEDGE 
(I.i.67-72) 
If Measure for Measure were enacted under the conditions of most 
court performances, James would have been surrounded by a social 
hierarchy that constituted the audience and would have been 
positioned so that he was "the observed of all observers" (Hamlet 
111.ii.156). At the moment the Duke was saying that he loves the 
people but does not want to stage himself to their eyes, James would 
have been as staged as any member of the audience could possibly 
have been (Orgel 8-9) . Moreover, to the extent that these lines 
associate Duke Vincentio with James I, James would have been doubly 
staged, for the auditors would observe the monarch in the audience 
observing the sovereign on stage, who in turn watches the substitute 
monarch perform. The first of a long series of substitutions that this 
play enacts (Leonard 281-301) occurs simply and profoundly through 
the exigencies of court performance: "You must, sir, change persons 
with me, ere you make that my report" (V.i.334-35). 
King Jam es is usually portrayed by Whig historians as striving to 
establish a despotic regime (Tanner 6). The concept of divine right 
elaborated in The Trew Law of Free Monarchies certainly defines the 
king's prerogative as being above the law, yet it also defends a greater 
degree of discretionary power than Jam es would ever take (Kenyon 
8-9). James continued to assert that a good king would always govern 
himself according to the law (The Trew Law 62). In 1610 he was able 
to direct Salisbury to inform the Commons that, while it was 
dangerous to submit the power of the monarch to definition, the king 
had no power to make laws or raise subsidies without the consent of 
Parliament (Kenyon 12). James wanted to define himself as a divinely 
appointed monarch with powers above the law, yet he wished to rule 
within legal limits. Jam es seems to indicate that there could be 
periods of social disorder, beyond the ability of legal mechanisms to 
control, during which the exercise of unlimited sovereign power 
would be appropriate. J ames's sense of history helps to clarify his 
distinction between a legal and an extralegal monarch. 
The question of whether kings came before laws or laws before 
kings remained an important one for the period (Lockyer 319). Men 
like Buchanan took an Aristotelian approach and theorized that 
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premonarchical man developed laws and a social order directly from 
the laws of nature and of reason. However, to James, who, as King of 
Scotland, was fighting to extend the boundaries of civilization by 
planting colonies among the barbarous highlanders, the premon-
archical state of human existence could hardly be supposed to have 
been anything so harmonious. In the Trew Law, Jam es draws on the 
chronicle tradition to describe King Fergus, who originally came from 
Ireland to settle Scotland in the same way that James was settling the 
highlands, by planting colonies. Only once the boundaries of civiliza-
tion were extended into the chaos did it become possible to pass laws 
and establish a system of government that could maintain the social 
order beyond the king's physical presence (The Trew Law 61-62). 
James developed this distinction between a premonarchical state 
of chaos and a settled kingd?m in a speech he delivered to Parliament 
in 1609. In that year Parliament had become enraged over Cowell's 
Interpreter, a lexicon of legal terms, and demanded that it be banned. 
Cowell had claimed that the monarch was unquestionably above the 
law and could make unlimited demands on his subjects. Under the 
entry "Parliament," Cowell claimed that the king was above Parliament 
and the positive laws of the land. Under the entry "subsidy," Cowell 
said that 
Subsidie . . . signifyng a taxe or tribute assesed by 
Parlament and granted by commons . . . Some hold opinion, 
that this subsidie is graunted by the subject to the Prince, 
in recompence or consideration, that whereas the Prince of 
his absolute power, might make lawes of himselfe, he doth 
of favour admit the consent of his subjects therein, that all 
things in their owne confession may be done with greater 
indifferencie. (Rrr 1) 
This is the definition of absolute power that James would have 
required to establish an arbitrary regime. He would have needed his 
subjects to believe that the king's absolute power justified their paying 
subsidies without Parliamentary approval. Moreover, he would have 
needed his subjects to believe that he could exercise this power 
during the ordinary process of governing the commonwealth, not 
simply under extraordinary circumstances. Nevertheless, James agreed 
to ban the Interpreter. This act is usually regarded as hypocritical. I 
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believe, however, that James honestly differentiated between the 
arbitrary power Cowell was advocating and the extralegal power 
Jam es himself was trying to define. 
Throughout his career, James asserted that there was a difference 
between a monarch's power in a settled kingdom and a monarch's 
power in a kingdom whose social order had degenerated to a 
condition similar to the premonarchical state of chaos. In his speech 
to Parliament of 1609, James makes grand claims for the power of a 
divinely sanctioned absolute monarch. James argues that kings in 
their first original have power over their "subjects bodies and goods," 
and are accountable to none but God (309). He gives this absolute 
monarch the power of a father. Fathers spread civilization throughout 
the world by procreating, forming families. James compares this to 
kings in "their first originall ... who planted and spead Colonies 
through the world" (308). However, once civilization is established, the 
power of the king changes: 
now in these our times we are to distinguish betweene the 
state of Kings in their first originall, and betweene the state 
of setled Kings and Monarches, that doe at this time 
governe in civill Kingdomes .. . every just King in a setled 
Kingdome is bound to observe that paction made to his 
people by his Lawes .... (309) 
At this point, two things could happen that would make the 
monarch exercise the same power that was once expressed by the 
king in his first original. The first is that society could return to a 
condition similar to the premonarchical state of chaos. In the 
Basilikon Doron, James suggests that kingdoms can become unsettled 
by the popular tumult of religious strife. In his opinion, the reforma-
tion in Scotland undermined civil order. During his minority 
some fierie spirited men in the rninisterie, got such a 
guiding of the people at that time of confusion, as finding 
the gust of government sweete, they begouth to fantasie to 
themselves a Democraticke forme of government. (23) 
Democracy, party, and confusion would undermine religious and 
political order, in James's opinion, and would therefore undermine 
civilization. The degree to which James believed the extreme 
protestants were capable of destroying civilized order and returning 
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the country to a premonarchical state of chaos becomes evident when 
he compares them to the barbarous highlanders that he has been 
trying to civilize with colonies: 
Take heede therefore (my Sonne) to such Puritanes, verie 
pestes in the Church and Common-weale, whom no deserts 
can oblige, neither oathes or promises binde, breathing 
nothing but sedition and calumnies, aspiring without 
measure, railing without reason, and making their owne 
imaginations (without any warrant of the word) the square 
of their conscience. I protest before the great God ... that 
ye shall never finde with any Hie-land or Border-theeves 
greater ingratitude, and moe lies and vile periuries, then 
with these phanaticke spirits. (23-24) 
If, as Bancroft feared, the internal threats of religious extremists, or if, 
as Northumberland feared , the external threats of a Spanish or a 
French invasion were to undermine English civil order and return it 
to a premonarchical state of chaos, then Jam es would be justified in 
assuming the absolute power of a king in his first original (Bancroft 
73; Northumberland 69). Until such time, however, if James is to 
remain a good king, by his own definition, he must rule within 
established law as a monarch of a settled kingdom. 
The second possibility is that the king could place himself above 
the law, not because of a threat to civil order, but because of his own 
ambition. As James continually asserted, "a king governing in a setled 
Kingdome, leaves to be a King, and degenerates into a Tyrant, assone 
as he leaves off to rule according to his Lawes" ("Speech of 1609" 309). 
The tyrant in James's imagination always begins well, but either 
because of emotional or political selfishness, he inverts all good laws, 
creates factions and undermines the commonwealth. However, because 
of the special grace that the king receives, he might perceive a threat 
to the civil order that appeared harmless enough to his subjects. In 
such a case, the monarch would appear to be a tyrant to his subjects 
but a good king to his God. The ability to perceive the differ~nce 
between the benign and tyrannical use of the monarch's extralegal 
power depends on the height of the judge's perspective. Ordinarily, 
only God is high enough above human affairs to judge. 
This tension between good kings and tyrants permeates James's 
thought. It is interesting to note that just as the Ca~itmons Journals 
remembers the original, premonarchical chaos when it describes the 
transition between the passing monarch Elizabeth and the new 
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monarch James, so James employs his concept of settled and 
unsettled kingdoms when he tells his son how a king should achieve 
transition into monarchy: 
at your first entrfe to your Kingdome ... [give] the Law full 
executi0» against all breakers thereof. .. . And when yee 
h a.ve:· fiy the severitie of Justice once setled your countries, 
and made them know that ye can strike, then may ye 
thereafter atr the daies of your life mixe Justice with 
Mercie .... (Basilikon Doran 20) 
The action that James recommends his son adopt upon entering a 
new kingdom reflects practical political thinking worthy of Machiavelli: 
strike first and worry about mercy later (cf. Machiavelli 48). Neverthe-
less, James seems to be placing this sound political maxim within his 
own cosmogony, within his own mythological conception of the 
origins of civilization springing from the efforts of the first monarch. 
Moreover, James's cosmogony resembles the one expressed by rituals 
of status elevation. 
Within his cosmic vision of changing monarchs, Jam es explains 
that tyrants begin their reigns in the opposite fashion of good kings. 
Instead of enforcing harsh justice when he begins to rule, the tyrant 
starts his reign by: 
counterfaiting the Saint while once he creepe in credite, 
will then (by inverting all good Lawes to serve onely for his 
unrulie private affections) frame the common-weale ever to 
advance his particular: building his suretie upon his peoples 
misrie: and in the end (as a step-father and an uncouth 
hireling) make u'p his owne hand upon the ruines of the 
Republike. (Basilikon Doran 19) 
In this cycle of lax beginnings and harsh conclusions, the tyrant is the 
instrument God employs to purge his people's licentiousness. Accord-
ing to James, God sends tyrants as a "curse to his people and a plague 
for their sinnes" (The Trew Law 67). Even to attempt to distinguish 
between a good king and a tyrant is to enter the arcana imperii, the 
divine mystery of sovereignty, which is dangerous for a subject to 
consider ("Letter to the Convocation" 8). God will find a way to 
punish the instrument of his purgation. 
With God as judge at one level and king as judge at another, the 
cycle Jam es describes of exchanging new king for old, good king for 
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tyrant, operates as a mechanism for achieving a balance between 
license and law, justice and mercy, that is similar to rituals of reversal. 
According to structural anthropologists, rituals of reversal achieve a 
state of equilibrium within individual psychologies and group dynamics 
by encouraging the release of actions and emotions that are normally 
forbidden, restraining or punishing that release and then effecting 
some kind of mediation (Lex 126). This ritual process is usually 
framed by an exchange of offices. Like rituals of reversal, such as the . 
festival of misrule, J ames's system allows release at the moment of 
exchange, punishes that release with strict justice and then achieves 
equilibrium by integrating justice with mercy. 
Measure for Measure shares with James's political theory a 
pattern of exchanging offices. As Vienna's social order becomes 
unsettled, a good king changes places with a tyrant, subjects change 
places with a judge, all in a process that moves from liberty to 
restraint and finally to mercy. 
One of the primary concerns of Measure for Measure's first act is 
the relationship between release and constraint. Although Lucio 
argues that he would "as lief have the foppery of freedom as the 
morality of imprisonment" (I.ii.125-26), other characters believe that 
they have been too free with their desires. Claudio believes that he 
suffers 
From too much liberty, my Lucio. Liberty, 
As surfeit, is the father of much fast; 
So every scope by the immoderate use 
Turns to restraint. (I.ii.117-20) 
Duke Vincentio expresses a similar concern with liberty and 
constraint when he separates himself from the social hierarchy by 
donning monastic garb in order to become Friar Lodowick. He 
believes that a release of liberty has overturned the social order and 
made a mockery of the paternal hierarchy of which he is head: 
We have most strict statutes and most biting laws, 
The needful bits and curbs to headstrong weeds,* 
Which for this fourteen years we have let slip; 
Even like an o'er-grown lion in a cave 
That goes not out to prey. Now, as fond fathers, 
Having bound up the threatening twigs of birch, 
*I have taken the liberty of substituting the folio's weeds for Lever's emendation, 
jades. 
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Only to stick it in their children's sight 
For terror, not to use, in time the rod 
Becomes more mock'd than fear'd: so our decrees, 
Dead to infliction, to themselves are dead, 
And Liberty plucks Justice by the nose, 
The baby beats the nurse, and quite athwart 
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Goes all decorum. (I.iii.19-31) 
The Duke will attempt to overcome Vienna's social chaos in the same 
way that the Commons Journals saw it overcome, and in the same 
way that it is overcome in James's political theory, by exchanging 
offices. 
The Duke's reason for changing places with Angelo is that 
enforcing strict justice, after having been lax, would slander his 
nature with the name of tyrant: 
Sith 'twas my fault to give the people scope, 
'Twould be my tyranny to strike and gall them 
For what I bid them do. . . . (I.iii.34-36) 
Claudio responds to his punishment with the same logic. Even though 
he agrees that he has expressed too much liberty, he believes that the 
deputy's act of restraining that liberty is tyrannous: 
Whether the tyranny be in his place, 
Or in his eminence that fills it up, 
I stagger in-but this new governor 
Awakes me all the enrolled penalties 
... and for a name 
Now puts the drowsy and neglected act 
Freshly on me .... (I.ii.152-60) 
Like a monarch participating in a ritual of reversal, who allows pent-
up hostility toward authority to be vented on a substitute, the Duke 
appoints Angelo to enforce the law so that he can save himself from 
the slanderous title of tyrant. Angelo absorbs the negative feeling 
created by hierarchial order, the occasional need for justice rather 
than mercy. 
Vincentio's costumed transformation into Friar Lodowick, in 
between his two appearances as Duke, resembles a rite of passage. 
Eliade points out that rites of passage into fertility require sexual 
abstinence (The Sacred and the Profane 188ff.), and Victor Turner 
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argues that the abstention from sex, the personal poverty, and the 
self-discipline of monastic life are "features that bear a remarkable 
similarity to the condition of the chief elect during his transition to 
the public installation rites, when he enters his kingdom" (The Ritual 
Process 107-08). By entering this liminal phase in between positions of 
high status, by assuming an identity that denies his power, the Duke 
gains perspective: "My business in this state I Made me a looker on 
here in Vienna" (V.i.314-15; see Bevington 124). The perspective he 
gains is probably both higher and lower than that of a monarch while 
ruling. In one respect, his new perspective resembles that of a subject. 
By making the high low and the low high, rituals of status reversal, 
and elevation allow incumbents of high office to observe the fears and 
sufferings of those they rule in a fashion that would not be possible 
while the sovereign was actively governing. It allows those in a low 
position to mimic and to satirize the prouq. Finally, it allows the 
monarch to remake emotional, human bonds with his subjects and to 
integrate those with bonds of high status (The Ritual Process 104-05). 
Angelo has been unable to form attachments with people other 
than those demanded by his place in the social hierarchy. When 
Elbow claims that Pompey must "needs buy and sell men and women 
like beasts" (III.ii.2), he seems to be commenting as much on the 
Duke's recent description of Angelo's relationship with Mariana, as he 
is on Pompey's relationship with whores and their customers. Angelo 
was capable of maintaining a hierarchical bond with this woman, 
represented by her dowry, but he seems to have been unable to form 
any sort of emotional attachment to her. 
Almost because of his lack of attachments Angelo could remain 
the nemesis of liberty and a moral judge if he could maintain a parity 
between his personal state and his official one. Angelo's label shifts 
within the play depending on whether or not other characters believe 
the man and the office are equivalent. Once Escalus realizes that his 
pleading with Angelo for Claudio's life will not avail, he complains, "I 
have laboured for the poor gentleman to the extremest shore of my 
modesty, but my brother-justice have I found so severe that he hath 
forced me to tell him that he is indeed Justice" (III.ii.243-48) . The 
Duke agrees that Angelo remains just so long as the man parallels the 
office; if he does not, he becomes something more sinister: 
his life is parallel'd 
Even with the stroke and line of his great justice. 
He doth with holy abstinence subdue 
That in himself which he spurs on his power 
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To qualify in others: were he meal'd with that 
Which he corrects, then were he tyrannous; 
But this being so, he's just. 
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The relationship between the law and the judge enforcing it and 
between the criminal and the crime shifts in a similar fashion. Isabella 
tries to separate her brother from the act he committed so that 
Angelo will punish the crime and not the criminal (II.ii.35-36). 
Similarly, Angelo attempts to distinguish himself from the law he is 
enforcing: "It is the law, not I, condemn your brother" (Il.ii.80). Not 
only does Angelo wish to distance himself from the law, he wishes to 
blame the law itself for any inhumanity involved in the process of law 
enforcement. While trying to seduce Isabella, he suggests that her 
complaints "make the law a tyrant" (II.iv.114). 
No matter how hard Angelo struggles, he cannot possibly shift the 
blam~ for misusing authority from himself to the law. As the Duke 
relinquished his authority to his deputy, he informed Angelo that he 
should "enforce or qualify the laws I As to your soul seems good" 
(I.ii.66-67). Because the degree to which laws are enforced or 
qualified is an expression of Angelo's soul, any immorality must 
attach itself to him. Justice of the kind the Duke first offered Angelo 
simply will not tolerate the separation of the man from his office. In 
an earlier debate with Isabella, Angelo suggests that he is "now the 
voice of recorded law" (II.iv.61). This organic connection between the 
law and the monarch is much closer to James's definition. James 
continually asserted that "Rex est Judex, for he is Lex loquens" 
("Speech of 1607" 299). As he explains in The Trew Law, "the king [is] 
a speaking law, and the Law is a dumbe king" (63). Neither in the ethic 
of the play, nor within the confines of Jacobean absolutism can 
Angelo separate his essence from the law he enforces. He more 
accurately expresses his ethical position within the Jacobean political 
system and in relation to his punishment of Claudio when he asserts 
that "by the affection that now guides me most, I I'll prove a tyrant to 
him" (Il.iv.167-68). 
Given the intimate relationship between the man, the office and 
the law he is enforcing, given the fact that as Judge, Angelo is indeed 
Justice, Isabella can only hope to gain mercy from Angelo by 
convincing him to empathize with Claudio, to form bonds based on 
shared humanity as opposed to those based on social status. She 
attempts to do this by continuing the pattern of exchanging offices: 
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I would to heaven I had your potency, 
And you were Isabel! Should it then be thus? 
No; I would tell what 'twere to be a judge, 
And what a prisoner. (II.ii.67- 70) 
At the moment, Isabella would like to exchange her ineffectual 
social position for a political office, so that she could mitigate Angelo's 
stern justice with her own sisterly remorse. Ostensibly, she. wishes to 
exchange Angelo's justice for her mercy. Yet, the process of judging 
Claudio has assumed profound sexual connotations. In the first act 
Lucio had told Isabella that if he might be her brother's judge, Claudio 
"should receive his punishment in thanks" ( I.iv.28). According to a 
logic voiced many times in the play, any judge is just in punishing 
fornicators severely only if he is sexually restrained himself. Lucio 
would thank Claudio, not because he produced children within the 
bonds of love, but because Lucio himself wishes to participate in the 
loosened sexual mores that Claudio has to some extent sanctioned. 
The point of Lucio's later satire on the Duke and on Angelo 
depends on their comparative ability to form human as opposed to 
hierarchical bonds and to empathize with shortcomings. Lucio knows 
that Vincentio does not punish fornicators as severely as does Angelo. 
After all the Duke did not punish Lucio for getting Mistress Kate 
Keepdown with child. Once Lucio exaggerates Angelo's capacity for 
detachment, the deputy loses all emotional connection with other 




They say this Angelo was not made after 
the downright way of creation: is it true think 
you? 
How should he be made, then? 
Some report, a sea-maid spawned him. Some, 
that he was begot between two stockfishes. But it 
is certain that when he makes water, his urine is 
congealed ice; that I know to be true. And he is a 
motion ungenerative; that's infallible. (IIl.ii.99-108) 
According to Lucio's logic, if the Duke is able to empathize with 
sexually active people he must know the sport: 
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Would the Duke that is absent have done this? Ere he 
would have hangerl. a man for the getting a hundred 
bastards, he would have paid for the nursing of a thousand. 
He had some feeling of the sport; he knew the service; and 
that instructed him to mercy. (III.ii.112-1 7) 
Lucio is correct in believing that the act of judging a sexual 
offender requires an empathetic understanding of the offence. There-
fore, each exchange of office requires a male perspective on the 
sexual act. Each male feels that he has sufficient insight to judge 
another's relations with women according to the way he relates to 
women sexually. The question Isabella and most of Vienna's citizens 
ask Angelo depends on a male point of view: 
If he had been as you, and you as he, 
You would have slipp'd like him, but he like you 
Would not have been so stern. (II.ii.64-66) 
In order to offer just judgment, the judge must examine his male sex 
drive. If he can restrain it, he can justly punish those who cannot. If 
he cannot restrain his drive within socially acceptable bounds, he 
becomes a tyrant when he offers to judge sexual offenders. Therefore, 
when Isabella offers to exchange places with the deputy, she asks not 
simply for his office, but also for his potency. She must ask the judge 
not simply for his authority to judge, but also for his male perspective 
on the prisoner. The process of substituting substitutes, exchanging 
exchanged offices becomes more and more complex as Vienna's social 
order inverts itself. Rakes wish to become judges, women to become 
men, 
And Liberty plucks Justice by the nose, 
The baby beats the nurse, and quite athwart 
Goes all decorum. (I.iii.29-31) 
In one sense, Angelo justifies Lucio's wish to substitute a rake for 
a judge. When Angelo makes love to Mariana, he substitutes himself 
for Claudio. In itself that act simply puts him in a morally ambiguous 
situation. However, when he threatens to rape Isabella, he becomes 
worse than Lucio. One assumes that Kate Keepdown was willing 
enough, but when he threatens Isabella, Angelo violates the bond of 
reciprocal will that occurs even in the most frivolous act of copulation. 
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At this point, Angelo admits that he has given way to his opposite: 
"Thieves for their robbery have authority, I When judges steal 
themselves" (II.ii.176-77). 
In another fashion , Isabella manages to exchange her ineffectual 
state for Angelo's when she sexually excites him. Angelo argues that 
Isabella's saintliness arouses him, but in truth he seems to be moved 
by her aggressiveness-her potency: 
Go to you bosom, 
Knock there, and ask your heart what it doth know 
That's like my brother's fault. If it confess 
A natural guiltiness, such as is his, 
Let it not sound a thought upon your tongue 
Against my brother's life. (II.ii.137-42) 
Isabella's prone and speechless dialect certainly moves this man. 
Little wonder that Angelo's imagination turns to a "Strumpet I with 
all her double vigour" (II.ii.183-84). Isabella may not be a strumpet, 
but she had discovered enough sexual aggressiveness within herself to 
ask Angelo to become aroused, to experience "the strong and swelling 
evil I Of [his] conception" (II.iv.6-7). Both Angelo and Isabella have 
exchanged their position as sexually restrained people for its opposite. 
The burden of the rest of the play will be to bring them to the middle 
of this circle. 
Isabella's definition of a sovereign's absolute authority during 
ordinary affairs is similar to James's: 
0 , it is excellent 
To have a giant's strength, but it is tyrannous 
To use it as a giant. (II.ii.1 08-10) 
But Angelo enforces his power like a giant even when he discovers 
himself to be much smaller. When Angelo realizes that the way in 
which he wishes to enforce the law is not unified with his emot ional 
composition, he begins to act like James's imaginary tyrant. In James's 
opinion, tyrants first establish credit among their subjects by creeping 
in like saints, and then they overturn the social order to serve their 
own emotional or material needs (Basilikon Doron 19). 
Angelo is never quite able to equate the lawgiver with the law, to 
balance the judge with the judgment. When he realizes that he has 
something in common with other, fallible men he could offer mercy, 
the appropriate integration of his social and personal position . 
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Instead, once he allows his self-definition as saintly judge to be 
exchanged for its opposite, he decides to invert Vienna's entire moral 
I legal system: 
0 fie, fie, fie! 
What dost thou, or what art thou, Angelo? 
Dost thou desire her foully for those things 
That make her good? 0, let her brother live! 
Thieves for their robbery have authority, 
When judges steal themselves. What, do I love her, 
That I desire to hear her speak again? 
And feast upon her eyes? What is't I dream on? 
0 cunning enemy, that, to catch a saint, 
With saints dost bait thy hook! (Il.ii.172-81) 
As Angelo has overturned his own mental structure, replacing 
restraint with liberty, so he must overturn the social order and 
exchange his place in it for something superfluous: 
The state whereon I studied 
Is, like a good thing being often read, 
Grown sere and tedious; yea my gravity, 
Wherein-let no man hear me-I take pride, 
Could I with boot change for an idle plume 
Which the air beats for vain. 0 place, 0 form, 
How often dost thou with thy case, thy habit, 
Wrench awe from fools, and tie the wiser souls 
To thy false seeming! (Il.iv.7-15) 
When Angelo realizes that even as an officer of the state, he shares 
humanity with other men, when he realizes that "Blood, thou art 
blood" (Il.iv.15), he should have been able to integrate justice with 
mercy, office with man, but that must await another exchange of 
offices. 
Why does Vincentio not throw off his disguise and rescue Claudio 
once he realizes that his deputy will not keep his word and mitigate 
justice with mercy? The traditional argument, which is well taken, is 
that the Duke must finish educating Vienna's leading citizens. By 
substituting Mariana for Isabella, Ragozine for Claudio, Angelo for 
Claudio, Isabella's judge for Angelo's, Vincentio manages to bring all of 
Vienna's citizens to a state of equilibrium, a state in which justice is 
mitigated by mercy and sexual extremes of license and abstinence 
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meet in the socially acceptable middle represented by the family. One 
could perhaps also argue that the Duke has not finished his own 
ritual process yet. The Duke's transition from sovereign, to friar, to 
sovereign, from one who knew the sport, to abstinent friar, to 
husband of Isabella and father of his commonwealth is yet to be 
completed. There is, however, probably a political explanation as well. 
If we assume that when Duke Vincentio gave his deputy "My absolute 
power and place here in Vienna" (I.iii.13), he made Angelo an absolute 
monarch, then it is probably true that the political structure of the 
play will not allow the Duke to expose his political power until he has 
used the methods of passive resistance to convince Angelo of his own 
guilt, thus causing the tyrant to relent. In James's political system, 
only God's perspective is high enough to judge the tyrant. Otherwise, 
the tyrant must be convinced to judge himself (The Trew Law 67). 
Within Measure for Measure, every major character, including 
civil magistrates, such as Escalus, to whom Calvin and Buchanan 
would have given the power to rebel against a tyrant, believe that 
Angelo is wrong to execute Claudio, but not one of them considers 
acting against the deputy (Calvin 80-81; Buchanan 60-63). The 
Provost disobeys Angelo when he follows the Duke's order and 
preserves Claudio's life. Even for that benign act of resistance, the 
Duke feels required to ask Angelo to forgive the kind jailer: 
Forgive him, Angelo, that brought you home 
The head of Ragozine for Claudio's: 
Th' offence pardons itself. (V.i. 529-31) 
Once Angelo has been infused with the Duke's absolute power, he is 
above the law. Vienna's population can only pray for Angelo's 
amendment and drive him toward self-judgment: 
Come, cousin Angelo, 
In this I'll be impartial: be you judge 
Of your own cause. (V.i.167-69) 
Even the Duke would be guilty of usurpation if he were to overthrow 
an absolute monarch. 
The deputation of royal power is put into legal context in Lord 
Chancellor Ellesmere's tract on royal prerogative. Ellesmere argues 
that "in giving authoritie the king ordeynth noe subordinate magis-
trates, but absolute kings" (200). Yet, while Ellesmere believed that a 
substitute could be granted absolute power, he recognized the 
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problematic nature of such an action. He believed that kings had 
access to certain mystical powers they simply could not communicate 
to substitutes: 
For the King in that he is the Substitute of god ymediatelie; 
the father of the people; and the head of the Common 
wealth hath by participation with God, and with his 
Subjectes, a discretion, Judgm'ent, and feeling of love 
towards those over whome he raigneth, onelie proper to 
himsele, and his place and person; whoe seeing he Cannot 
into others infuse the wisdome, power, and guifts which 
God in respect of his place and charge hath enabeled him 
with all, Can neither subordinate any other judge to govern 
by that knowledge which the King Can noe otherwaies than 
by his knowne will participate unto him. (198) 
According to Ellesmere's logic, Angelo necessarily fails the test 
that the Duke puts upon him. As a substitute, he is simply unable to 
participate in the Godhead in the same fashion as an absolute 
monarch. When Angelo complains, "Alack, when once our grace we 
have forgot, I Nothing goes right; we would, and we would not" 
(IV.iv.31-32), he inadvertently suggests the possibility that he has 
forgotten his grace by assuming that he could adequately replace a 
divinely appointed monarch. Escalus, who to some extent shares 
power with Angelo, always hesitates before enforcing the law. Even in 
the case of Pompey the Bawd, Escalus concludes his judgment by 
saying, "Truly, officer, because he hath some offences in him that thou 
wouldst discover if thou couldst, let him continue in his courses till 
thou know'st what they are" (ILi.182-84). Angelo, on the other hand, 
wants them all to be whipped. By judging quickly, Angelo assumes 
that he can participate in the grace that is reserved for the king, who 
is God's substitute immediately. 
We said that by assuming the liminal identity of a friar, the Duke 
gained the perspective of a subject, but it is possible that he also 
substitutes for one of higher social status. In James's political system, 
only God is placed high enough to judge the difference between a 
good king and a tyrant. By allowing his substitute to judge himself, the 
Duke had offered Angelo the privileges of an absolute monarch. By 
allowing himself to become a subject, the Duke has achieved the 
position of an even higher audience: 
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0 my dread lord, 
I should be guiltier than my guiltiness 
To think I can be undiscernible, 
When I perceive your Grace, like power divine, 
Hath looked upon my passes. (V.i.364-68) 
Vincentio has become like power divine because of his perspective. By 
lowering himself to become a subject, the Duke has raised himself to 
the perspective of the God Jam es describes in the Basilikon Doron 
and The Trew Law. He has seen into the mysteries of kingship; he has 
been able to peer into the tyrant's breast and judge his motives. The 
Duke is closer to the divine than any Renaissance prince because he 
has been able to share God's perspective and observe the exchange of 
a good king for a tyrant. In this dramatic process of substituting 
substitutes, the Duke has truly become the substitute of God imme-
diately. 
During the court performance, however, Vincentio would not 
have been the only monarch offered divine perspective. James would 
have been even more like power divine, in that he would have 
observed the exchange of good king for tyrant from an even more 
detached perspective. Moreover, the manner in which the court 
performance would have operated like a ritual of status elevation and 
reversal would have expanded beyond James. During the liminal 
experience of watching the play, James is surrounded by a microcosm 
of the commonwealth. James resembles a subject as he observes the 
tyrant misrule Vienna. James's subjects observe not only the exchange 
of good king and tyrant on stage, but also the metaphorical exchange 
between their king and Duke Vincentio. They have observed the divine 
mystery of kingship and considered the use and abuse of authority. 
This play has achieved an effect similar to that of a ritual of status 
elevation and reversal. It has raised the lowest member of the social 
order in the audience high enough to judge the motivations of a good 
king and a tyrant, and it has somehow reduced the king to a position 
low enough to be judged. 
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"TO MANAGE PRIVATE AND DOMESTIC QUARRELS": 
SHAKESPEARE'S OTHELLO AND THE GENRE OF 
ELIZABETHAN DOMESTIC TRAGEDY 
Brian W. Shaffer* 
ABSTRACT. While numerous critics have distinguished Othello from other of 
Shakespeare's tragedies by referring to its quality as a domestic tragedy of private 
life , none has explicitly stated and systematically explored the impact upon 
Othello of the distinct dramatic genre of Elizabethan domestic tragedy (1592-
1603). Indeed, both structurally and thematically, Shakespeare's play borrows 
from and significantly alters this middle-class dramatic phenomenon. A detailed 
exploration of three extant examples of the genre-Arden of Faversham, A 
Warning for Fair Women and Heywood's A Woman Killed with Kindness-
enhances our perception both of Othello's pattern of action and of its central 
concerns: marriage, adultery, sexual jealousy, the status of women, and 
epistemology. Not merely a reworking of Cinthio's tale into a high tragedy of love 
and death, Shakespeare's Othello enacts a dialogue with an entire "popular" genre. 
Index descriptors: Othello, Elizabethan domestic tragedy, generic conventions 
and expectations, marriage, adultery, sexual jealousy, moral status of women, 
Elizabethan epistemology. 
Shakespeare, like any artist, constructed his works not out 
of inanimate elements, not out of bricks, but out of forms 
that were already heavily laden with meaning, filled with it. 
M. M. Bakhtin 
In Act Two, Scene Three of Shakespeare's Othello, the Moor, 
during his first night on Cyprus, breaks up a petty fight among his 
officers which has interrupted his and Desdemona's honeymoon sleep. 
He then seeks the party responsible for the "barbarous brawl": 
give me to know 
How this foul rout began, who set it on, 
And he that is approv'd in this offence, 
Though he had twinn'd with me, both at a birth, 
Shall lose me: what, in a town of war, 
Yet wild, the people's hearts brim full of fear, 
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To manage private and domestic quarrels, 
In night, and on the court and guard of safety? 
(Il.iii.200-07, my emphasis) 
The irony of Othello's question here is, of course, readily apparent: in 
the relative calm between the storm at sea and the storm of hum an 
intrigue that envelops them all, the Moor presages his own tragic 
"private and domestic quarrels." Indeed, despite the drama's "cosmic 
framework," Othello, considered particularly within the context of the 
author's other high tragedies, distinguishes itself as "the nearest 
approach which Shakespeare made to a 'domestic' tragedy" (Ridley 
xiv). Othello, writes G. W. Knight, "is a story of intrigue rather than a 
visionary statement .... In Othello we are faced with the vividly 
particular rather than the vague and universal" (97). Nevertheless, 
while critics have echoed Knight's statement that "Othello is eminently 
a domestic tragedy'' ( 108), and Alan Gilbert's, that it is "a drama of 
private life" (64), and while a number have examined particular 
connections between Othello and Thomas Heywood's A Woman Killed 
with Kindness (Rudnytsky most recently and thoroughly), none has 
explicitly stated and systematically explored the impact upon Othello 
of the "distinct dramatic genre" of Elizabethan domestic tragedy 
(Adams 184)-those twenty or so innovative experiments of the stage 
written during the last decade of Elizabeth's reign (1592-1603), and 
leading up to the appearance of Othello (1603-1604). 
Indeed, I will argue that Othello, both structurally and themat-
ically, borrows from and significantly alters this middle-class dramatic 
phenomenon, and that an examination of this generic matrix can 
enhance our perception of Shakespeare's play. Like Rosalie L. Colie, 
M. M. Bakhtin, and E. H. Gombrich, from whom I derive my sense of 
the generic, I seek an understanding not of Othello's "particular doc-
umentary or pseudo-documentary origins" but of "the ways in which 
[Shakespeare] used, misused, criticized, recreated, and sometimes 
revolutionized .. . received topics and devices, large and small," in the 
play (Colie 3). In one sense little more than the commonsensical 
notion that Shakespeare was more than merely a "classicist"-reliant 
upon Seneca and other "orthodox writers" for his tragedy-this paper 
will suggest that the author, so bound up with the contemporary 
stage, was keenly aware of the theatrical experiments of the day. I 
take Othello's generic attachments to be informed more by the 
cumulation effect of an entire "tradition" of Elizabethan domestic 
tragedies than by any single one of them. 
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The Genre of Elizabethan Domestic Tragedy 
Whereas the phenomenon of English Renaissance domestic 
tragedy spans the years between 1578 and the closing of the theatres 
by the Puritans in 1642, we will principally concern ourselves with 
those works published and/ or performed between 1592 and the 
emergence of Othello, when the genre is at its height of popularity. 1 
While critics have had difficulty agreeing upon a suitable appellation 
for the genre-beyond "domestic tragedy," suggestions include "domes-
tic crime play," "murder play," "middle-class tragedy," "homiletic 
tragedy," "worldly love tragedy," and "tragedy of contemporary 
incident"-there has been a consensus as to the nature of this 
innovative force in the contemporary theatre. Growing out of the 
tradition of medieval morality plays, sermons, and "warning liter-
ature," and meant to combine entertainment with moral edification, 
Elizabethan domestic tragedy may be defined as bourgeois marriage 
tragedy wherein the dissolution of a nuclear family is enacted 
between the wedding and the death of one or both of the spouses. 
Moreover, this demise of a marriage is due to adultery, actual or 
suspected, on the part of the "fallen" wife with one of the husband's 
friends, and involves numerous domestic servants. 
Although approximately 20 domestic tragedies were published 
and/ or produced between 1592 and 1603, only four today survive in 
their entirety, of which we will examine the three best known as 
representative and typical of the genre. 2 These are the anonymous 
Arden of Faversham (1592) , A Warning for Fair Women (1599), and 
Thomas Heywood's A Woman Killed with Kindness (1603) . An 
exploration of these works for both structural and thematic patterns 
will illuminate the nature of the genre as a whole and Othello's place 
within it.3 
To begin with structural considerations, scholars from as far back 
as Henry Hitch Adams have discovered the same pattern at the 
architectural heart of each drama: marriage (before the play opens) , 
temptation, the development of one or more love triangles, sin (illicit 
love and murder), discovery, repentance, a "scaffold speech," the 
expectation of divine mercy, and punishment (death) . Thus, in at 
least one sense, domestic tragedy coincides with orthodox tragedy as 
it moves from marriage and renewal to disintegration and death-
opposite to a comic pattern of action. However, domestic tragedy 
tends to have fewer characters and a more condensed time-frame 
than does orthodox tragedy, and employs, as might be expected, 
language considerably more replete with sexual puns.4 
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Elizabethan domestic tragedy also employs one of two sources 
(and only rarely both): English Chronicles such as Holinshed (1577) 
and Stowe (1580) (Arden and Warning ) or the Italian novelle (A 
Woman and Othello). In either case, alterations of the "original" are 
slight in order to maintain the function not only of moralizing and 
entertaining but of "reporting" as well. 5 Related to this journalistic 
function is the genre's fundamental "realism" in comparison with 
other contemporary dramas. We might think of the domestic tragedy 
as constituting the naturalist and didactic theatrical experiment of 
the day because approximating ordinary life, as Hugh S. Davies puts 
it, "more obviously .. . than any other type of drama" (54). 
Thematic similarities also abound in the three Elizabethan domes-
tic tragedies, indicative of their generic interrelatedness. Most ob-
viously in each play, domestic concerns take precedence over issues of 
state, and the health of particular souls, and not the body politic, is 
emphasized. Further, marriage, adultery, and sexual jealousy-trust 
invested and trust betrayed-here take center stage. 
In Arden of Faversham, for example, the Master refers to his 
feeling of being betrayed as "Worse than the conflict at the hour of 
death" (IV.20), and his faithful friend Franklin muses on the detri-
mental effect of jealousy: 
Ah, what a hell is fretful jealousy! 
What pity-moving words, what deep-fetched sighs, 
What grievous groans and overlading woes 
Accompanies this gentle gentleman! ... 
So woe-begon, so inly charged with woe, 
Was never any lived and bare it so. (IV.39-54) 
In A Warning for Fair Women, known to have been staged by 
Shakespeare's theatre company (Nicoll 112; Rossiter 152), marriage, 
adultery, and jealousy are thematically central as well. In the three 
dumb shows of the play, for example, the dissolution of the marriage 
is presaged as Lust, and not Chastity, triumphs over the morally 
inferior wife. In Heywood's A Woman Killed with Kindness, too, the 
same thematic concerns are foregrounded, as in the following impas-
sioned moment when Frankford is on the threshold of discovering his 
wife's infidelity (and at the threshold of the door through which he 
must physically pass to find out the truth) : 
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But this, that door that's bawd unto my shame, 
Fountain and spring of all my bleeding thoughts, 
Where the most hallowed order and true knot 
Of nuptial sanctity hath been profan'd. 
It leads to my polluted bedchamber, 
Once my terrestrial heaven, now my earth's hell, 
The place where sins in all their ripeness dwell. 
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(IV.iv. I 0-16) 
However, still more complex and less explicit in these dramas is the 
issue of women. Indeed, whereas men are frequently depicted as villain-
ous, it is women who betray the matrimonial bonds and whose adulter-
ous and murderous behavior brings about the demise of the family 
unit. Moreover, it is precisely the failure on the part of these women 
to grasp fully their sinfulness which precipitates each of the domestic 
tragedies. In all cases, their moral inferiority is simply assumed. 
In Arden, for example, Franklin informs his Master that "it is not 
strange I That women will be false and wavering" (1.20-21), and even 
Mosby, the paramour who gains most from Alice's faithlessness, holds 
that "A woman's love is as the lightning flame I Which even in 
bursting forth consumes itself' (l.207-08). In Warning, the "great 
affairs" of Master Sanders are opposed to the "triffling wares" of Anne 
(578-79), who herself agrees that "I am a woman, and in that respect, 
I Am well content my husband shal controule me" (655-56). (That he 
does not control her successfully accounts for the ensuing tragedy.) In 
A Woman the confused Anne "hath lost her way" in the "labyrinth of 
sin" (II.iii.152, 161), and thus is no longer "A perfect wife ... meek and 
patient ! .. . Pliant and dutious in [her] husband's love" (Li.37, 41 ). In 
the subplot, Sir Charles offers his sister, Susan, to Sir Francis in barter 
for the money Sir Charles owes the latter (she is literally called a 
"pawn" [V.i. l 06] ). 
However, perhaps most complex of all is the issue of epistemology 
in the genre; the discrepancy in each drama between the reality of 
vice and illusion of virtue, the process by which the wronged husband 
comes to know of his wife's infidelity (always following the audience's 
knowledge), and the abandonment of faith because of empirical 
evidence. Indeed, what Chilton Powell calls "the faith of love" as 
against "the evidence of circumstances" is tense throughout each of 
the plays (204-05). 
In Arden part of the difficulty for the audience in knowing the 
truth of what is going on relates to the characters' own changing 
alliances and deceptions. Alice, for example, deceives her husband 
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because she lusts after Mosby, whereas Mosby feigns lust for Alice in 
order to get at her husband's estate. Because all is unstable, 
knowledge of anything becomes difficult. The Arden world, writes 
Max Bluestone, "is a world of bloody deeds and purposes mistook, of 
coincidence seemingly uncontrived, of division and discrepancy, of 
personality called into doubt, an untidy world whose way of life 
becomes conspiracy, pursuit, torment, and capture ... " ( 176). In this 
way, Arden's wavering process of coming to know of his wife's 
adultery is not a mere "by-product" of the dramatic action but one of 
the "points" of the play itself. 
In Warning, too, the reality of adultery and the illusion of fidelity 
are kept in tension; but it is in A Woman that "the epistemological" is 
most pronounced, as Frankford makes explicit the distinction between 
rumor and fact, hearsay and substantiated truth. Whereas in the 
earlier two anonymous dramas the husband becomes suspicious but 
is successfully led astray by the wife, in Heywood's play Frankford 
tests the situation empirically and inductively before taking any 
action: "Till I know all, I'll nothing seem to know" (III.ii.112). Not 
settling for the potentially coincidental sexual innuendo of the card 
game (between himself, Wendoll, and Anne) for proof, Frankford will 
see all for himself before believing: "Thy eyes [he tells his servant 
Nicholas] may be deceiv'd ... " (III.ii.85). Thus, the genre as a whole 
might be said to comport nicely with Baconian notions of empirical 
induction in that only systematically accrued hard evidence, and not 
sheer faith in marital bonds, can lead the husband to true knowledge 
of what is going on. In these dramas, he who fails to live by this 
method dies by it. 
Othello as an Elizabethan Domestic Tragedy 
Having explored numerous of the "constants" of Elizabethan 
domestic tragedy (1592-1603), we can readily see how Shakespeare's 
Othello (1603-1604) , despite major and obvious differences, fits the 
general mold. To be sure, the foremost difference between Othello and 
the other plays-that Desdemona is a faithful wife-is a profound 
one, but this difference is best appreciated if viewed against the 
backdrop of features that Shakespeare's play and the domestic 
tragedies share. Like the other dramas, Othello opens soon after a 
wedding and closes with the deaths of spouses and servants, concerns 
itself more with the decline and demise of a family than with issues of 
state, and involves characters below the rank of royalty. Othello, as a 
Moor, never escapes his stigma as "civilized infidel," never escapes his 
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status as permanent outsider, in Stephen Greenblatt's words, "no 
matter how highly the state may value his services or how sincerely he 
has embraced its values" (240). Further, like the other domestic 
tragedies, Othello is heavily reliant upon the acts (and spying) of 
servants who murder on behalf of one of the two spouses, employs an 
abundance of sexually suggestive language and includes a "Scaffold 
Speech" (Othello's, before his suicide) , and borrows from either 
English Chronicles or the Italian novelle. A final structural convention 
of the genre in Othello is the employment of fewer characters (only 
seven major characters to Hamlet's 12) and condensed time frame 
(less than 36 hours after landing at Cyprus). 
Thematic trappings of Elizabethan domestic tragedy also abound 
in Othello: marriage, adultery, jealousy, the idea of women, and issues 
of epistemology. Be it the phenomenon of the overly brief marriage 
(one perhaps never even consummated), the ubiquitous issue of 
jealousy ("the green-eyed monster") , Othello's paranoia over Des-
demona's "adultery" or the process by which the Moor comes to 
"know," wrongly, of his wife's betrayal, Shakespeare's play echoes the 
concerns and "debates" of the middle-class dramas. 
However, there are also more specific phenomena of these plays 
which appear in Othello. Just as Browne in Warning and Anne in A 
Woman commit suicide when they see the evil of their ways and 
irrevocableness of their predicament, so too does the destitute 
Othello; just as a napkin "With certain gold knit in it" appears in 
Arden (VIl.11) and a bloody one, as a signal between Anne and 
George that Sanders is dead, in Warning, so also does a handkerchief 
with "magic in the web of it" (III.iv.67) figure in Othello; just as there is 
a final deathbed kiss between husband and wife in A Woman (by 
which they are "wed anew") , so too does Othello, after fatally 
wounding himself and Desdemona, fall on their deathbed (what 
ironically should have been their bed of love) and "die upon a kiss" 
(V.ii.360); just as Arden notes Alice's incriminating dream in which 
she calls out in her sleep for Mosby, so also does Iago, by playing upon 
this convention of faithlessness , fabricate for Othello's benefit a dream 
in which Cassio calls out for Desdemona; and just as derogatory 
comments are made time and again about the interracial nature of 
Othello's and Desdemona's marriage, so too, in Warning, does Browne 
use this type of union to exemplify the most illicit form of love 
imaginable to him: 
And if I [fail to do what I say I will do] . .. 
[I will be] no more worthy to obtaine her bed, 
Than a foule Negro to embrace a Queene. (1091-93)6 
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Nevertheless, it is less particular instances than broad generic 
conventions of Elizabethan domestic tragedy that I am arguing inform 
Shakespeare's play in important and critically neglected ways. Peter L. 
Rudnytsky concludes his article on A Woman Killed with Kindness 
and Othello with his thesis that the former "should be considered a 
probable source as well as an analogue for" the latter ( 124 ); yet I 
would hold, with Roger Stilling, that it is difficult to say for certain 
which play was written first , so that "what is notable is not that 
Shakespeare was Heywood's model in this instance, but [that there 
was] a kind of creative interchange of artists both working ... the 
theme of sexual betrayal" ( 174 ). I would merely broaden Stilling's 
focus and suggest that Shakespeare executes a "creative interchange" 
with an entire genre, even though inevitably overthrowing the tradition 
as much as embracing it. 
Othello's Betrayal of Generic Expectations 
For all of the ways in which Othello can profitably be viewed as a 
part of the tradition of Elizabethan domestic tragedy, the drama 
nevertheless also defines itself against the genre by violating a 
number of its "comfortable" assumptions. Shakespeare, writes Rosalie 
L. Colie, "of all authors seems freest in breaking patterns, in 
unmetaphoring and remetaphoring familiar literary cliches, in creating 
new forms and patterns to bequeath to successors" (ll) . Playing upon 
the expectations of the audience Shakespeare inverts numerous 
generic conventions and renders more complex and problematic than 
do the other playwrights the issues of women and epistemology. 
Most importantly, perhaps, Othello violates its own "tradition" in 
the most thorough, if tacit, of ways, by holding out the promise of a 
framework and patterns of action which, to both Othello's and the 
audience's great surprise, the play does not maintain. For while the 
drama may still be said to depict "the unheroic passions and crimes of 
ordinary life" (Sturgess 10), it flies in the face of the narrower sense of 
the genre as "characteristically about persons who . . . have an 
unfaithful wife who is put to death . . . with accomplices who 
participated in the crime" (Cannon 58), because there is no unfaithful 
wife to be found in the play. In other words, the familiar pattern of 
marriage, temptation, love triangle, sin, discovery, repentance, scaffold 
speech, expectation of divine mercy, and punishment is at least 
inverted and at most incomplete in Othello. For the first half of this 
pattern does not exist in Shakespeare's play at all-there is no 
genuine temptation, love triangle, sin or discovery-and the second 
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half actually precedes more than follows from any wrong doing. In 
short , if Elizabethan domestic tragedy is drama of crime and 
punishment, Othello is one in which "punishment" (Othello's murder 
of Desdemona) becomes the crime itself (because gratuitous violence). 
This inversion, or subversion, of the generic architecture cannot be 
overemphasized for it is finally not any woman at all but a "rash and 
most unfortunate man," "as ignorant as dirt" (V.ii.284, 165), who is led 
astray. 
Othello violates generic conventions in still other ways, making 
gestures in the direction of Elizabethan domestic tragedy only to 
move toward a different vision. Whereas the betrayed husbands of the 
other three dramas blame the paramours first and only then their 
guilty wives (Frankford bolts for Wendoll first; Arden forgives Alice 
and blames Mosby), Othello directly holds Desdemona accountable; 
while the guilty Anne of Heywood's play asks for death as punishment 
but instead receives banishment (IV.iv), the innocent Desdemona 
requests banishment from Othello and is instead murdered by him 
(V.ii. 79); whereas in the other plays there is a successful suitor who 
schemes with the wife against the husband, in Othello there is only an 
unsuccessful one, Roderigo, whose designs are known neither to 
Othello nor Desdemona. 
Before examining the ways in which Othello's easily manipulated 
expectations are dashed, it will be useful to account for those 
elements of Shakespeare's play which separate it most from the 
didactic generic matrix-with its "homiletic structure [and] built-in 
answers" (Lieblein 196)-we have been considering. The major 
difference may be summed up with three interrelated phenomena: 
Iago, irony, and mystery. Indeed, whatever didacticism one might see 
in or expect from Othello is engulfed by the play's overpowering irony 
and by the insidious Iago who subverts our comfortable notions of 
virtue and vice because outside any easily recognizable framework of 
motivation. Iago-master conqueror by division and destroyer of 
communication links-( and herein lies his mystery) is truly "not what 
he is." The spirit of contradiction itself, this "demi-devil's" final act is to 
commit himself to silence, leaving unexplained, perhaps unexplainable, 
the reason behind his "ensnaring" of Othello's "soul and body'': 
Demand me nothing, what you know, you know, 
From this time forth I never will speak word. (V.ii.303-05) 
Having diverged from the standard "scaffold speech" in which the 
villain admits his guilt and prays for divine forgiveness (Ludovico is 
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surprised that Iago will not speak at least "to pray" [V.ii.306 ]), Iago is 
led away to torture and death-a silent, unrepentant enigma forever. 
Hence villainy, explainable in other Elizabethan domestic tragedies (in 
terms of lust and wealth), is kept ironically mysterious in Othello. And 
hence didacticism too, in the sense in which the other dramas 
partake of it, is impossible in Shakespeare's open-ended "tragedy of 
incomprehension" (Bayley 169). 
Other important generic inversions in Othello include the related 
areas of women and epistemology. To consider the first of these, even 
though on its most superficial level the drama mouths the popular 
conception of women evident in the earlier works, on its deeper levels 
the play violates, indeed overthrows, any sense of women as morally 
inferior to men. Othello's conception of his "cruel" "murder" of 
Desdemona as in fact "merciful" "sacrifice" (V.ii.66, 88), for example, is 
typical of the attitudes found in the contemporary theatre. Moreover, 
Chilton Powell has discovered of this theatre that ''where the wife is 
the offender the plays result in tragedy, but where the husband 
performs equal and worse crimes they result in forgiveness and 
reconciliation, [and further that this] is no mere accident but in strict 
keeping with the domestic ideals of the day" (200-01). Quite obviously, 
Othello inverts this convention too, for it is the men and not the 
women who lie, cheat, murder, and are deceived-who bring about 
the tragedy. 
Stephen Greenblatt has argued that even Iago's "cheap tricks" 
"seem somehow inadequate to produce the unshakable conviction of 
his wife's defilement that seizes Othello's soul and drives him mad" 
(24 7), and it is therefore tempting to ascribe cultural and generic 
preconceptions as responsible. No matter how scanty the evidence, 
Desdemona, because a woman, will be "false as hell" (IV.ii.40) if 
suspicions are raised. Lacking a play within a play, Othello nevertheless 
sports a General who maintains a "story'' within the story of his life: 
the one he expects Desdemona to play out, the one Iago only needs to 
aid him in seeing: "I told him [says Iago of Othello] what I thought, 
and told no more I Than what he found himself was apt and true" 
(V.ii. l 77-78). In Roger Stilling's incisive formulation, "What Othello 
does ... in accepting the stereotype of woman is to allow a preset 
configuration to be placed on his perception of a living woman and on 
his reaction to her" ( 160). What Stilling and others fail to address, 
however, is the potential generic significance of Othello's blind action. 
Only Othello's awareness of other stories about "fallen women" and his 
"self-imposed didacticism," as if he too is familiar with the narrative 
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convention, can sanction his belief in Desdemona's faithlessness 
which, due to time limitations and the circumstances, is actually 
impossible. 1 
To explore this issue briefly from the standpoint of the female 
characters, it is a woman, Emilia, who finally discovers what really 
has been going on and, despite Othello's and Iago's threats, tells the 
painful truth as none of the male characters (save the villainous Iago) 
are able: "I hold my peace sir, no, I I'll be in speaking, liberal as the 
air" (V.ii.220-21). Moreover, Emilia's "unconventional" insight into 
male/ female relations-" [men] are all but stomachs, and we [women] 
all but food; I They eat us hungerly, and when they are full, I They 
belch us" (IIl.iv.100-02)-and Desdemona's single lie to Othello about 
the napkin (to patch up relations and not, like the adulterous wives of 
the other plays, for purposes of deception), are not to be found in the 
earlier contributions to Elizabethan domestic tragedy. If Desdemona 
can boast the virtues of honesty and loyalty, Emilia can boast insight 
into the question of women and the world around her-all abilities of 
which Alice Arden, Anne Sanders, Anne Frankford (and their female 
servants) are incapable. While the genre as a whole may be said to 
reinforce popular conceptions of women, then, Shakespeare's play 
pits stereotype against reality, frustrating both conventional percep-
tions and generic expectations. 
As to the related question of knowledge, it is no mere coincidence 
that in much of the philosophy of this period-particularly in the 
work of Francis Bacon (1561-1626), whose program finally seeks to 
make the world safe for inductive scientific experimentation-atten-
tion is being redirected toward questions of epistemology. And if, as is 
commonly thought, Elizabethan culture is poised between "medieval 
corporate experience" and "modern individualism," it is even easier to 
see the importance of the various theories of knowledge in circulation. 
Othello , too, may be said to be deeply concern ed with what 
constitutes "certain knowledge," particularly in the extent to which 
knowledge is made problematic, the extent to which competing 
varieties of it vie for preeminence. Here, the tension between the "faith 
of love" and the "evidence of circumstances" reaches a new high. 
However, if Elizabethan domestic tragedy might loosely be called 
"Baconian," Othello constitutes a parody of Bacon's ideas, a parody of 
the "certainty" that inductive empiricism can afford. Whereas Othello 
initially reacts to Iago's suggestions rationally and cautiously-"No, 
Iago, I I'll see before I doubt, when I doubt, prove, I And on the proof, 
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there is no more but this: I Away at once with love or jealousy" 
(III.iii.194-96)-he later abandons faith and, like the classic paranoid, 
sees precisely what he wants to and thinks he should see, not what is 
there. 
The process by which Othello comes to know what he does not 
know is central to the latter three acts but has important roots in the 
first two (such as when Brabantio warns Othello to beware of 
Desdemona, "have a quick eye to see: I She has deceiv'd her father, 
may do thee" [I.iii.292-93]). Iago, in the course of turning "innuendo" 
into "fact" for Othello, plays upon the Moor's deep-seated, culturally 
derived insecurity about knowing his wife's entire sexual history (she 
must be a virgin before marriage, for example, but he need not be). 
Here too, a parody of Baconian method and of incorrect assumptions 
about women come together. Alluding to a popular taboo against 
''wooing by ambassador," Iago feigns irritation when he hears that 
Cassio often ''went between" Othello and Desdemona when they were 
courting (III.iii), which in turn works on the newly suspicious Othello. 
In this way, too, "knowledge" plays an important role in the drama, 
replacing faith with doubt, trust with the knowledge that what 
Othello does not know of Desdemona's sexual past may hurt him. 
Othello utters in one of his uncharacteristically ironic moments: 
"What sense had I of her stol'n hours of lust? I I saw't not, thought it 
not, it harm'd not me ... " (IIl.iii.344-45). 
If "internal faith" in Desdemona is stripped away, "external 
doubt," based upon the illusion of sensory information, "ocular proof," 
constitutes Othello's new form of knowledge. The words "eye," "see," 
"look," and ''watch," along with variations of these words, for example, 
come up more than 110 times during the course of the play (Oxford 
Shakespeare Concordances: "Othello'') . As Steven Baker puts it, 
"Othello is a history of seeing, looking and watching" (302). In this 
sense too the drama parodies the epistemological method of 
empiricism and induction because Othello's systematically accrued 
hard facts actually add up to nothing and, instead, force a potentially 
happy marriage to its tragic conclusion. Othello demands from Iago 
"ocular proof' time and again, but fails to distinguish the genuine 
article from his unsubstantiated, growing sense of his wife's frailty 
and treachery. Be it Desdemona's handkerchief with "magic in the 
web of it" (III.iv.68) which Othello "sees" Bianca angrily return to 
Cassio (IV.i) , the exchange between Othello and Desdemona in which 
he demands the napkin from her while she, in alternate sentences, 
demands that he forgive Cassio (III.iv), or the incident in which 
Othello "hears" Iago kill Cassio as promised (when actually it is 
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Roderigo who is attempting to murder Cassio while Iago is killing 
Roderigo [V.i ]), Othello suggests, in complex ways that Arden, Warning 
and A Woman do not, the problematic nature of certitude itself.8 
Thus, to consider once again Rosalie L. Colie's notion of genre, it is 
apparent precisely how Shakespeare's Othello is informed by Eliz-
abethan domestic tragedy, and how it, in its turn, would become an 
important reference point for the Jacobean domestic tragedies of 
Webster, Middleton, and others. Colie writes: 
just as there was no possibility that any author or artist 
could "make it new" by abandoning inherited forms, so also 
there was an insistence on outdoing and overgoing earlier 
achievements, each man newly creating out of and against 
his tradition, in conscious competition with the very best 
that tradition could offer him. (5) 9 
In this way, Othello can profitably be viewed from the standpoint of 
Elizabethan domestic tragedy, by which it may in large part be 
defined, to which it responds, and which it inevitably alters. For while 
Shakespeare's play is, of course, finally many things and viewable from 
an infinity of perspectives, a total failure to consider Othello in terms 
of this particular genre, and to view it solely as another of the 
author's high tragedies of love and death, is to neglect an important 
matrix of a drama wherein conducting "private and domestic quar-
rels" actually comprises much of the "magic" in its 'web." 
NOTES 
1Although the genre continues to be popular after 1603 (until approximately 
1610), after this point, quite obviously, it can no longer have any impact upon 
Othello. See Clark 32 and Sharpe 125-28. 
2See Adams, Appendix A, for a list and descriptions of lost domestic tragedies 
193-203. One lost play in particular, The History of Friar Francis , bears describing 
for its nearly identical plot to the other dramas. Adams quotes Thomas Heywood's 
An Apology for Actors (1612) for the description of this play found there: Friar is 
the story of a "woman who, insatiately doting on a yong gentleman (the more 
securely to enjoy his affection) mischievously and secreetly murder[s] her 
husband." 
31 exclude Yar(r)ington's (?) Two Lamentable Tragedies (1601) from con-
sideration, because, unlike the other works to be examined, it employs both 
English and Italian sources, and is "Two Tragedies in One" (as the top of each of 
its pages informs us). 
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4Roger Stilling has written that sexual puns indicate "how vast our subversive 
erotic language is, how many ideas, words and activities can be appropriated to 
sexual innuendo" 181. 
50f course, Othello does represent a significant modification of its source, the 
Hecatommithi III. 7. 
6Admittedly, interracial marriage is a part of Cinthio's tale, as is the 
handkerchief. Nevertheless, these domestic tragedies may well have supplied 
Shakespeare with further ideas for their use. 
7Howard Felperin describes Othello's "self-allegorization" this way: "Othello 
does not so much present himself as re-present himself; that is, he defines and 
identifies himself through a dazzling series of emblematic figures .. . " 84. 
8Alan C. Dessen is correct to note that these scenes in which Othello "is not in 
keeping with [his own] self-image or with the stature attributed to him by some 
admirers," while "highly unpleasant for those who wish to retain their image of the 
noble Moor," "may [precisely] be Shakespeare's point" 118. 
9Felperin, too, speaks of Othello and Shakespeare's other tragedies as being 
"structures which can never quite reunite with thei r own dramatic models nor 
leave those models definitively behind" 87. 
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SOME IMPLICATIONS OF SOCIAL HISTORY FOR 
ROMEO AND JULIET 
Bruce W. Young* 
ABSTRACT. Many assume that marriages took place very early in Renaissance 
England and were normally arranged, with no consideration for the couple's 
wishes. Recent studies show, however, that the average age of marriage was in the 
mid- to later-twenties and that, though forced marriages sometimes took place, 
there was strong sentiment against them. Sometimes proposed unions were 
rejected, forced marriages annulled. Still, it was felt that children should seek their 
parents' advice and consent before marrying. A clandestine marriage, though 
valid, was a moral and legal offense. 
Romeo and Juliet-if carefully read-is in harmony with these historical facts. 
The play voices contemporary concern about the dangers (physical, emotional, 
and social) of early marriage, and frequent references to haste suggest that Juliet 
is too young for marriage, a view her father states explicitly. Capulet also 
acknowledges that Juliet's consent must be obtained, and, when he tries to force 
her into marriage, several characters indicate he is overstepping his authority. 
Shakespeare thus calls forth a complex response of sympathy and concern by 
setting individual and communal needs at odds and by deliberately making Juliet 
too young for marriage (he has lowered her age from his sources' 16 or 18 to 14) 
while at the same time making her and Romeo's love beautiful and affecting. 
Index descriptors: family history, age at marriage, clandestine marriage, 
consent required for marriage, forced marriage, Romeo and Juliet, social history, 
Shakespeare. 
Students and even many teachers of Romeo and Juliet often 
assume that the play reveals at what age marriages took place in 
Shakespeare's day. Even a scholar of the stature of Alfred Harbage 
claimed that Juliet, though a bit young for marriage at just shy of 14, 
is not remarkably young: this was "an era," he claims, "when 
seventeen or eighteen was a quite ripe marital age" (144). But to put 
it bluntly, Harbage's claim is simply wrong: like many critics, he has 
made an assertion of historical fact with no authority except his own 
and his readers' imaginations-perhaps also, in this case, with the aid 
of Shakespeare's play. For as one of the foremost modern historians of 
the family, Peter Laslett, has pointed out, Romeo and Juliet is itself 
apparently responsible for the "widespread conviction that most girls 
*Department of English, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602. 
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in England married in their teens in earlier times" (Household 3). 
Laslett, along with many others, has during the past 25 years 
accumulated evidence contradicting this and other common miscon-
ceptions. For some reason this evidence has been late in reaching 
readers and viewers of Shakespeare, perhaps because many feel the 
plays can stand on their own, without any need for historical 
background; perhaps also because some of those using historical 
evidence-I am thinking of those associated with the "New Histor-
icism," but it is a danger all of us are subject to-have had eyes and 
pens only for evidence that suits their limited, often insistently 
contemporary interests. 
A few writers on Shakespeare have tried to understand Renais-
sance life-including marriage and family life-from the point of view 
of those who lived it, 1 but a thorough study of the relation between 
Renaissance family life and Shakespeare's plays has yet to be made. 
My intention here is not, of course, to attempt such a study, but 
rather to look at some of the uses of historical evidence in interpret-
ing a single play: Romeo and Juliet, the very source of many people's 
mistaken impressions about marriage and family life in Renaissance 
England. What I hope to show is that Romeo and Juliet is not so 
much to blame for these mistaken impressions as it is often thought 
to be, that the play is in fact reasonably in harmony with the 
historical evidence on such matters as consent and age at marriage. 
What the evidence indicates, first of all, is that 14 was not the 
average age of marriage for women in Renaissance England. Indeed, 
14 would have been an unusually young age for marriage, and 
probably most of Shakespeare's audience would have thought it 
excessively young. The statistical evidence points consistently to the 
twenties as a norm for age at first marriage. According to Michael 
Anderson, in Western Europe during (as well as long before and after) 
Shakespeare's time, the average age at marriage for women was about 
25 or 26; for men, 27 or 28 (18). For England from 1550 to 1650, Peter 
Laslett has gathered data indicating almost exactly the same ages: 
approximately 25 for women and 28 for men (Bastardy 21).2 
Marriages at the age of 13 or 14 sometimes took place, but only rarely. 
Although F. J. Furnivall records one case from the early seventeenth 
century in which the husband was 14 and the wife 13 and another 
from the latter part of the century in which the wife was 12 (xxix, 
xxxiii; see also xxii, 203), the vast majority of women married later. In 
one sample of a thousand seventeenth-century licences granted by 
the diocese of Canterbury, the most common age for first marriage of 
women was 22. Only "one woman ," according to Laslett, "gave 
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her age as 13" ( World 84-89). The mean age of marriage seems to 
have been somewhat lower (about 20) in the Stratford of Shake-
speare's youth and in London about 1600. But even in these places, a 
bride as young as 13 would have been a rarity. 
Of course, the play has an Italian rather than an English setting, 
and it is possible that Shakespeare meant, in part, to give a picture of 
life in Italy as he imagined it. Italy's reputation in Renaissance 
England as a place of sensuality, intrigue, and violence may have 
made some of the play's events, including the street-fighting and the 
early marriage, more plausible to an Elizabethan audience. Yet it has 
been convincingly shown that in this and other plays, Shakespeare's 
picture of life is essentially English, whatever the setting.3 Maynard 
Mack has shown, for instance, that street-fighting took plac~ in 
Elizabethan London (14). Clandestine marriages, too, were known to 
happen with some frequency. John Donne's secret marriage in 1601, 
for example, almost exactly resembles that of Romeo and Juliet.4 
Moreover, even if Shakespeare had intended to create a convinc-
ingly Italian setting in the play, there is no evidence he thought 
English and Italian customs regarding age at marriage differed 
markedly.5 Arthur Brooke's Romeus and Juliet (1562), Shakespeare's 
main source for the play, gives Juliet's age as 16. Though Brooke's 
young lovers are older than Shakespeare's, they are still, as the poem 
pointedly reminds us, "of tender age," with Juliet "too yong to be a 
bryde" (lines 188, 1860; cf. 54, 102, 232). Shakespeare may also have 
known William Painter's version of the story (1567), in which Juliet is 
approaching 18. Juliet is also near 18 in the versions by Luigi da Porto 
(1530) and Matteo Bandello (1554) upon which (through a French 
intermediary) Brooke's and Painter's versions are ultimately based.6 
There is nothing, then, in either the English or the Italian sources of 
the story requiring us to abandon the view that Romeo and Juliet-
especially as Shakespeare portrays them-are too young for marriage. 
Indeed, two writers of the Italian Renaissance-Alberti and Tasso, the 
latter available to Shakespeare in English-advise men to marry late, 
at about 25 to 30. They add, to be sure, that the woman a man 
marries should be somewhat younger than he (they do not say by how 
much). 7 Yet Italian brides were still not usually as young as Juliet; 
indeed, there is evidence they would, on the average, have been a good 
four years or so older.8 Thus, even if Shakespeare knew something of 
Italian customs (and it is just as likely he had English custoll)s in 
mind), there is no reason to think he viewed marriage in the mid-
teens as the norm in Italy any more than in England. 
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Whatever we decide about how English or Italian the play is, 
historical evidence of the kind I have presented can be disconcerting, 
not only because it contradicts a widely held (and even cherished) 
view, but also because it raises questions about how we read a play 
like Romeo and Juliet. Are we at fault if the play misleads us, or at 
least fails to prevent us, scholar and common reader alike, from 
falling into historical errors? And do such errors matter? I believe 
they do; sometimes, indeed, they make a great difference to dramatic 
enjoyment and critical interpretation. And I believe it is largely we 
and not the play who are at fault when we err. The play, carefully and 
ingenuously read, is quite in harmony with the historical facts on age 
at marriage. And where the play is potentially misleading or less than 
adequately clear, it is at just such points that scholars and critics can 
make themselves useful. 
One of these problem spots occurs near the beginning of Romeo 
and Juliet when Capulet, who later has quite different views, asserts 
that Juliet is too young to marry: 
My child is yet a stranger in the world, 
She hath not .seen the change of fourteen years; 
Let two more summers wither in their pride, 
Ere we may think her ripe to be a bride. (I.ii.8-11 )9 
But Paris replies-and Lady Capulet later confirms-that girls even 
younger than Juliet are "happy mothers made" (I.ii.12; I.iii.69-71). 
Granted (as the historical record shows) that early marriages were 
exceedingly rare, what 'attitude are we to take toward this particular 
early marriage? Which view are we to take as standard in this play, 
Capulet's or Paris's? Or is neither to be authorized as morally or 
pragmatically central?- We might further ask what Capulet's and 
Paris's motives are in expressing their views, not to mention Capulet's 
motives for later changing his. 
A careful reading of the play, even without supporting historical 
data, suggests that Romeo and especially Juliet are young, perhaps 
too young, for marriage. This impression is created in part by frequent 
references to "haste" and related concepts. "I stand on sudden haste," 
says Romeo, to which the Friar answers, "Wisely and slow, they 
stumble that run fast" (II.iii.93-94). Juliet, impatient for the Nurse to 
return from talking with Romeo, wants "Love's heralds" to be as swift 
as thoughts, and the Nurse, when she returns, responds to Juliet's 
excited state by exclaiming, "Jesu, what haste!" and later, "Are you so 
hot?" and "Now comes the wanton blood up in your cheeks ... " (II.v.4, 
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29, 62, 70). Juliet herself is worried by what she calls the rashness and 
suddenness of her contract with Romeo (II.ii.117-20). Some of the 
dangers of a quick, early marriage are revealed when the young 
people fall into despair ("Blubb'ring and weeping, weeping and 
blubb'ring") after Romeo's banishment, a despair that in Romeo's case 
is suicidal (III.iii.87, 108). Later, when he races to Verona from 
banishment ("I will hence to-night") after hearing false news of Juliet's 
death, Romeo's hot, hasty temperament does in fact prove fatal. ~ven 
the bringer of the news advises "patience": "Your looks are pale · and 
wild, and do import I Some misadventure" (V.i.26-29). Romeo reaches 
the Capulets' vault, announcing that "The time and my intents are 
savage-wild ... " (V.iii.37), and then kills himself just moments before 
the Friar arrives and Juliet awakens. 
These images of haste and wildness and of their disastrous 
results influence our sense of time in the play-our sense that events 
are moving too fast-and als'o help shape our impression of Romeo 
and Juliet as characters who, though sympathetic and affecting, are 
also dangerously young and impulsive, without control and judgment 
that m ight come with more time and experience. Knowing that they 
are marrying at an age much earlier than the norm clarifies and 
reinforces that impression. On the other hand, the misconception that 
they are marrying at a usual age actually contradicts the bent of the 
play and, if stubbornly clung to, can blunt the effect of the play's 
events, images, and emotions. Historical scholarship can benefit the 
reader and playgoer by helping remove that misconception. 
Besides providing the facts about age at marriage, historical 
evidence can also help us understand the attitudes and motives 
involved in Capulet's and Paris's dispute about early motherhood. The 
evidence requires us, first of all, to grant as more than mere fantasy 
Paris's claim that there have been "happy mothers" even younger than 
Juliet. It appears that at least some women were able to conceive at 
age 12 or 13. But a 13-year-old mother would have been extre~ely 
rare in Renaissance England, not only because few were married at 
that age, but because most were not yet physically capable of 
childbearing.10 A few instances are recorded of a 14-year-old giving 
birth: Maynard Mack mentions the case of Elizabeth Manners, and 
Laslett notes an example from a seventeenth-century village (Mack 
1 7; Laslett, Family Life 220). But such cases would have been 
considered unusual. John Smith, writing in 1618, cites a dozen or so 
instances from his "small reading" of parents aged 14 or younger. But 
he mentions them, he says, only to make his report of a mother not 
yet 14 easier for his readers to believe. And he adds that in citing these 
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cases he has no desire "that the nuptiall bed should soe soone be 
knowne" (Lives of the Berkeleys [ 1618], qtd. in Furnivall xxviii), 
The way Smith cushions the facts for his readers makes it likely 
that he is presenting a widely held view: namely, that early marriages 
were undesirable as well as rare. This view was apparently motivated 
by a fear that the physical and emotional immaturity of a woman in 
her early teens could lead to ill effects either for her or for the 
marriage. According to Sir Simonds D'Ewes, who in 1626 was to marry 
a girl nearly 14, her grandmother feared "what danger might ensue to 
her very life, from her extreme youth ," the primary danger being the 
possibility of death in childbirth. The grandmother was also afraid 
that the girl's affection for her suitor ''was no solid or real love 
grounded in judgment, and might therefore alter and lessen again 
after marriage" (Simonds D'Ewes, Autobiography, qtd. in Furnivall 
xxx-xxxi) . 
These records of strongly held attitudes confirm the statistical 
evidence that sets the norm for age at marriage later than the teens. 
Romeo and Juliet reflects these attitudes in specific ways. Capulet, 
though he later ignores his own counsel, is concerned about the 
dangers of early marriage. When he responds to Paris's assertion that 
brides even younger than Juliet are "happy mothers made" with "And 
too soon marr'd are those so early made" ( I.ii.12-13), he is probably 
alluding to the danger of death in childbirth, or possibly to physical 
damage that would prevent further childbearing.II Friar Lawrence 
worries that Romeo's love is mere "doting"- "Young men's love then 
lies I Not truly in their hearts, but in their eyes," he says (Il.iii.67-
68)-with the implication it is not solid and mature enough to serve 
as a foundation for marriage. And though the Friar's attitudes are 
influenced-we might say "distorted"-by his age and vocation, his 
view is echoed by other characters. Even Juliet is afraid her contract 
with Romeo is "too rash . .. too sudden, I Too like the lightning, which 
doth cease to be I Ere one can say it lightens" ( Il.ii.117-20). 
The play suggests at least one other ground for considering 
Romeo and Juliet too young for marriage. Both Romeo and Juliet are 
still dependent on their parents, without means for setting up on 
their own. That is one reason Capulet's threat to disown Juliet is so 
ominous: ''you shall not house with me" means for her, as Capulet 
himself puts it, to "beg, starve, die in the streets" (III.v.188, 192) . 
Juliet's response, after her parents have left the stage, is to lament 
how vulnerable she is: 
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Alack, alack, that heaven should practice stratagems 
Upon so soft a subject as myself! (209-10) 
It is her youth especially (along with her sex) that makes her so 
vulnerable. Romeo too, though apparently older than Juliet, is still a 
dependent member of the Montague household. 12 For Romeo, even 
now that he is grown, "old Montague" is not only "my father," but "my 
lord" (V.iii.24). Romeo is still his father's "ward," or dependent, a fact 
that is emphasized by the brief reference Capulet and his cousin make 
to a son of one Lucentio who appears to have been a "ward" even into 
his twenties (I.v.35-40). Indeed, dependence into one's twenties seems 
to have been the Renaissance norm. 13 One reason for this extended 
period of dependence was that full adulthood did not come until 
marriage, and marriage was generally delayed until a couple had the 
means (or were guaranteed the means by their families) for establish-
ing an independent household. 14 As Ralph Houlbrooke points out, the 
threat of poverty and other problems led many Renaissance com-
mentators to condemn "ouer hastie maryages" as a "major cause of 
social ills" (English Family 67). 
Shakespeare's choice of Juliet's age-about two weeks under 14 
when the play begins (see I.iii.12-17)-thus appears to have been 
quite deliberate. In fact, he lowered it from the 16 years she was 
assigned in Arthur Brooke's poem, not to mention the 18 years she is 
approaching in William Painter's prose version. Shakespeare would 
certainly have been aware of the objections that could have been 
brought against marriage at age 13 or 14. Indeed, as I have noted, he 
has Capulet give voice to some of those objections. We may justifiably 
conclude that Shakespeare intended his audience to see Juliet's 
marriage as an irregularly early one. 
But it still remains for us to consider what effect that intention 
may have on how we direct our sympathies and distribute our 
approval. However young and hasty the lovers are, they still are given 
the play's best poetry and are praised, rather than condemned, by the 
adults who survive them. The scenes in which the love of Romeo and 
Juliet begins and grows are so stirring and beautiful that it is hard to 
avoid giving them our sympathy and even approval-this despite their 
violation of Renaissance norms. But neither, I believe, does the play 
allow us simply to celebrate that violation of norms. 
Besides marrying too young, Romeo and Juliet have also violated 
a Renaissance standard by marrying without parental consent. Here 
again, careless reading and misconceptions about the Renaissance 
can distort or impoverish our experience of the play, making it either 
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a simplistic celebration of youthful rebellion or a simplistic morality 
tale about the dangers of impulsiveness. Those are among the possible 
results of the view, again mistaken, that during the Renaissance 
parents were unchallengeable tyrants and that forced marriages were 
the norm. 
In fact, though the failure to obtain parental consent was 
regarded, in the words of R. C. Bald, as both an "offence against the 
canon law" and a "serious breach of the social code," subject to 
possible excommunication and imprisonment, recorded attitudes 
toward specific cases are often mixed. After John Donne's elopement 
with Anne More, for instance, the Lord Keeper reminded the bride's 
furious father (according to Izaak Walton) that "Errors might be over-
punished." Yet Walton himself, in his life of Donne, lamented the 
"mischief' and "passion" of such a love as would lead to a clandestine 
marriage; one ought, he says, to obtain "the allowance of those friends , 
whose approbation always was, and ever will be necessary, to make 
even a vertuous love become lawful" (Bald 128-40).15 It should not be 
surprising to find a similar complex of attitudes in Shakespeare's play. 
It is quite possible, in fact, that if we fail to approach Romeo and 
Juliet with something like this combination of sympathy and concern, 
we may be missing some of the full effect of the play. 
In dealing with this and related issues, I believe that Shakespeare 
is calling forth from audiences a complex response, one suited by its 
inner contrasts and tensions for drama and one adequate (as simple 
responses will not be) to the complexities of life, whether in the 
Renaissance or in any period. The play's references to haste and 
wildness make it hard to imagine that Shakespeare is simply celebrat-
ing a young couple's violation of social norms. On the other hand, he 
portrays the pathos of their situation and the beauty of their love so 
effectively as to make it impossible to think of him as simply 
condemning them. What adds further to the complexity of response 
the play elicits is that the issues of age and consent end up counting 
for Romeo and Juliet as well as against them. 
For if 13 is too young for an elopement, it is also too young to be 
forced into a marriage. Children were not, in theory anyway, to be 
forced into marriage against their will. 16 Capulet himself puts the 
point best, speaking to Juliet's suitor: 
But woo her, gentle Paris, get her heart, 
My will to her consent is but a part; 
And she agreed, within her scope of choice 
Lies my consent and fair according voice. (I.ii.16-19) 
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In the generally accepted view, both elements are necessary for a 
marriage to take place: the child's choice or willingness-what 
Capulet calls "her heart"-and the father's consent. In a sermon on 
marriage, Bishop Sandys presents the standard view: 
And as the parents' or tutors' consent is to be had in all 
good and lawful marriages, so it is against the duty of good 
parents, either to keep their children longer unmarried 
than is convenient, or through an over-great desire of 
enriching them (which is the common disease) to marry 
them against their liking .... There can be no lawful and 
commendable match, where there wanteth full consent and 
agreement of the parties whom it most concerneth. (326-27) 17 
Of course, such a statement implies that forced marriages sometimes 
took place, as indeed they did. 18 Still, the legal standard, according to 
Henry Swinburne, a seventeenth-century authority on the subject, was 
this: "without Consent [the consent, that is, of the bride and groom] 
there cannot be any Matrimony" (51). This meant that a proposed 
marriage to which the bride and groom did not consent could be 
prevented from happening in the first place; a forced marriage which 
they did not consummate could be ann ulled. 19 
Capulet, in his first discussion with Paris, seems to recognize that 
Juliet's consent is required. Even later, when he feels certain there will 
be no resistance to his will, he recognizes that an effort ought to be 
made "to move our daughter"-that is, to persuade her, to obtain her 
willing agreement-and Lady Capulet speaks a few lines later of 
talking with her daughter so as to "know her mind" (111.iv.2, 10). Friar 
Lawrence too speaks of knowing "the lady's mind" and indicates that 
to plan a wedding without this is irregular-"Uneven is the course, I 
like it not" (IV.i.4-5). The problem, obviously, is that Juliet is not 
willing. Her secret marriage complicates matters, but as we have 
learned much earlier, even before the marriage, Juliet's choice went to 
Romeo as the properer man; in her eyes, Paris, compared to him, is "a 
very toad," according to the Nurse's report (ll.iv.203). 
Given Juliet's unwillingness, Capulet's actions clearly go outside 
the bounds Renaissance attitudes would have set on his authority. 
Rather than giving his "consent," he now delivers a "decree." He insists 
that the marriage is to take place with only a few day's notice-it is 
Monday when he chooses Thursday as the wedding day (111.iv)-not 
leaving the two or three weeks that were usually allowed in Renais-
sance England for preparations and for the reading of the banns.20 
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And then, in a fit of exuberant haste, he moves the date up to Wednesday, 
after having earlier said "We'n'sday is too soon" (IV.ii.24; III.iv.19).2 1 
More seriously, Capulet has failed to allow time for Paris to woo Juliet 
and gain her consent. Juliet (though knowing that no length of time 
would allow Paris to win her) exclaims with good cause, "I wonder at 
this haste, that I must wed I Ere he that should be husband comes to 
woo" (IIl.v.118-19). 
That Capulet has gone beyond his proper authority is recognized 
in some way by every other character present in the scene in which he 
tries to force Juliet to marry. The Nurse says, "You are to blame." Even 
his wife, who has called Juliet a "fool," tells Capulet, "You are too hot" 
(III.v.169, 140, 175). Indeed, in this and other scenes, Capulet 
exemplifies the very qualities he attributes to Juliet: pride and 
headstrong self-will-qualities that both the play and Renaissance 
theory identify as subversive of happiness and social harmony, 
whether found in men or in women, in daughters or in fathers. 
Capulet's anger, his haste, his self-centered possessiveness make him 
typical of an inner conflict Friar Lawrence describes as being 
universal: 
Two such opposed kings encamp them still 
In man as well as herbs, grace and rude will; 
And where the worser [that is, rude will] is predominant, 
Full soon the canker death eats up that plant. (II.iii.27-30) 
Capulet may have several motives for changing his initial views, 
including a desire to advance himself and his family by making an 
alliance through marriage with another wealthy and well-placed 
family-what Bishop Sandys disparagingly called "an over-great desire 
of enriching" his offspring. But surely the most powerful motive, if we 
trust the play, is simply a desire to assert himself and impose his will 
on others, a desire that Shakespeare calls "rude will." 
"Rude will" is, in fact , as good a villain as any to blame for the 
unhappiness and deaths that take place in Romeo and Juliet. For 
Capulet is certainly not the only character in whom "rude will" 
sometimes predominates: Lady Capulet, Tybalt, Mercutio, Romeo, 
Juliet-not to mention some of the lesser characters-are all at one 
time or another "hot" and "hasty." And so, rather than inclining us to 
condemn the characters, the play leads us to see in them flaws that 
are universally human. Though our sympathies focus on the young 
lovers-especially in view of the attempts to force Juliet into an 
unwanted marriage-our sympathies are not limited to them, and we 
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recognize that their violation of social norms, though perhaps an 
unfortunate necessity, is also a source of danger, associated as it is 
with haste and passion on the part of both Capulet and the young 
lovers.22 Thus, Friar Lawrence, despite the limitations of his view, is 
offering something close to an objective judgment on the action when 
he asserts prophetically that "violent delights have violent ends . .. " 
(III.vi.9). Juliet, speaking wisely on this as on other issues, calls her 
contract with Rome~ not only "rash" and "sudden," but "unadvis'd"-a 
word suggesting both inadequate consideration on her part and, more 
crucially, her failure to receive counsel on the matter from those more 
mature than herself, including her parents. But along with her 
misgivings, Juliet has the assurance that Romeo's vows are true and 
that she herself will prove faithful , since her passion is not merely a 
yielding to "light love" (II.ii.93-106). And she has the assurance that 
the courtship, though irregular, is "honorable": that is, Romeo's 
"purpose" is "marriage," a permanent union sanctioned by "Holy 
Church" (II.ii.143-46; II.vi.37). 
The common view that Romeo and Juliet is the tragedy of two 
young individuals crushed by a hostile society, represented by their 
parents, is thus far too simple. Shakespeare would certainly have had 
some sympathy with this view; but if we trust the evidence of the play, 
our interest in Romeo and Juliet as individuals is not likely to 
overwhelm our awareness of the duties they owe their families and 
community. It is clear, in fact, that the tragedy is not simply a private 
one, but one shared by two violence-stricken families and the whole 
city these families help to form. Sensitivity to how, precisely, the play 
treats the issues of youth and age and consent can take us a long way 
toward allowing ourselves to experience the play's depth and complex-
ity and avoiding the kinds of simplistic responses I have mentioned. 
Historical evidence is certainly no substitute for careful and 
openminded reading of this kind; indeed, it can serve properly as an 
aid only when we know the details of the play accurately and t ake 
them fully into account. But historical evidence remains necessary, for 
without it we are at the mercy of our misconceptions. We may find 
ourselves forming opinions on the basis of a pseudo-history we have 
imagined or inherited from others, assuming that we "know" things-
such as the usual age for marriage-that we do not know and that in 
fact run counter to what the plays would tell us, even without 
historical evidence, if we would listen with open minds. 
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NOTES 
1For example, Ann Jennalie Cook, who in one article notes the basic facts 
about age at marriage in Renaissance England and then spends two pages taking 
a brief look at the implication of these facts for Romeo and Juliet ( 127-29). 
2Laslett presents the data in the form of a chart, which I reproduce here: 
Table 1.2: Mean age at first marriage in England by fifty-year periods, 
1550-1849. 
Females Males 
1550-99 1600-1649 1550-99 1600-1649 
1 Alcester (Warws.) 22.4 25.0 24.5 29.1 
2 Aldenharn (Herts.) 22.0 25.3 28.6 29.l 
3 Banbury (Oxon) 24.9 25.4 26.0 27.2 
4 Bottesford (Leics.) 21.9 25.9 30.3 29.2 
5 Campton & 
Shefford (Beds.) 24.7 25.5 28.8 28.0 




(Lines.) 22.1 25.0 24.0 27.0 
9 Gedling (Notts.) 23.5 27.2 29.6 29.3 
10 Hartland (Devon) 23.7 27.8 27.9 28.8 
11 Hawkshead 
(Lanes.) 24.8 27.8 
12 Methley (Yorks.) 25.2 25.7 24.9 29.9 
13 Shepshed (Leics.) 27.5 28.8 29.7 29.9 
14 Terling (Essex) 24.5 24.6 26.0 25.l 
15 Willingham 
(Carobs.) 22.5 24.8 25.l 26.7 
Median 23.7 24.5 27.8 28.1 
Mean 
(unweighted) 24.0 25.9 27.2 28.2 
Data: from family reconstitutions, Cambridge Group. 
See also Laslett, Family Life 29, 218; and Houlbrooke, English Family 63. 
(Houlbrooke gives 26 as the mean age of marriage for women, 27 to 29 as the 
mean age for men, in Elizabethan and Stuart England.) The average age of 
marriage was somewhat lower for the aristocracy of Renaissance England than for 
other classes (Laslett, World 86, 285; Houlbrooke, English Family 65, 128). But it 
was still in the twenties (about 19 t o 21 for women , 24 to 26 for men) , a good deal 
above the ages of Romeo and Juliet. 
3See, for instance, Mack 9-10, 17-18; Gibbons 38; Praz 99-100, 102-03; Einstein 
371. 
40n clandestine marriages in Renaissance England, see Gouge 203; Furnivall 
xliv, lxii, 65-67, 140-41; and Houlbrooke, English Family 86. On Donne's marriage, 
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see Bald 128-40. Bald notes that the chapel in which the marriage may have taken 
place was "notorious later in the century for its clandestine marriages" 128-29. 
51 thus disagree with Cook's view that Elizabethans imagined Italy as a place 
of unusually young marriages 129. 
6For a discussion of the sources and their relationships, see Evans 7, 65n; 
Gibbons 34. 
7Alberti 121 , Tasso fol. 4r (on the age at which a man should marry); Alberti 
122-23, Tasso fol. lOr (on the woman's age). Another Italian Renaissance writer on 
manners, however-Stefano Guazzo (also available in English) -urged that hus-
band and wife be close to the same age and that the woman not be too young 
2: 4-5, 19. 
8The difference in age between bride and groom seems to have been 
customary, at least in a part of Italy for which statistical evidence has been 
surveyed-fifteenth-century Tuscany, an area not far from the setting of Romeo 
and Juliet. Laslett says that in Tuscany "the girls could have been as young as 
fourteen at marriage, though the men would more likely have been nearer thirty" 
World 88; cf. 286n97. Still, the bride's age would most commonly have been 17 or 
18 Klapisch 116; see also Herlihy. 
9 All quotations from Shakespeare are from The Riverside Shakespeare, ed. 
G. Blakemore Evans et al. 
100n the question of the age at which sexual maturity was attained in 
Renaissance Europe, see Laslett, Family Life 220-29. 
"Cook takes the latter view 129. 
12Evans notes that "neither Brooke nor Shakespeare gives Romeo's age, though 
Painter .. . makes him 'of the age of .20. or .21. yeares,'" probably somewhat older 
than Shakespeare imagines him 26n4. 
13A person could remain legally a minor into the twenties. According to Mack 
26, the age of majority had risen to 21 and was even placed by some (at least in 
theory) at 25. According to Houlbrooke, 24 was fixed by law as the age of "earliest 
termination of London apprenticeships" English Family 67. A thorough discus-
sion of the question of the age of majority may be found in Thomas 205-48. 
14As Houlbrooke puts it, " ot until after a period of paid employment, 
apprenticeship, inheritance or a combination of all three did a young coup le have 
the wherewithal to establish a household" English Family 20. 
15The legal consequences of a marriage like Romeo's or John Donne's are 
summarized by Michael Dalton in Countrey Justice (1618): "The taking away of a 
maide under sixteen e yeares of age, without the consent of her parents or 
governors, or contracting marriage with her, or deflowring her, is no felony, but 
yet shall be punished with long imprisonment without baile, or with grievous fine" 
qtd. in Furnivall xx xvi. Note the significance of the "maide's" age. 
16Again , I am following English sources; bu t similar notions are found in 
Italian sources, for instance in Guazzo's Civile Conversation: "unhappinesse" and 
"inconvenience" often result ''when the marriage is made against the will and liking 
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of the parties" 2: 5. Despite the objections, however, arranged marriages were 
reportedly common among the Italian nobility. See Stone 323. 
17Perkins 432 and Griffith 271-72 say much the same thing. For a discussion of 
arrangement and consent in marriages of the period, with a wide range of 
examples, see Houlbrooke, English Family 68- 73. 
18Lawrence Stone has recounted several examples of forced marriages from 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, though without offering evidence that 
such occurrences were common 182-85. 
19For the theory underlying annulment on grounds of lack of consent in 
medieval and Renaissance England, along with some specific instances, see 
Church and the Law of Nullity 11 , 13-16, 24-25, 58; Noonan 419-34; Ingram 47-51 ; 
and Houlbrooke, Church Courts 62-64. Though attempts to resist a forced 
marriage must have been difficult and often fruitless, such attempts were 
sometimes successful, as Laslett points out in describing a case in which two 
young people may have "exercised the undoubted right not to carry out the 
bargain made for them by their parents and guardians" World 89. See also 
Houlbrooke, English Family 68-72. On the conventional acceptance of young 
people's right to "reject [a] proposed union," see Ingram 49. 
20See Laslett, World 100-02, and Houlbrooke, English Family 86; and compare 
the advice of Robert Cleaver in A Godly Form of Householde Government that the 
date of marriage be set "neither too neere nor too farre of' 137. 
21 Note also the word "haste," used repeatedly to describe Capulet's eagerness 
to have his daughter married (IIl .v.118; IV.iv.26-28). 
22A Renaissance audience would probably have responded in much the same 
way. Robert Burton was one of many who wrote of the "miseries of enforced 
marriages": "for who . .. ," he says, "can love with an estranged mind?" Yet at the 
same time he advises that "a woman should give unto her parents the choice of 
her husband" Anatomy of Melancholy III.ii.5.5. On the evils of "forced marriage," 
see also The Merry Wives of Windsor V.v.220-30 and George Whetstone's An 
Heptameron of Civil Discourses (1582) , where, after many unfortunate instances 
are described, one character cries out, "Fye of forcement in marriage" qtd. in 
Crane 514. 
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The ninth annual symposium on Shakespeare and his con-
temporaries was held 24 and 25 April 1987 on the campus of Iowa 
State University. The symposium featured an address by Charles 
Forker, professor of English at Indiana University, titled "Incestuous 
Sheets: Intimacy, Narcissism, and Identity in Elizabethan and Stuart 
Drama" t ogether with the presentation of 18 papers, from which 
those printed here are drawn. At lunch on the closing day, Doug 
Duncan, Managing Director of the Des Moines Metro Opera, reviewed 
the all-Shakespearean 1986 Des Moines Opera season and described 
the company's current success in introducing school children to 
musical theatre created especially for them from texts such as 
Chaucer's Nun's Priest 's Tale. 
The nine papers printed in this issue have been revised by their 
authors following their presentation at the symposium. An additional 
paper has already been published elsewhere: Leland Poague's "Cavell 
and the Fantasy of Criticism: Shakespearean Comedy and Ball of 
Fire" appeared in the summer 1987 issue (no. 9) of CineA ction! 
The symposium committee wishes to thank Iowa State University 
for its continuing support of Shakespeare and His Contemporaries 
through funds provided by the Interdisciplinary Council of the deans 
of the colleges and to acknowledge the especially generous support of 
both the College of Sciences and Humanities and the Iowa State 
Committee on Lectures (funded by GSB). Without the funds from 
these sources, no symposium could have occurred. 
* * * * * * * * * * 
We are deeply saddened to report that Doug Duncan, who 
contributed greatly to both the 1986 and 1987 symposia, died 
suddenly in January 1988 at the age of 37. 

